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CHAPThR _1 

INTRODUCTION 

In the scheme of Shand (1947), peralkaline rocks are those in which 

the molecular proportion of alumina is less than that of potash and soda combined. 

Alkalis in excess of those required for feldspar and feth?athoid formation are 

combined with Fe, Zr and Ti to form such characteristic minerals as alkali 

amphiboles, soda-pyroxenes and eMiaiyte. The CIPW normative expression of this 

condition is the appearance of acin.ite (ac); in rare cases where alkalis Fe2O3  + 

A1203, alkali metasnicatea (na and ka) enter the norm. 

Such a definition, based on the alkalis/alumina ratio, allows us to 

subdivide these rocks into three groups:- 

those undersaturatod in A1203  with respect to Na20+K20 

those exactly saturated in Al203  with respect to Na20+K20 

those oversaturated in £1203  with respect to Na20+1(20 

The case of exact saturation is purely coincidental and is of no 

petrological moment. 

In constructing norms for rocks of types i) and 3), whereas the 

excess of Na2O in i) is joined with P4920  to form acmite, the excess of £1203 

in 3) is combined first with CaO to form anorthite (an) and then fixed as corundum 

(c). In Ca-poor rock series, i.e. containing low amounts of potential anorthite, 

subtle variations in the mode of evolution of the series may determine whether 

that series trends towards a corundum-normative or acmite-normative end-point. 

Similarly, subtle variations may determine whether a rock series be over-

or under- saturated with respect to 5102,  as reference to petrogeny's residua 

system (Bowen, 1937) immediately indicates. bailey and Schairer (1964) have 

pointed out that syenites are particularly susceptible to fine controls of their 

saturation/ 
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saturation in 3102  and  Al203  Simplified syenite compositions related to the 

Ne-Ks-Qz system straddle the thermal barrier dividing quartz and nepheline-

bearing compositions and also range from c-normative to ac-normative types. 

Bailey and 1chairer (1964, p.1206) suggest that trachytic liquids are "near a 

cross-roads' leading to four kinds of residual liquids - peralkaline or 

peraluminous oversaturated and peralkaline or peraluminoua undersaturated 

liquids." 

This thesis is a petrological study of a rock series which has approached 

this 'cross-roads', and attempts to fdlow closely not only its passage through 

it, but also its further evolution along its chosen paths. The work was 

intended to elucidate the origin of peralkalinity in the series, and also to 

examine the degree to which trachytic liquids may fractionate. 

The rocks which form the basis of the study were collected on the islands 

of the rtut6q  region, south Greenland (fig. i) where they occur as a series 

of dykes. They are particularly suitable because petrographically they form 

an almost continuous series from intermediate rocks of trachydoleritic affinities 

through progessively more alkaline types to riebeckite - and aegirine - bearing 

microgranitea. The normal index minerals of peralkalinity such as riebecicito, 

are entirely absent from the most basic members of the analysed suite and chemically 

the series passes through the cross-roads mentioned above, i.e. from undorsaturated 

to oversaturated types with respect to S102  and from an-normative to ac-normative 

varieties. 

Although their mode of occurrence and petrography suggest that the 

Tugtutaq dykes were largely liquid at Cue time of intrusion, the majority of them 

are porphyritic. Phenocrysts of several mineral species are present throughout 

most of the series. The thesis that the observed variation in bulk liquid 

compositional 



FIG. 1 

Location map, from a1ton (1965, p1.1) 
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compositions can be explained by fractionation of these phonocrysta will be examined. 

The Tugtut8q dyke rocks were emplaced during a long period of igneous 

activity during the pre-Cambrian. They are of similar age to, and probably derived 

from a similar parent as, a number of central complexes and dyke swarms whose 

dominant rock-type is syenitic. The compositions of these syenites straddli the 

'cros-roads' discussed above, and during their evolution have given rise to a 

series of residual liquids which are both peralkalino or peraluininous and 5102 

undersaturated or oversaturated. d5ccellont opportunities are thus offered to 

compare directly the evolutionary trend of the Tugtutdq dykes to those in other 

complexes which have evolved along different 'lines of liquid descent'. An attempt 

is made in the thesis to distinguish between chemical features inherent in the 

trachytic liquids, either from the parental source or from some process in the 

basic or intermediate stages of evolution, and those features derived from genetic 

processes affecting the traohytic liquids. 

GEOLOGICAL SEWING 

The intrusive rocks studies in this thesis be.lon, to the GARDAR period 

which is the youngest division of the pre-Cambrian of south Greenland.. ieviews 

of the chronology and geological history of the pre-Cambrian are available 

(Berthelsen, 1961, Bridgwater, 1965, Berthelsen and Noe-Nygaard, 1965) and they 

will not be repeated here. Table 1, however, reproduced from Bridgwater's paper, 

serves to illustrate the long and complex pre-Gardar history of the area. The 

Kotilidian to Gardar activity is thought by Bridgwater and_,Alton (1964) to 

represent a oheJ.ogen in the sense of Sutton (1963)-,that is a long-term cycle of 

orogenic and epeirogenic events culminating in shield-formation. in this scheme, 

the Sanerutian events represent the epeirogenic uplift phase following the orogenic 

deformation of the Ketilidian, and the Gardar is the cratogenic, post-plutonic 

phase.! 



TIME EVENT AGE 

5) 	1rdar aor nta1i intrusions 100 - 1255 m.y. 
3asic and alkali dykes 
'arly Gardar carbonatites (14 50 m.y.) 

:Jandstone deposition and lava extrusion 

4) 	inerutian deactivation of earlier granite and 1500 m.y. 
some folding. 	Emplacement of "New 1620 m.y. 
Granites." 	Intrusion of riajor basic 1650 m.y- 
masses under plutonic conditions. 

3) 	1ost-etilidian Intrusion of basic and intermediate 
(= Kuanjtic) dykes. 

2) 	i.etiiidian b) 	Post tectonic granites 1700 m.y. 
Folding, metamorphism and syntectonic 1800 - 1900 M.Y. 

granite gneisses. 

oediinontation and lava extrusion 2000 m.y. 

i) 	±'re-Ketilidian Plutonic formation of granites 
250() - 2700 m.y. and gneisses. 

a) 	Original formation of material in 3000 m.y. 
Ivigtut region. 

Ohronology of events in the Pre Cambrian of 3. Greenland. From Bridgwater, 1965, table 2. 
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phase. The change of tectonic conditions accompanying the anerutian-Gardar 

boundary was undoubtedly gradual, and took place at differenttLmes in different 

places. The whole history of the area from the pre-Ketilidian onward can be 

thought of as one cycle, without the major breaks between periods that were 

implicit, for example, in Wegmann'a (1938) subdivision of the pre-Cambrian. 

The Gardar period is now represented dominantly by a suite of intrusive 

igneous rocks with alkaline tendencies. The earliest Gardar events were, 

however, the deposition of coarse arkoses and the extrusion of a series of basic 

and intermediate lavas almost certainly associated with large-scale block-faulting. 

This phase belongs to the first of three subdivisions proposed by Upton (1962) 

and expanded by Bridgwater (1965). The subdivisions are summarised in Table 2, 

and brief notes are given here. 

Detailed mapping by members of the Greenland Geological jurvey (i.e. 

Grnlanda Geologisko TJndoragelse or G. (hTJ.) has revealed the complexity of 

Gardar events and no exact chronology has yet been established. The field methods 

of relating events to dyke intrusion and faulting have been increasingly 

supplemented by isotopic age determinations (Bridgwater, 1965) and that author's 

chronological scheme, while somewhat arbitrary, probably holds true between 

Igaliko and K'Gngnt where the major igneous activity took place. 

The intrusion of igneous rocks was controlled in the early- and mid-

Gardar by strong faulting and the characteristic farm of intrusion was dense, 

parallel swarms of dykes. Of the major central complexes only the Gr4nedal-Ika 

complex and possibly some of the earliest members of the Igaliko complex can be 

assigned to the early- Gardar. 

Since the majority of the Gardar plutonic centres post-date most of the 

dykes they are thought to be of mid- to late- Gardar age. They were presumably 

emplaced/ 



At least 235 m.y. duration, from 1255±20  m-y-. (Ivigtut granite) to 10201-24 M.Y. 
(uizaaussaq agpaites). 1xiplacement of central complexes at Kngnt, Ilimaussaq, ItGaar 	Thgtut&q, Nunamsult, lvigit. Probably latest members of Iliko complex belong 
here. Lesser numbers of dykes intruded, NE trend. Local movement along faults. 

Characterised by dense swarms of dykes, comprising several generations of 

Mid-Gardar 	basaltic-b rhyolitic types, and the 'big feldspar dykes' containing anorthosite 
inclusions. Swarms parallel to the general ICetilidian 'grain' of 500_700. 
The Narssaq/Dyrnaes complex probably belongs here. 

DO age dates available. Strong wrench-faulting trending 900 1200. Azkoses, 
lavas. Grnnedal-Ika nepheline syenite-carbonatite complex, early members Early-Gaar 	of Igaliko complex (?), ilviddal composite dyke. Lampropbic and carbonatitic 
dykes and sills. 

TABLE 2 Summary of Qardar events 
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emplaced under different tectonic conditions from the earlier Gardar dyke intrusions, 

intrusion being by ring-faulting and stoping. No overall pattern of field relations, 

size or chemistry has yet been established in them. 

The Gardar igneous activity of the Tugtut8q area has been summarised by 

Upton (1962) and some aspects described, in more detail in laterpapere (Upton, 

1964 (a), (b), and (c)).  The main conclusions are set out in Table 3 

MID-GARDAR SWAES OF THE TUGTUT 1iU3AQ A16A 

The intrusion of the various Gardar igneous rocks was connected with the 

large-scale faulting of the region. The dyke swarms which are of particular 

interest in this thesis, the NE-WE trending swarms, are parallel to large faults 

with long, complex histories of movement (Henriksen, 1960). The swarms show no 

radial grouping around any plutonic centre, and Bertheisen and Noe-Nygaard (1965) 

have inferred that the Gardar magma chambers were long and relatively narrow, 

and of great vortical extent. The central complexes may be thought of as 

developments within Gardar volcanoes, and the acid and intermediate dykes almost 

certainly acted as feeders to surface volcanism, in view of their abundance and 

high crustal level. Possible lava flows of this kind are the riomb-porphyries 

that Stewart (1964) has described from the Ilixnaussaq succession. 

The Tugtutöq dykes crystallised under a hydrostatic pressure similar to 

that of the lividdal composite dyke. Reckoning on about 3 kms. of cover (Stewart 

1964) of about 2.8 gm./cc. density, the pressure corresponds to about 1 kb. very 

roughly (Upton, 1964 (c)). 

The various Gardar dykes are numerous. Upton (1962, p.32) counted 70-

80 dykes on a N.W. traverse across Tugtutq, near the Central Complex, excluding 

the four giant dyke branches which have an aggregate width of 1500 in. Assuming 

an average width of 2 in. for the smaller dykes, a local dilation of the basement 

of/ 



A 

TtJGTUTOQ - 
Camptonitic dolerite dykes Caiptonitio dolerite dykes 

3mall trachytea 
Late Intrusion of central Complex Intrusion of ilimaussaq 

complex 

?Formation of diatremes ?iorvation of diatremea 

Large numbers of dykes on Large numbers of dykes on 
E trend N1 trend 

Id Krydej and Assorutit intrusions 

Doleritic/gabbro dykes, Intrusion of Narsaaq 
including 'giant-dykes' complex 

ilviddal composite dyke 

Arly Thin EN.-iSw dolerites Lavas of aupracruatal 

%W-S& olivine doleritee serios 

L3L 3 Jequence of Gardar igneous events in the Tugtutq-Ltarseaq region. 



of the basement of some 28kb is represented. Scharbert (in press) has calculated 

a dilation of slightly less than 1O in the Ilimausaaq peninsula. 

The NE-ENE trending dykes are densest in three areas, in E-NE striking 

zones through the Ivigtut, Nunaraauit and the Igaliko-Ilimaussaq--Tugtutaq regions. 

These zones also contain the central complexes and the giant dykes, and the pro-

Gardar basement has been heavily faulted and crushed. They are localised where 

the zones meet a major structural unit, the Ivigtut-igaliko fault-block (fig.2) 

(Borthelsen and Noe-Nygaard, 1965). 

The swarnui cover a wide range of compositions, including camptonitic and 

kersantitic baaalts, olivine basalts, trachybaits, overaturated and under-

saturated trachytes, and rhyolitic and phonolitic types. Notable among the 

variants are the big feldspar dykes' (referred to as the BFD's) which have 

trachytic margins and baEaltic or trachybasaltic centres carrying abundant 

anorthosite fragments (Bridgwater and Harry, in press). 

The parallelism of the dyke swarms to the strike of the major structural 

trend in the basement makes intersections rather uncommon and subdivision 

difficult. Further, not only does each petrographic group show considerable 

variation in composition and texture but also lithologically similar groups may 

belong to different intrusive episodes. Nevertheless detailed dyke chronologies 

have been established for each of the zones mentioned above (see Ineleus (1964) 

for Ivigtut and Grnnodal-Ika, Harry and Pulvertaft (1963) for Nunarsault, and 

Upton (1964(a)) and charbert (in press) for Tugtutq-'Johan Dahl'_- Laud), and those 

chronologies seem to be consistent within each zone. Attempts to correlate the 

successions between zones have met with numerous difficulties. For this reasor, 

only the successions esnablished for the most easterly zone are repeated here. 

Work in the easterly dyke belt has been done by alton (1965) north of 

Narssarssuaq, by Ussing (1912) and by Scharbert (in press) around the Ilimauasaq 

complex/ 



Major tectonic features relating to Gardar igneous activity, from 

Bertholsen and Noe-Nygaard (1965, fig-4). 
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complex and. by Upton (1962, 1964(a)) in the Tugtut&-Narasaq area. In the N.E. 

Walton mapped a series of N.E. trending BFD's, dolerites and niicrosyenites. The 

latter he divided into potassic- and sodic- types. alton's chronology, based 

on his fig. 1, is summarised in Table 4. 

Among the NE to2NE-striking dykes from the northern part of the 

Ilimausaaq peninsula, Seharbert (in press) has mapped BFD's,xnicrosyenites, dolerites 

and gabbros and "finally basaltic dykes.... which are, where in contact with other 

dykes, obviously the youngest generation." 

Upton (1964(a)) has published a chronology of the TugtutGq NE-dyke swarms, 

but has recently revised his succession (pare. comm.). His new succession is 

shown in Table 4, where an attempt to correlate the data from the three areas 

is made. There is little doubt that these chronologies are simplified, and it 

should be remembered that sums at least of the 	represent original micro- 

syenite dyke fillings. 

SOME FIELD OBSERVATION3 OF ME' T TUTOQ SWARM.  

In this section, and in following chapters, the term "Tugtutq dyke 

series" will be used to describe the rocks studied in this thesis, namely the 

trachydolerite to microgranite groups. It must be remembered that this covers 

only the intermediate to acid members of the Gardar swarms and the very numerous 

basic dykes have hot been studied. Further, work on the microsyanitic margin 

of the B?Dls on Tugtut8q has been avoided, as this vould have duplicated recent 

work by Bridgwater and Harry (in press). 

Figs. 3(a), (b) are from Upton (1964 (a)) and show the remarkable 

concentrations of the microsysnitic dykes, especially in the N.E. of the area, 

and the large distances over which they can be traced, whereas the micrograritic 

varieties are relatively scarce and die out rapidly to the WSW. An exception 

is/ 



North of Narssarssuaq N. Iliinaussaq peninsula ugtutq - Narssaq 

?Carbonatites and larnprophyres iaa1ts Captonit1c do1erite 
iew niicrosyeiutes 

Rare dolerites 

Thicroyenites (K -) ilicrogranites 
Iiorosyenites iiicrosyenites 

iicrosy:e rites (Na -) id.cxogzflites 

Jolerites ?Jolerites Tolerites 

BFB's BiJ's BPD's 

kIicrosyenites ( 	-) * £Licrosyenites 

Jolerites ?Jolerites Doleritic gabbros 

TABLE 4. Correlation of mid—Gardar dyke chronologies in the Tugtutq - Johan Dahi' a Land area. 



FIG. 3(p) 

Distribution of microsyenitic dykes in the Tugtuteq region, 

from Upton (1964(a), p1.7) 
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FIGS 3(b) 

Distribution of zuicrogranitic dykes in the Tugtut8q region, from 

Upton (164 (a), p1.6) 
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is the largest quartz_porphyry*, which runs NW o the giant dykes for some 

35 Ions. before ending on Lille  Pugtutdq 

The widths of the dykes vary considerably. The miorosyenitea range 

from 0.25 a. to 17 a., with oost between 4 and 5  a. The niiorogranites range 

from veinlota a few ems. across to some 30 a., but few exceed 5 in. Whereas the 

microsysnites show remarkable constancy of width, the acid varieties show much 

more lateral thinning, and branching into veinlets, and are seldom of constant 

thickness for more than a few tens of metres. 

The dykes are very colourful, in brown, grey, pink, blue, green and 

white. 	ie 4crosyenites generally have blue-brown chill zones passing into brown, 

or less frequently grey, centres. icrogranites and acid iaicrosyehitee may be 

blue with flinty blue-black chills, reddish-brown with bluish chifls,but most 

commonly are banded in green and blue. Tliie reflects the distribution of aegirine 

and riebeckite-arfiredsonite. Blue dykes usually have green chills, but the 

reverse situation is seen in one or two dykes. 3evoral dykes have five bands, 

while others are more rapidly banded in blue and green throughout their width. 

This banding may not aiays ba parallel to the margins and is generally imperais tent 

aloflg the length of the dyke. In extreme oases the distribution may be quite 

irregular and the whole dyke surface has a mottled appearance, with patches varying 

in size from thumb-print-sized to some metres across. 

Flow-banding, usually restricted to a few centimetres from the dyke walls, 

characterises the acid dykes, and apherulitic texture is also common. Many dykes 

have complex textural relationship. Thus, in a large rniorogranite dyke just east 

of 3yenite Lake (a.o.u. collection numbers, 86024-8), a green-blue banded central 
area with miorogranitic texture is seen to pass laterally into areas where the 

whole Width of the dyke is apherulitic, the green-blue alternations now being 

shown in the apheruliticyinterapherulite areas. 

Though! 



Though several dykes are aphyric, the majority are porphyritic. Of the 

phenocrysts found in the dykes, only alkali feldspar, quartz, alkali amphibole 

and aegirine can be distinguished in the field. The feldspars are up to 1 ci. 

long, white, clear or reddish, and often show some signs of resorption. The 

dykes normally show chilled margins, except ih composite instances where they 

have been intruded into a still-hot earlier component. No evidence is found 

for metamorphosed contacts, 	 L -r•. 	 C eu i thi-.ec .i w. 

X4EIPHOD OF 	ii)Y 

Some 15 dyie were sectioned for petrograpac study, and of these, 

33 were chosen for analysis, to represent the full range of composition between 

trachydoleritos and niicrogranites. An effort was made to include the major 

petrographic types within the microgranite group, but further work will almost 

certainly produce variants on the data presented here. For that reason, the 

comments made here apply mainly to the analysed rocks. 

Eighteen analyses of the Central Complex rocks were made for comparison 

with the dykes. The samples were chosen to represent as fully as possible the 

range within each intrusive unit. 
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CI-IAPThR 2 

PETROGR/.PHX 

INTRODUCTI ON 

The dyke rocks of the Tugtut&-arssaq area described in this thesis 

form an almost continuous series from trachydolerites to inicrogranites. The 

rocks are alKaline and usually peralkaline. ihere is a composition gap between 

66 and 71, 5±0), but this Is not obvious petrographically. 

Despite this complication, it is believed that the majority of the dykes 

can, for simplicity of description, be referred to a main series exhibiting 

discontinuous and continuous reaction series in the mineral constituents. 

01'iiNC1ATthU 

There is a wide range of textures among the dyke rocks. Nevertheless, 

the holocrystalline rocks carry grounciniass feldspars up to 1 mm. long, and the 

rooks may properly be classified as medium-grained. host dykes are porhyritic 

and feldspar phenocrysts are almost ubiquitous in the porphyritic dykes, forming 

roughly rectangular crystals up to 1 cm. ion. Although terms ruch as trachyte 

or rhyolite may be preferred for Lniividual fine-;rtined dykes, normal petrographic 

procedure Is followed here, and hypabyasal terms are used to define each rock 

group. 1u'ther, following Upton (1964 (a), p.12) a generql classification has 

been preferred to more specific names such as coniendite. The use of "quart-s - 

porphyry" by TJton has been discontinued as several of the microgranites do not 

carry quartz phenocrysts. 

Since plagioclase is very scarce in the rocks here termed trachydolerites, 

they were petrographically classed as inlcrosyeuites. They are, however, chemically 

more siuijlar to an intermediate group, containing 49-54p' j°2' <2.5 MgO, c5.5, CaO, 

and between €3-9 Na20 + K20. The trachydolerites are gradational to rock-, in 

which hastingeitic amphibole is the dominant ferrosageaian mineral, and whose 

chemistry/ 



chemistry and mineralogy can reasonably be termed microsyenitic. These are 

the hastinsite inicroeyenites. with increasing acidity of the rocks, hastingaite 

is replaced by members of the riebeckite-arfvodsonite series. Dykes containing 

this amphibole but which are insufficiently siliceous to justify the term micro-

granite, have been termed riebeckite microsyenitea. 

In veneral, the micrograaites can be distinguished from the more acid 

varieties of microsyenite by the possession of quartz phonociysts. A few aphyric, 

very fine-grained blue dykes for which no analyses are available have been referred 

to the riebeckite-microsyenite group, though they may actually be rhyolitic in 

terms of overall chemistry. ithin the microgranites, there is considerable 

textural variation, for partially devitrified alkali rhyolites to holocrystalline 

micro-granites. iLineralogically, however, an overall pattern from riebeckite-rich 

to aegirine-rich types may be distinguished. In the text, reference is made to the 

dominant ferromagnesian mineral by means of a prefix. 

Trachydoleri teas 

Less than a dozen trachydolerites have been recognised in the Tugtutq 

area. They are generally aphyric, brown or grey rocks, though scarce apatite 

phenocrysts may be found. In 40471 (G.G.U. collection number), which is the 

most basic dyke studied in this thesis, clinopyroxone, ore, biotite and apatite 

form evenly distributed aggregates of many crystals all less than 0.5 mm, long. 

The order of crystallisation within these clusters seems, from rules of enclosure, 

to be apatite-clinopyroxene-ore-biotite. A;gregation of coloured minerals 

characterises intermediate rocks from several alkaline complexes, such as the 

larvikites of Oslofjord (Barth, 1944) and the augite syenites of the ilviddal 

dyke on T.tutq (Upton, 1964 (c)). The matrix between those clusters is 
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composed of tabular and more rarely lath-shaped feldspars <1 mm. in size, having ill- 

defined boundaries with neighbouring grains so that the texture is almost micro- 

granitic. 

The feldspar is dominantly an alkaline variety, but some crystals have 

oligoclase cores; this is the only primary plagioclase in the dyke series, 

apart from the phenocrysts of the microsyenite, 5010). .Lhere is no indication 

of the two feldspars having crystallised simultaneously. The alkali feldspars 

are mainly cryptoperthites, tabular /1 (oio). 

In other trachydolerites from Tugtut6q there is much less tendency for 

the mafic minerals to aggregate. iather they form more discrete groups of one 

or two grains • The feldspars are more lath-shaped than in 40471, and are usually 

aligned in a sub-trachytic texture. 

Hastinsite - and diebeQkite - l4icrosyehites 

The hastingeite inicrosyenites are characterised by the presence of large 

alkali feldspar phenocrysts, up to 1 cm. and constituting 15-30, of the rock, so 

that the dykes often appear densely porphyritic. Although they are usually 

tabular /1 (oio), many crystals approach the rhomboidal habit, and rhomb- 

porphyry has been applied as a field-term. In contrast, the feldspar phenocrysts 

of the riebeckite rnicrosyenites are scarcer, more rectangular and also smaller 

k 0.75 ems.). Iddingsite pseudomorphoua after fayalite, pyroxene (in the 

composition range augite to ferroaugite) and ore, enclosing apatite, are scarce 

(e L-) phenocrysts in has tingeite-bearing dykes, usually rimmed by amphibole in 

more quartz-rich dyes. Of them, only ore persists as an early mineral in the 

riebeckite inicrosyehites, where it forms small ( 1mm.), anhedral grains. Soda- 

hornblende phenocrysts are restricted to a few quartz-rich microsyenites (e.g. 

50169). They are partially resorbod and usually surround opaque ore. Crystals 

are up to 2.5 mms. long (&almost colourless,pale_green,bluegreen) and 

are/ 
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are partially replaced by limonite. 

The groundiiiass feldspar is lath-shaped or tabular xnicroantiperthite, very 

commonly showing Carlsbad twinning. Several have clear rims of albite. In 

barkevjkjte-rich dykes, pyroxene forms subhedral crystals in the matrix, but in 

more acid dykes is absent or forms cores to hastingeite grains. There is a small 

composition range where pyroxene is present as phenoorysts but not in the matrix. 

Ore is present in all microsyonites, invariably showing a reaction relationship 

with amphibole. 

Amphibole in the quartz-poor dykes is a brown, barkevikitic variety 

pleochroic to lighter brown, which is zoned to a hastingeitic type, . light brown, 

/'brown, )olive-green, f' c = 290. These zone fairly sharply into varieties 
where .Lj5 deep-blue, rand are green-blue, and these may in turn grade to a 

colourless grunerite. The latter is commonly fringed by limonite and the whole 

sequence brown through blue-green to colourless amphibole to lionite may be seen 

in one crystal. .teverse zoning, with brown amphibole surrounding blue-green, 

is present. In more acid microsyenites, the hastingsites zone discontinuously 

to a length-fast amphibole which may rim or be intergrown with hastingaite or 

be discrete and arthedral. This is riebeckite-arfvedsozute, and its optics are 

variable, though generally extinction is nearly parallel and pleochroism is 

from Prussian blue to greyish blues. The absorption //fmay be virtually 

complete in some crystals. No hastingsite has been recorded from the riebeckite 

nttcrosyenites. 

The textural evidence indicates that groundmass pyroxene and ore 

crystallised before feldspar, but amphibole is always interstitial to feldspar. 

Quartz (increasing up to 5,-), limonite, biot:ito 	 are also !ntertitial, 

though scarcevugs  contain limonite and/or carbonate. laurite, -jitite nd z roan 

are/ 
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are accessories. 

Depending on the habit of the feldspar, the texture of the microsyanites 

varies from orthophyric to trachytoid. Several riebeckite-bearing dykes, however, 

are very fine-grained and have felsitic devitrified matrices, in which the 

proportions of quartz, feldspar and amphibole cannot be determined. In extreme 

cases, the nature of the groundmaas fezTornag,aesian mineral can be inferred only 

from the colour of the matrix. The complex textures which these dykes and the 

rapidly chilled rhyolite dykes exhibit will be described separately. 

Two varieties of microayenite may be mentioned here, which are unusual 

in that biotite is the dominant coloured mineral to the almost total exclusion 

of clinopyroxene and amphibole. 30662 is aphyric, and consists of anti- and 

crypto-perthite, biotite, ore, riobeckite-arfvedsoiite, quartz and carbonate 

with very scarce c].inopyroxene. $imilar dykes are rare in the Tugtutq area, 

but Imeleus (1964) reports the assemblage as common near the Grnnedal-Ika mass. 

50109 carries biotite, ore and sodic plagioclase phenoorysts, set in a matrix of 

antiporthite, biotite, quartz, apatite, ore, chlorite and carbonate. TJ.s type 

is rare in the Gardar swarms; only two have been found in the Tugtutôq area. 

Fuller descriptions of both dykes may be found in the appendix. 

Microgrites 

Five sub-groups are distinguished by their phenooryst assemblages 

(Table 5). 

magnetite 

quartz + feldspar + amphibole 

(C) quartz + feldspar + aegirine 

(d) quartz + feldspar + hedenbergite + fayalite 

(a) quartz + feldspar + manetite + riebeci.te-arfvedsonite or catophorite. 

Groundmaas/ 
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Groundwass mineralogy indicates that groups (a) to (d) are simply 

related, mainly by the progressive replacement of amphibole by aegirine, and the 

relationship is matched in the phenocrysts by the reaction series ore ..,amphibole., 

aegirine. Aegirine is never actually seen as a primary pbenocryst phase; the 

early pyroxene in the most peralkaline dykes was hedenbergite. The rocks of group 

(a) to (d) may be described jointly, and notes on group (o) discussed separately. 

The feldspar phenocrysts in the microgranites are moderately exeolved 

antiperthitea up to 3 mnae long, only slightly tabular 1/ (oio) and nearly square 

in (100) section, though always partially resorbed. In coarser dykes, especially 

of groups (b) and (c), the feldspars are partially reicrystallised to a mosaic 

of small crystals, especially in the cores, or replaced by feldspar and quartz 

of the matrix. In extreme oases, only ghost crystals may remain, distinguishable 

as former feldspar phonocrysts.by  their outline and by absence of coloured minerals 

within them. Rounded resorption cavities in the feldspar (and quartz) phenocrysts 

contain rie*eokite-arfvedsonite, aegirine, quartz or feldspar. cuartz phenocrysts 

are generally rounded through resorption, but in some dykes form ouhedral bipyramids 

after the p-form up to 2 ama. long. arly quartz is absent from a few dykes of 

group (d). 

The ore phenocrysts of group (a) do not exceed 3 and may be completely 

euhedral or partially resorbed. Ore is surrounded by bbenocrystic amphibole in 

group (b) where riebeckite-arfvedaonite forms nearly euhedral prisms up to 2 nina. 

long, with anomalous extinction up to l0, deep sea blue, grey blue, )' brownish 

yellow. Zoning to deeper blue margins is common, and some crystals are rimmed 

by aegirine. In group (c), the coloured phenocrysts are composed of aggregates of 

aegirine (plate 1A), apparently replacing amphibole, since in some crystals remnant 

strips of riebeckite-arfvedsonite in optical continuity may be found. Some 

members/ 
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members of (b) and (c) do not carry ferroznagnesian phenocrysts, but are classified 

on the basis of their groun1mass mineralogy and chemistry. 

The phenocryst assemblage of the dykes of group (ci) is feldspar-quartz- 

hedenbergite-fayalite. The pyroxene is mostly fresh and euhedral, bottle-green, 

non-pleochroic and unzoned, with c =.580.  In some instances, however, the 

bedenbergitea are partially replaced by aegirine (the replacement is total in 86073, 

aegirine having the aggregate form described from the phenocrysts of group (c)), 

or more rarely by alkali amphibole. The former presence of scarce (fayautic) 

olivine phenocrysts is inferred from the occurrence of iddingaite, apparently 

pseudomorphous of this mineral. 

Quartz and feldspar form the greater part of the matrix of group (b) 

dykes but with increasing richness in aegirine, there is also an increasing 

ratio of coloured minerals to quartz + feldspar. In 40554, for example, there 

is more aegirine + riebeokite (46.5,) in the matrix than quartz+feldspar (41.5). 

The dominant feldspar is microporthite, but orthoclase is present in some coarser 

dykes of groups (b) and (c) The riebeokite-arfvodsonite of the matrix shows consid- 

erable variety in optical properties. It commonly forms short, ragged prisms, 

rimmed by aegirine in group (b), but rimming the pyroxene in group (c). In 

the microgranite 40493, the amphibole has= c,,/3 = a, k= b, OAF a. 'r (ow) approx., 

2V-960.,,(= deep blue, f pale yellow brown, f= almost opaque,, absorption 

axes and vibration axes not always coincident,41.¼c = 1_20. Aegirine increases 

in amount through groups (a) to (ci) and is a.lrast the sole coloured mineral 

in the last of these groups. In the field these dykes were acco:dingly referred 

to as "green dykes". Pleoohroiam of the aegirine is generally mild, though 

in some dykes is quite marked, 	raas-green,andfryellowiah green. Mottling 

of these colours is common in larger crystals Extinction is virtually straight. 
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the matrix. This pyroxene is non-pleochroic of yellowish-brown colour, with 

other optical properties similar to aegirine, and may be referred to as an 

acniitic variety. 

GrounWaas are iJ iliostabuicxi in roup Lb),'.:n-_,r it i uivally 

enclosed in amphibole. In more aegirine-rich dykes, ore is absent or scarce. 

Astrophyllite is a common accessory in amphibole-rich dykes, forming tufts and 

rosettes of golden-yellow needles, or penetrating the dykes as little stringers, 

but has been found as small, multi-crystal aggregates in group (d). Other 

accessories in the micro,,,,ranites are fluorite, apatite, zircon, ?allarmite and 

?pyrochlore. The dominant textures found in each of these groups are 

indicated in Table 5, and descriptions of them given later in this chapter. 

The dykes of group (e), i.e. those with quartz, feldspar, magnetite and 

amphibole phenocrysts, have been described by Upton (1964 (a), p.17) as the 

Skovfjord quartz porphyries, since they form a minor swarm in the kovfjord region. 

The feldspar phenocrysts, in contrast to those of other microgranites which are 

white or colourless, are usually red, and set in a dense blue-black matrix, they 

give the dykes a distinctive appearance. They display a similar habit to previous 

examples, but are less commonly recrystailised to smaller feldspars. .e quartz 

phenocrysts, dark in hand specimen, are usually ouhedri. ii group (b), the 

quartz-feldspar-amphibole-phyric dykes, ore is commonly enclosed in amphibole 

phenocrysts, but does not occur as discrete non-reacted early-formed crystals. 

In the Skovfjord dykes, magnetite forms octahedral xnicrophenocrysts not associated 

with amphibole, though the latter is present as rare uiicrôphenocrysts. Two varieties 

of amphibole have been recognised, riebecld.te-arfvedsonite (50187) and ?caephorite 

(40575). The catophorite is brown, with(deep brown, ,-brown,iight yellowish 

brown/ 



brownçc 26°, and is rimmed b riebeckite-arfvedsonite. 

The grounthnass mineralogy compares with other iciranites except 

that zircon is more abundant here than in any other mi.crogranite sub-group. 

A unique granophyric 8111 within the ilviddal giant dyke (86037) may 

be described briefly. Anhedral quartzes may represent original phenocrysts; 

clustered tangentially round them are ragged prisms of an amphibole with 

Qt -cinasmon-brown, f -very dark-brown, almost opaque, S_yel1owish  apple-green 

and c=22°, which superficially resembles laneite, found in the syenites of 

fie-union by Lacroix (1936). Both are rimmed by riebeekite-arfvedsonite • Quartz 

and microperthitic feldspar are inv :riab1y intergrown granophyrically, except for 

the possible phenocrysts noted above. Late-stage accessory minerals are 

aegirine, ore and metamict zircon. 

TEXTURES O? AI DYKES 

An even, holocrystalline texture developed on cooling of the trachydolaritos 

and hastingeite nacrosyonites. The former presence of glass has been recorded 

in only the chilled margins of such rocks. aith increasing richness in quartz, 

however, increasing degrees of supercooling seem to have characterised the dykes, 

and the acid dykes commonly show evidence of devitrification throughout. Some of 

the striking flow, spheruiitic and devitrification textures which these dykes 

exhibit are described below. 

Levitrification textures;- only thin dykes and the chilled margins to larger 

dykes have felsitic groundinaases, and this texture almost certainly developed 

by devitrification of a glass. Although true glass appears to be absent, the 

groundmass of these dykes is often extremely finely crystalline or cryptocrystalline. 

Aggregates of amphibole or pyroxene may locally produce a pseudo-isotropic structure. 

Segregation of ferromagnesian and felsic minerals into fine-scale bands 

less! 



less than than 0.5 mm. wide is very common near dyke margins. The lighter bands 

consists of quartz and feldspar and are more coarsely crystalline than the dark 

bands (plate ib).  3imilar features have been described by Smith (1931) from 

Kenyan peralkaline rhyolites. 

Other types of banding occur in the feisitic margins. Green-blue 

colour alternation has already been mentioned. In the rhyolite 66018, alternate 

layers have more or less coarse felsitic texture (plate ic). In some dykes 

the banding consists of alternating layers of opaque apherulites and lighter, 

non-apherulitic bands (plate2b). These types are closely similar to textures 

described by Christiansen and Lipman (1966) from rhyolito flows in Nevada, and 

by IL'meleue (1962) in the felsite of 3lieve Gullion. 

.flow-folding is not very common, ut is found in some dykes within the 

Hviddal giant dyke. In 86018, the axis of the fold is 1/ to the dyke wall, 

whereas in another green dyke, distortion against the wall-ruck has been extreme 

and fold axes are completely random (no G.G.U. number, plate 2c )• It seems 

likely that these folds formed by shear against the wall rock and that the 

strain pattern has been shown by subsequent devitrification. 

Chilling of the acid Tu.gtutq dykes was generally not sufficiently 

intense to form perU. tic cracks, though the structure is found in one or two 

dyke margins (86006). A most unusual texture developed in green dykes just east 

of Syenite Lake may be connected with perlitic crac. he rocks are divided 

into "compartments" (plate 3a) whose boundaries in the ost simple case are 

composed of a fine aggregate of aegirine plus its breakdown products. The 

compartments themselves have a central area also composed of aegirine, whereas 

the rest is quartz and feldspar in an interlocking, equigranular texture. It 

is suggested that the boundary lines were the site of perlitc cracks around 

which/ 



which cevitrification occurred. /iret, quartz and feldspar material was displaced, 

either mechanically or by ionic diffusion into the coaparte i t areas, whereas the 

last miaterial to crystalline was again aegirine-rich. 

Despite a very wide variety of apltarulitee in the Tugtutâq dykes, a two-

fold division can be made, into feldspathic- and ferrosagnesien- radiating types. 

Descriptions of some examples of the feldspathic group, which is restricted to 

rapidly-ced, dovitrified dykes, may be found in the appendix (30691, 30739, 

50163), and Upton (1)64 (a), p.23) has described in some detail epherulites of 

this type in the rhyolite 30685. 

Two main lines of evidence are used to argue that the feldspathic-

pherulitse formed fcm a medium having the properties of a viscous solid, 

the zonal distribution of the minerals in the ephorulitos and the nature of the 

interepherulite areas. As already suggested by Upton, the zonal structure where 

cones of fibrous, radiating feldspar (and quartz) are enve1oed by aggregates 

of granular aegirins or riebeckite-arfvedsoni to, can boat be explained by the 

physical ezulsion of these crystals, driven out as a "front" ahead of the 

growing epherulite. Jathewe and iataon (19530 describing crescentic areas 

very similar to thcse in tht riebecit.-rhyolite 50163 (so* appendix) in rhyolite 

dykes from Jritish Columbia, postulate the "mechanical displaCemant of semite 

crystals previously disseminated through the cooling sages, by the force of 

growing crystals of quartz .......  '. rowth of each zone of feldspar and quartz 

was effectively stopped when the tips of the needles had become encrusted with 

ferromagnesian material and the cyclic nature of the coning represents the 

initiation of a new growth of radial crystals. o explain the cchc zoning by 

cryntailisation from i Liquid would require the cyclic saturation of the liquid 

in feleic and ferromagnestan minerals, a mechanism not indicated by the petrography, 

since ferromagneeian granules are present through the whole apherulite, though 

concentrated/ 
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concentrated in certain zones. 

The matrix, or inthanilite areas of tlie feldspathic group is usually 

cryptocrystailine (30691 is an exception) and contains the same inerals as the 

apherulites. The pyroxene and amphibole granules are more or less of the same 

size and habit in both areas, and this is taken as evidence that the dark minerals 

were disseminated through the groundznass contemporaneously with or even before 

apherulite formatioh. 

When a magma is supercooled to a glass, the condition is metastable, and 

the glass develops a minutely crystalline, felsitic texture. riarshall (1961) has 

shown that the purely thermal reconstruction of glasses (i.e. when the energy 

required for crystal nucleation and growth is supplied by the free energy of the 

glass) is extremely slow at low temperatures, and that the process is insignificant 

at temperatures below several hundreds of degrees C, even within the longest 

geological time, he suggests that most glasses become felsitic through processes 

involving water, since water acts as a catalyst by breaking the 3i-0-3i bridges 

in the glass With the formation of two hydroxyl groups, each attached to a Si 

ion. Chemical evidence is presented later to show that slower-cooling dykes lost 

part of their volatile contents, either into the wall-rock but more probably 

by migration up the dykes towards the pre-Cambrian land-surface. It is suggested 

here that the streaming of these aqueous fluids was responsible for the 

dovitrification of the glassy dyke margins. The thinner dykes which chilled 

completely to a glass may have crystallised through the action of water from the 

wall-rocks, or of the watar reainod by the super-cooled melt itself. Dunham 

(1965) has proposed a similar method for the devitrification of Tertiary felsites 

from ,-thum, and Limon. (1962) has proposed that the dovitrification of a rhyolite 

welded tuff at Idlondyke, Arizona was an autometaraorphic process involving the 

migration along fractures within the tuff of Yo-rich fluids trapped within the 

tuff/  
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tuff on emplacement. 3imons further suggested that this denteric origin may be 

the only generally operative cause of devitrification. 

The action of water in allowing ordering within the glass anU orienting 

SiO4  and A104  tetrahedra was accompanied by its catalytic action in aiding 

diffusion of ionB. 	is alternating bands of niafic and lecocratic material must 

have been developed by the diffusion of ions up to distances of 1 zmn. The 

texture (described on p.  19) due to devitrification around perlitic cracks 

is most easily explained by the selective diffusion and concentration of first 

feldspar and quartz and then aegirino "molecules" away from the cracks. 

The alternating layers of different texture described above are probably 

due to the different water contents of the layers. Dunham (1965) has suggested 

that the patches of coarser crystallisation in flow-banded felsites from kthuxn 

are the areas which retained most water. uieleua (1962, p.60) describing fine-

scale flow-banding in felaite from Shove Gullion which is very similar to that 

in the Tugtutq dykes, states "The contrast in groundmasa crystallisation may 

be quite extreme, oven within the limits of a single thin section.. providing 

clear evidence of the uneven distribution of the late-stage volatile elements 

within the felsite." The uneven distribution of volatilee between layers may 

be due to pressure gradients initiated by slip along flow planes in the viscous 

magna as a result of shear against the wall-rock (c.f. ilshiro, 1963). 

Textures resJ.t:in from ma,atic crystallisation:- the banded and ephorulitic 

felsitic margins to the acid dykes generally grade into rocks where the textures 

are microgranitic, trachytoid, or spheruhitic. The epherulites are of a different 

type than the feldspathic variety described above, the ferrornagnealan-radiating 

type, in that pyroxene or amphibole invariably is one of the minerals radiating 

from the core. Descriptions of examples may be found in the appendix (30758, 

50167). / 
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It is believed that they formed in an essentially liquid environment, i.es 

in more nearly equilibrium conditions than the feldspathic spherulites, for the 

following reasons. The interspherulite areas are usually coarse, with ferroinagnesian 

minerals of stout prismatic rather than acicular habit as in the spherulites, 

and the quartz and feldspar form an interlocking, mosaic texture. .}i'urthor, 

there is most commonly a change in the type of coloured mineral between sIerulite 

and interapherui.ite area. If riebeckite-arfvedsonite is the radial mineral, 

aegirine is the dominant interapherulite species and vice versa. This reflects 

a change in the conditions of crystallisation during solidification of the magma, 

and is not found in the feldspathic group, where the same dark mineral characterises 

both areas. The presence of large zircon crystals, up to 0.5 mm. long, is also 

important, because that mineral is absent from the feldepathic group. The growth 

of zircon is partly dependent on the ease with which Zr4  ions can diffuse 

through the medium. Obviously the ions can migrate more easily at the higher 

(nearer solidus) te eratures thought to have characterised the formation of the 

ferrosiagnesian spherulites than at the low, sub-solidus temperaturof the chilled 

latter liquids. In the 	c-se, Zr ions would probably be trapped on crystal 

surfaces rather than enter lattice structures. 

In many dykes, banded margins give way to epherulitic zones which in 

turn are replaced by coarser central areas having granitic, granophyric or 

trachytoid textures. Similar gradations have been recorded in British Tertiary 

felsites by Bneleus (1962) and Dunham (1965). Trachytic texture is especially 

common in riebeckite-rich dykes, where it is marked by the parallel alignment of 

amphibole needles. The flow-banding is frequently found distorted around 

phenocrysts. In the riebeckite-microeyenite 30645, there has been flowage of 

magma into the little space between two 1:henocrysts, whore it has been trapped 

as/ 
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as a "fossil eddy" (plate 3b). These eddies are also found in irregularities 

and cavities in the wall-rock of some dykes (86015). 

The granitic texture of the groundmaasea of th ribeckite-rich 

microgrenites is locsfly replaced by granophyric intergrowth of quartz and 

feldspar, either of a radial type or of a type whoa form resembles a wart (plate 

3c ). Granophyric texture also occurs in the interapherulite areas of some 

epherulitic dykes. Foliowrg earlier work (e.g. Dunham, 1965) it is probable 

that the texture indicates simultaneous crytallisation of quartz and feldspar 

in a condition analogous to the cotectic curve in the system Q-Or--Ab-1120. 

However, the absence of the texture from such rocks as aplites where, tyT:iccliy, 

textures are granitic, aggests that some degree of supercooling must precede 

crystallisation of a rhyolitic melt to a granophyre. 

The resorption of quartz and the recrystallisation of feldspar phenocrysta 

in the microgranite group pose a problem. I' the system Q-Or-Ab-H20 may be used 

as a simple analogy, then quartz resorption can be explained by a drop in pressure, 

since the cotectic curve migrates progressively towards the Q-apex with decreasing 

pressure (Tuttle and Bowen, 1958, fig-38). Assuming a drop in water-vapour 

pressure as the magma ascends towards the Gardar surface, the residual liquid 

will lie on the feldspar side of the cotectic, and quartz must be resorbed until 

either the pressure rises or the liquid composition once more lies on the cotectic, 

such a model demands, however, fairly rapid ascent of the magma, because if it 

ascends reasonably slowly, the liquid composition may never leave the cotectic 

curve, i.e. crystallisation may keep pace with changing pressure conditions. 

In summary, the textures developed in the acid dykes may simply be 

attributed to the rate of cooling and to flowage. Iapid chilling produced glasses 

wlioh subsequently devitrified to felsitic or spherulitic texture. there the 

magma/ 
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magma was sheared against wall-rock, the pattern of strain is shown by flow-

bandir. :e ferromagnesian-apherulites grew in an essentially liquid meuiui, 

but represent faster-cooled conditions than the granitic and granophyric 

textures which characterise the centres of the bigger dykes, though the 

granophyric texture itself may require some degree of super-cooling of the 

magma for its initiation. 

MD  "LOGY 

3YSTBMATIC .3Cil TIONS OF THE INktAL3 

felldmmr 

Feldspar phenocrysts occur in most of the porphyritic Tugtut&j dykes, 

and feldspar forms over 4Q,' of the groundmass of all dykes. The importance 

of feldspar as a potential fractionating phase must be stressed and accordingly 

a series of phenocrysts, representative as far as possible of the major rock 

types, was separated and analysed. 

Apart from sodic oligoclase cores to the groundinass feldspars of the 

trachydolerite 40471, and oligoclase phenocrysts in 50109, the intermediate 

to acid dykes of Tugtutôq carry only perthitic alkali feldspars. A fairly 

large range of bulk compositions is present, from 0r, Ab 	An.  to 
154- 	4.5 

0r624Ab350An26  wt.- (Table 6), and though there is as overall increase of 

the Or/Ab  ratio with increasing acidity of the total rock (fig. 4(a)), the 

riebeckit3 microsyonite feldspar phenocrysts have either higher (50167) or 

lower (30645) values of the ratio. Rocks of comparable bulk chemistry may 

carry feldspar phenocrysts of quite different composition (c.f. 50169 and 50167, 

Table 6 and Al) and vice versa (30713 and 50050, Table 6 and Al). 

Compared with other alkali feldspars, for example the sanidine annlyes 

listed/ 



TABLE 6. Feldspar phenocryst analyses from Tugtu.tq dykes. 

Na20 K20 CaO Fe203 Or Ab An 

40570 5.82 7.84 0.72 46.6 49.8 3.6 

50169 5.83 7.48 0.81 0.46 45.2 50.7 4.1 

50167 3.92 9.95 0.53 0.45 62.4 35.0 2.6 

50050 5.75 5.79 - - 40.0 57.0 3.0 

50187 7.34 5.62 0.10 - 34.9 64.5 0.6 

40495 4.37 9.25 0.09 - 59.2 40.3 0.4 

*50226 - 	- 	- 	- 	39.5 53.5 7.0 

*30713 - 	- 	- 	- 	41.0 54.0 5.0 

*40498 - 	- 	* 	- 	42.0 52.0 6.0 

*30645 - 	- 	- 	- 	35.5 62.0 2.5 

*3635 - 	- 	- 	- 	59.0 39.0 2.0 

*50226 - 	- 	38.5 58.0 3.5 

- 	- 	- 	- 	40.5 55.5 4.0 

*40498 - 	- 	- 	- 	38.5 57.5 4.0 

50226, 30713,  40498, 50169, 40570, hastingeite microsyenites; 
50167, 50050, 30645, riebeckite niicrosyon.ites; 
50187, Skovfjord microgranite; 
30685, 40495,  riebeckite-ae.rine--uiiorogranitos; 
50187 and 40495 contained quartz impurity. 

* from Upton (1964 (a)) 



F1h4(p) 

Alkali feldspar phenocrysts from the r1tutq  dykes and from some 
editerranoan lavas, plotted on the ternary feldspar diagram. Broken 

curve iscart of the approximate limit of solid solution in the system 
Or—Ab—An (Tuttle and. Bowen, 19P, fig.64). The dotted lines separate 
the fields of lime anorthoc 	A), anorthoclase (A), and sanidine (s) 
(smith and MacKenzie, 195b.. 0 - Teldspar phenocrysts from Gardar micro— 
ayenite dykes (charbert, 	 — Pugtuto dykes of this study (Table 
6), 	- Gardar dykee from joL 155), x - iaritellerlan panteJ.leritos 
ind 	- 	 1eiLW1.tFJ (LarICJCJ., 1 )o2 	 ni -i 	I )U , 1 j.4) 

iI'IG.4(bI  

Ukali feldspars from certain Gardar intrusions 	on the ternary 
fe1dar diagram. Field boundaries as in fig. 4(a). X - ngt (Upton, 

ivi1dal (Upton, 164(c)), 	= !osorutil - 
2eo1 are from. ortral Complex, Tu;tutq (Table :. 	 L,nit 2, 
= Unit 3, 0 = 31a i1aneso perthosite,a = micro  

In Units 1;-?and 3 feldspars connect cr*s and mai, 	 ta1s. 
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listed by Deer, Howie and Zusemari. (1963, Table 6, there is nothing unusual 

about the Tugtutq feldspar phenocrysts. They plot in the iuidine field of 

the Ab-Or-An diagram (smith and MacKenzie, 1958), except for the phenocrysts 

from the riebeckite microayenite 30645 and the Skovfjord microgranite 50187, 

which plot just in the anorthoolaae field (fig. 4(a)). Joharbert (1966, p.905) 

lists four feldspar phenocrysts from Gardar xnlcrosyenites with higher An 

contents than the Tugtutâq specimens, up to An 
14

wt.,. It is not stated 

whether these An- contents were determined, by difference,assuxning ideal formulae, 

or from an analysis of Ca. The composition of the phenocrysta from the 

microgranites 30685 and 40495 may be compared with that of the bulk feldspar 

from an aegirine microgranite from the Kngnt complex (Upton, 1960, p.77), Or 57

Ab39An4. The Or value is a minimum, since the feldspar contained alight impurities 

of aegirine and. riebeokite. 

From optics and composition, Jcharbert (1966) placed the Gardar micro-

syenito feldspar phenocrysts between the low sanidine-anorth.oclase and the low 

albite-orthoclase series, and considered that they were originally ime-bearing 

Na-rich saxiidines. Upton (1964 (a)) concluded on similar grounds that the 

Tugtut8q feldapars crystallised as homogeneous soda-sanidines and that the 

perthitic textures were a result of unmixing. All degrees of uxminixing are found 

from oarea znioroperthite to (optically) homogeneous anorthoclase. In general 

the phenocrysts of more acid rocks are more exsolved, as might be expected in 

view of the lower crystallisation temperatures and the presumed higher volatile 

contentsof the acid magmas. Crystals are usually twinned according to the 

Carlsbad law, but a few cases of Baveno and Manebach twinning have been found. 

Crystal morphology shows progressive change (Upton, 1964 (a), p.41). 

Feldspar phenocrysts of rhomboidal habit are common in the quartz-poor hastingsite 

miorosyenites ,/ 



microsyenitee, due to the development of the (1r0), (no) and (210) forms. 

In quartz-rich microsyenitea, the feldspars are more tabular, with the 

appearance of (ojo) faces, whereas in even more acid dykes, the (ooi) form is 

exaggerated and crystals are rectangular with square cross-sectione 

Work on the structural state of Gardar feldspar pbocrysts, all from 

xnicrosyenite dykes, has been done by 3charbert (1966), who found that the 

K-phase was in all, cases monoclinic, but that the Na-rich phases were of three 

types, according to the values of the reciprocal lattice angles0(* and*: 

high-temperature poriclizie-twinned phase, low-temperature albite-twinned phase, 

but also some high-temperature aibite-twinned phases. Those feldspars correspond 

to stages (a) and (b) of MacKenzie and smith's (1962) "cooling sequence" of 

alkali feldspars, t,ypical or rapidly cooled rocks. 

croundrnass feldspars 

The compositions of the grouzidmass feldspars have not yet been studied 

adequately, and only the three analyses from Upton (1964 (a))Lavailable  (Table 6). 

The values may be compared with the phenocryst feldspar's, though in all cases 

the phenocryst is enriched in Or and An relative to the groundmass phase. 

Olivine 

Recognition of former olivine in the Tugtut8q dyke rocks is often 

difficult since in all cases the small crystals have been completely 

pseud.omorphed by iddinnite. In rocks where there 18 a high modal percentage 

of brown ferruginous minerals, especially limonite in vugs, brown iddingsiti 

patches pseudomorphous after divine may be overlookea., it seems that olivine 

was carried up in some dykes as a subordinate phase. 

There is no evidence of olivine in the trachydolerites, riebeckite-

znicrosyenites or inicrogranites. In a few hastingsite microsyenites e.g. 50226, 

iddingsite/ 
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iddin site forma pseudomorphe up to '.5 mm. diameter, thich do not cluster 

with the clinopyroxene, ore and apatite phenocrysts, and in the aegirine 

rnicrogranites, the aemblage hedenbergite-pseudomorphed fayalite is common 

in rapidly chilled dkes. This contrasts with the relatively fresh fayalite 

observed in the coarser grained syenites and granites which occur in the 

intrusive central complexes. 

iyTroxene  

The most significant feature of pyroxene formation in the main sequence 

is that there is a considerable composition range within which pyroxenes 

are absent and are therefore presumed to have been unstable. fSey are scarce 

in quartz-bearing hastingaite microsyenitea and completely absent from the 

riebeckite mioroayenites and from the most riebeckite-rich microgranitea. 

Amphibole replaces pyroxene as the dominant mafic mineral during that interval. 

The result is that only two pyroxenes are important modally, aigIte and aegirine. 

Due to difficulties of separating the trace amounts of pyroxene, four 

have been semi-quantitatively analysed by Dr. C. i. aaeleus by electron probe 

at the University of Duihwii (Table 7). The pyroxene from the trachydolerite 

50149 is colourless, withc of 41° 30; its composition is 

Fe27 , which according to the scheme of foldervaart and Hess (191) is an auidte. 

The composition of the phenocrysts in the hastingsite-iiicrosyenito 50226 

is Ca. 	 , not significantly different from those of 5014). It ,9. .. a.4 

optical properties are also aimilr. In a slightly more acid hastingsite-

niicrosyenite, 40433, the pyroxene piionocrysts have a ver y slightly green 

colouration, 	450w and the cn:::oJ.tion is Ca42 9Ng24 7Fe 	(ferroauite). 
32.4 

 The hedenbergite phenocrysts from 	aegirine-rhyolite 40554 are bottle-green, 

unzoried with 
î  c = 580 and have a comoosition Caig. 1e 	. (The value of 

53.4 .2 43.4 
Ca,/ 



TABLE 7. 	.na1ysea of pyroxenee from Tugtutq dykes. 

spec.No. 
Rock type 

50149 
trachydolerite 

50226 
hastirg.xnicro sy. 

40433 
hasting.uiicro sy. 

40554 
xziicrograni te 

ig 7.3 7.7 5.3 0.5 

Fe 14.3 14.7 16.0 16.0 

Ca 15.3 15.2 15.3 14.1 

Al 1.5 1.0 0.7 0.2 

Na 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.6 

Atomic 

Ca 40.7 39.5 42,9 53.4 

hig 32.0 33.1 24.7 3.2 

Fe 27.3 27.4 32.4 43.4 

Analyst: C.H. Iiie1eus; electron microprobe, Univ. of Durham 

Ca,Fe : + 3 of figure quoted 

+ 5i. of figure quoted 

Na,A]. : + 10% of figure quoted 
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Ca, > 50, , is a result of the inaccuracy of the analyses). 

The soda-poor pyroxenes from the Tugtutq dykes are siown digr'rLLy 

in fig. 5 along with pyroxenes from gabbros, syeno-gabbros and syenitoa from 

the iugtutq-Ilimaussaq region (Upton, 1964 (b), fig. 9). It is clear that 

for any mg/Fe value or for similar rock-types, the TututeqJPYroxenea are poorer 

in Ca than those from the Tugtut6q-Ilimauasaq gabbroa - syenitee. These latter 

pyroxenes are from undersaturated syenites, whereas the dyke rocks are 

overaturated. Tlae situation would seem to be analogous to the general case 

stated by deer ct al (1962, p.136)  "The clinopyroxenes of basic alkaline rocks 

generally have a higher content of Al, Fe, Ti and Ca than pyroxenes of tholeiitic 

rocks". Although Fe and Ti values are not available for the Tugtut& dyke 

pyroxenes, the A1203  contents are on average lower (range 0.38-2.84, wt.; than 

those reported by Upton (1964 (c)) in the JIviddal and Iliinaussaq pyroxenes 

(range 1.99-2.17 ). In the dykes, the four pyroxenes contain progressively 

lower amounts of Al with increasing acidity of the rock (Table 7). 

The unusual mosaic textures shown by replacive aegirihe to-zards riebeckite-

arfvedsonite and hedenbergite resemble those described by Brown and Vincent (1963) 

in ferrohedenbergites from ferrodioritea and melanogranophyres in the Skaergaard 

intrusion. These pyroxenes are thou7;htto have inverted from ferriferous 

-ollastonite, which was originally rimmed towards more iron-rich rims. Brown 

and Iincent suggested that the rims would invert before the cores, and that the 

inversion would develop round several centres at the crystal periphries. The 

development would continue in a roughly concentric pattern inward to produce 

the mosaid pattern. Since there is no obvious zoning within the Pugtut8q 

hedenbergites and since the relationship is replacive rather than inversion, 

that model cannot be directly applied to the hedenbergites, though it may have 

operated/ 



;c -poor clinopyroxenee :froai orna Gardar rocks plotted on the Ca-Mg-Fe 

diagru.. • Tugtut8q (Table 	AnVAt (Upton, 1960, optical data 

only) , 0 	bbros, syeno-gabhr• :: syonitea from the Tugtutq-Ilimauseaq 

region (Upton, 1964(b), fig.9). 
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operated in the case of the zoned riebecits-arfvedaonjte phenocrysts. It 

is pit'ahie for the hedenbergitee, that the replacement was initiated at several 

points, within the crystal. Aegirine prisms are elongated parallel to the 

cleavage directions of the prism faces of the calcic pyroxene in 50197, for 

example, and the replacement may have started in the cleavage cracks. 

~mLljjbole  

Amphiboles; are by far the most abundant of the ferroznagneaian minerals 

and are present almost throughout the series. They show a large range in 

composition from barkevikitic to rtebeckite types. Amphibole relationships 

are rer complex and include continuous, discontinuous and reverse zoning. 

This ubiquitous zonin: niskos them especially wrthy of study by electron 

microprobe, and this work is being carried out by Mr. George Rowbotham at the 

University of Durham. Consequently, no chemical analyses have been made during 

this work. 

Biotite 

In the trachydolerites, biotite is an important constituent of the 

mineral clusters, being more abundant than clinopyroxene and opaque ore. It 

forms small, anhedral flakes <0.25 mm. long with .(traw-yellow andvery dark 

brown (40471) or,(orange and dark sepia (50149). In theistingsite xnicrosyenites, 

however, biotite is subordinate to amphibole, and forms only interstitial wedges 

between. the feldspars or replaces amphibole (c.f. Upton (1960, p.72) for 

in both cases associated with brown ferruginous material. In more 

acid dykes, biotite is scarce or absent. It has a late-stage replacive habit 

in the riebocalte microsyonites and is seen only as vug-infillings in the 

microgranite 86031 ((almost colourless, Jbrown). 

Two micrcsyeuites carry biotite as the dominant coloured phase (see p.14) 

Tae/ 
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The phenocrysts from 50109 have been analysed. The crystals are up to 2 mm. 

long, may be euhedral but are commonly modified by resorption. Ore is & 

common inclusion. o i8 yellow brownJ brown, d'chestnut  brown. 

Several aspects of the chemistry of this biotite are interesting in 

relation to the igneous biotites listed by Deer et al (1962) and especially 

to the biotite phenocrysts from volcanic rocks analysed by Carmichael (1967). 

Like Carmichael's, the Tugtutq biotite is rich in TiO2  (Table 8), but this 

richness is not accompanied by high F, as suggested for igneous bic'tites 

by Deer et al (1962, p.61), It also has a very high Ba content, ca. 1, by 

wt. BaO, which is presumably substituting for K in the interlayere. The 

high value of CaO in the analysis is certainly due in part to contamination 

by apatite, P 2  0 5 
 has not yet been determined, but it analysis should allow 

a correction to be made in the Ca figure in the formula unit. 

The total (OH + F) is 1.60, considerably lower than the number of 

available sites. This may be partly due to inaccuracies in chemical 

analysis, but is certainly in part due to failure to analyse for Cl. 4n 

estimation of the Cl content of the biotite phenocrysts, assuming all the 

Cl in the rock to be equally distributed between the phenocryst and ground-

mass biotite is O.56 • This would Increase the (cii, F, Cl) value to nearer 

to 4, and also decrese the X, Y and Z figures to nearer the ideal values 

of 2, 6 and 8 respectively. 

The Tugtut&1 biotite also differs from those of Carmichael (1967) in 

having sufficient Al to fill the available tetrahedral sites. Further, it 

contains considerably more ía (2001 atoms per unit formula) than that 

required to join with ia+K+Ba+Ca (2.039) to form theoretical feldspar 

molecules. Fractionation of such a biotite might deplete a trachytic liquid 

in/ 



TABLE a Analysis of biotite phenocrysts from the microeyenite 50109. 

Numbers of ions 
on the basis o 
24 (OH. 0. F) 

SiO 37.36 SI. 5.792 	) 2 I. 	z=e.000 
A1203  13.68 Al 2.208 J 
Tb 2  6.35 Al 0.293 

Fe 203  2.57 Ti 0.741 

FeO 13.92  0.300 

?2+ 
Y 	6.iE2 

MnO 0.31 1.605 

NO 12.99 Mn 0.041 

CaO 0.45 149 3.002 

BaO 1.00 Ca 0.075 

Na2O 0.91 Ba 0.061 
X = 2.039 

K20 8.23 Na 0,274 

F 1.02 K 1.629 

1.06 011 1.098 

-- 1 0.300 	24.000 

99.85 (0 22.402) 
09F• 0.44 

99.41 

P, P .iil. 

Rb 200 

Sr 45 

Y 16 

2r 225 

ih 110 

Pb 17 
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in Al with respect to these elements. 

Astrophylli te 

Astrophyllite has been identified with certainty in only the micro-

granite group, forming a common accessory though always less than 1, . its 

most usual habit is as bundles or as radiating clusters of slender, golden 

needles up to 0.3 nui6 long, but it may be intergrcwn with riebeckite-

arfvedsonite or may grow as oriented needles in the feldspar. In the 

£aicrogranito 86026, it forms little irregular stringers penetrating through 

the matrix. In several green dykes astrophyllite fringes have developed 

round aegirine crystals. 

Ore 

No polished section study has been made of the ores. Lipton (1964 

(a)) has termed opaque ore in the mierosysnites 'ilmonomagnetite' and in 

the miorogranites 'magnetite', though this is a simplification as all 

polished sections examined by him from both Tugtutq and Kngnt have contained 

both i].nienite and magnetite (Upton, perse comm.). 

Haematite occurs in a few aegirine- and riebec&ite-wicrogrsnites, 

usually as an alteration product of the pyroxene and less commonly of the 

amphibole, in one dyke, a composite dolerite-quartz porphyry which extends 

through central 2ugtutq, it is locally the sole dark mineral (404:), conalng 

scattered anhedral grains vchich are slightly translucent centrally, hut 

wholly opaque marginally. liais haematite is thought to have been formed by 

the progressive oxidatioLl 0 riebeckite azaphibole..magnetite - haematite. 

In the hastingaite microsyenites and the riebeckite $crosyenites, a 

group of minerals occurs in three main forms; (i) replacing amphibole, (ii) 

as late interstitial wedges and (iii) in tugs associated with amphibole 

and/ 
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and erbonite. ilose minerals may generally be termed 'brown ferruginous 

material' ami following Upton (1964 (a)), are referred to the goethite—

limonite group. They vary considerably in degree of crystallinity and of 

optical isotropy, but are usually pleoohroic in red and brown, with 

absorption and extinction greatest 1/ to the length of the crystal. 

Sulphide, is sporadically developed in the whole series, being most 

abundant in the microeyenites. Little cub 3 of pyrites u to / mms 

across are often concentrated along joint—planes. 

Fluorite 

Fluorite, usually purple but occasionally colourless, has been 

identified in less than a dozen dykes, though it may be present in some 

of the very fine—grained dykes. It has proved impossible to correlate the 

presence or absence of fluorite in a specimen to any chemical or 

petrographic factor, such as the amount of F, the modal amount of other F—

bearing minerals, or texture. Fluorite is axthedral, interstitial and may 

occur in vuj. It is often found associated with altered amphiboles, 

where it han raOly formed on the release of Ca and F from the silicate 

structure. 

Silica minerai 

uartz forus sporadic interuttial idedges between Lie i:eldspar laths 

in more basic hastngsite—microsyen.ites. It Increases modally as total 

rises and is an important constituent of the riebeckite—microsyenitea 

(up to 5, in the coarser dykes), though always intirstitial. 4uartz 

phonocryats are almost ubiquitous in the porphyritic microgranitea, and are 

normally anhedral due to partial resorption or reconstitution to smaller 

crystals, in rapidly—chilled dykes, euhedral bipyraaids after F—quartz 

may be preserved (e.g. 50167). In the groundmass of the microgranites, quartz 

is/ 
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is not interstitial, but forms an inter-locking, equigranular texture 

or micrographic intergrowth with feldspar. Jilica may also form radial 

minerals in the spheru.lites. uartz fibres occur in the epherulites of 

30758. Upton (1964 (a), p.23) has described cristobalite and chalcedony 

from the aegirine-microgranite 30685, and tridymite (or paramorphe after 

it) is recorded In this thesis from 30739 (appendix). 

Apatit 

;Lpatite Is the only phenocryst phase recorded from the trachydoleritee. 

It usually forms scarce acicular needles in 40471 but one crystal 5 xor. long 

by 0.3 mm.  wide was seen with an elongation along the c-axis of 17:1 . The 

crystal has a tubular hole running through 41  of its length. The hole is 

eccentrically placed, very near to one edge of the crystal. It is filled 

with biotite and feldspar, minerals occuring in the groundmass of the rock. 

At one end of the crystal, a wedge of trounc1mass material splits the apatite 

into a swallow-tail fur,- ,% -

A second and third generation of apatites are also presont in 40471. 

The second generation Is represented by crystals which are present in the 

olinopyroxene-apatite-cre-blotite aggregates. These tend to be more equant 

than the phenocryst phase, up to 0.3 m. by 0.05 mm, an elongation of about 

6:1. :Jwa1lowtai1s and tubular varieties are abundant In this generation. 

cross-sections are hexagonal. The third generation crystailised after the 

aggregates mentioned above but are embedded in the groundinass fe1dspr. 

These apatites are of variable size, varying from dimensions similar to those 

of the second generation down to extremely thin crystals which can only be 

described as "hair-apatites". These are exceptionally 0.8 mm. long, and 

usually-CO-5 mm. and are often no thicker than the cross-wire of the 

microscope./ 
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microscope. They show elongations of up to 100:1. 	vsral are curved. 

In other trachxIolerites, apatite is less abundiit t..in in 40471, and is 

dominantly of the third generation type. Acicu].ar apatites similar to 

those in the Tugtutq dykes have been described by Wyllie et al (1962) 

from synthetic systems and from olivine-rich hypabyssal rocks from the 

Nuanetsi area, Rhodesia. They referred the elongated habit of the synthetic 

crystals to quenching from liquid, and suggested that the acicular habit 

in natural rocks may be used to indicate that the crystals formed from a 

liquid. 

In the hastingaite-microsyenites, early apatite occurs enclosed in 

ore and clinopyroxene phenocrysts as ejuant and prismatic crystals. In the 

groundinass, the mineral is scarce, but does form rather elongated crystals, 

which never show the swallow-tail or hair-habit. In more acid dykes, apatite 

is very scarce, and is found in only a few inicrogranites, as scarce, minute 

needles in the matrix (ego 40449). 

2jroon 

Zircon is not a common accessory, and is restricted to riebeckite-

rich dyke, where it occurs as small (up to 0.2 mm.) crystals seldom euhedral 

and usually of dirty appearance. Many show a pronounced oscill'to,r cflj.n:;, 

with an alternation of thin colourless and yellow-brown zones (L 	4a ). 

arbon1te3 

t.arbonate, probably siderite, is an accessory constituent of the 

hastingsite-microsyenitea, where it forms interstitial wedges b€tween feldsjars 

in the matrix. 

SOME, MINERALS FROM TiL iTitth COPIELi, TUGTUTOQ 

At a late-stage in the dardar igncous activity on Thgtutq, a small 

central/ 
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central complex was intruded across the main dyke )elc. The mode of 

intrusion was by ring-faulting and subsidence. Five rin--units followed 

by a perthosite stock, have been recognised by Upton (1962, 1964 (a)), who 

regarded successive ring-units as more strongly fractionated magma from 

a parent similar to that of the dyke suite, The petrography of the Complex 

has been fully described by Upton and will not be repeated, though descriptions 

of analysed specimens may be found in the appendix. Some notes are given, 

however, on minerals separated and analysed during this work. 

Fe.l4spara: the calculated compositions of the new feldspar analyses are 

given in Table 9, alon with those from Upton (1964 (a)), and plotted in 

the Or-Ab-An diagram in fig. 4(b). The range of compositions, anorthoclase 

to sani4ine, is similar to the dyke phenocrysts, and the general trend in 

the ring-units is towards Or-enrichment with decreasing An. content. 

Amphibole: an analysis has been made of the groundmass wiphibole from the 

microgranite sill, 40495. 2L1S sill carries ?miorophenocrysts of riebecdte- 

arfvedsonite and feldsir in a groundmass of quartz, feldspar, riebecki - 

arfvedsonite, aatrophyllite and ?aenigmatite. The two generations of 

amphibole were separated by hand-picking, and the groundmass species chosen 

for analysis because it was also wished to analyse the groundmass aetrophyilite. 

The analysis and the unit-formula are resented in Table 10. According to 

Phill. 	( 1963), the low value of 4.80 for the Y-group suggests analytical 

error, 	obvious possibility is that the figure for FeO is too low (see 

alj;icl methods in appendix); small adjustments to that value would result 

in relatively large changes in the atomic formula. 

Astrophyfljte: in the swge microgranito sill, 40495, astrophyllite forms 

discrete crystals in the groundmass, with the second generation of amphibole. 

The astrophyllite forms anhedral crystals up to 1 mm. long, with aperfect 

(100)/ 
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(1LO) cleavage,-bright orange, p-orange yellow, -yellow and 

b//, c//p. The analysis and formula are given in Table 11. 

Astrophyllite has traditionally been considered a. sorosilicate (e.g. 

Winchell, 1956), but vlondrow (1 967) has recently shown that its structure 

is similar to that of the trioctahedral micas, except that it contains 

octiedrally'-coordinated Ti in the tetrahedral layer. The basic unit 

consists, therefore, of a continuous sheet of (Fe,Nrx')06  octahedra 

sandwiched between two sheets consisting of chains of SiO2  tetrahedra 

linked by TiO2  octahedra in the ratio 4:1. These composite sheets are 

separated by sheets of alkali ions. 

The general formula has been adjusted to (k,Na)3(Fe,1n)7  Ti2Zi8  

and unit-cell contents are based on 31 anions. (oodrow, 1967, 

Nickel at al, 1964. This formila is different frr.m that quoted in most 

text books e.g. iinc!.il (1956) and Vlasov et al (1966)9  both give as the 

formula (K,Na)2(Fe,4n)4(Ti,Zr) (OH,F)2  (Si 207)2  

The astrophyllite group is fairly complex chemically, but two main 

substitutions have normally been distinguished, Fe-Mn in the B-group 

(Semenov, 19:6)  and TiZr in the C-group (Kunitz, 1936). More recently, 

Nickel at al (1964) have described the Nb-analogue of astrophyllite, which 

they termed niobophyllite, and suggested that the Nb was replacing Ti in 

the C-group. These substitutions result in six theoretical end-members, of 

which only three are represented by natural minerals (figs.6a,b ), 

astrophyllite, kupletskite and niobophyllite. Accordingly, nickel at al 

(1964) have applied these mineral names to the theoretical minerals. 

Niobophyllite 	(K, iNa)3 
"1 

Jb 
 2 

 Si 
 8 (0 ) 31 

Astrophyllite 	(K, Na) 3  1e1  Ti2  Si8  (o,ou)31  

Kupletekite 	(K, Na)3  ix Ti Si8  (),OH) 31  

The/ 
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Fe! Fe+Mn 
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'182() 0 CaO 7e20
3 

 Cr Ab Ah Itb Ur 3a I zn 

J

*5)345 () - - 0.37 - 34.5 63.5 2.0 105 70 450 - - - 
(0) - - 0.07 - 43.0 56.5 0.5 140 40 400 - - - 

2 	50296 6.88 5.48 0.51 0.45 34.7 62.6 2.7 220 25 250 22 45 if 
*50263 - - - - 25.0 66.0 9.0  
*50263  - - - - 40.0 54.5 5.5 - - - - - - 
50276 6.71 5.21 1.31 0.40 32.7 60.5 6,6 235 25 140 32 70 19 

*50260 - - 0.14 - 53.0 66.0 1.0 135 30 50 - - - 

4 	40589 4.95 6.51 0.75 047 
y2. 

56.3 426 
0 OS 
1.1 390 20 250 18 20 19 

50225 7.86 5.46 0.18 0.73 32.4 66.8 0.8 210 20 80 23 20 24 

BNP *5024)  - - - - 35.5 64.0 0.5 - - - - - - 
*3(779  - - 0.01 - 7,6.5 63.5 0.0 155 40 20 - - - 

40595 4.95 6.51 0.75 0.47 4.6 49,9 4.3 450 15 130 30 b.9. b.e. 

TAB2 1 9. 	of felAnpars frog the Central eop1ex, ugttatq 

* from Upton (1964(a) 
1-4, Units 1-4 
BMP = Bla Naneso perthosite 
3 = inicrogranite sill 
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8.14 

K20 1.62 

F 2.7 

40+ 0.30 

TABLS 10. tnaly*ie of ri.b.ckite-artv.deonite from the 
4orogrenite sill, 40495 

100.47 
oiw 	1.16 

99.31 

Nbex' 
baei3 

of ions 
of 24C0f.0iY 

on the 

7.84 Rb 3° 
? h.8.000 

Al 0.151J Sr 35 

Al 0.019 13* 190 

0.125 y 123 

1.516 Zr 650 
2+ T4,789 

Fe 2.862 Nb 190 

An 0.106 Zn 1120 

t.  0.159 23 

0.1211 
X2.000 

1..879 j 
0* 0.631 

:? AO.96O 
0.329J 



?ABL 11 ,na1yeie of utrophyilite from the aicrogranite sill #  40495 

Uubers of long on MW 
hasi 	of 31 (011po1 D.D.. 

i02  35.5 7.835 250 Ja 
I 	D.7.973 

203  0.53 Al 0.138 y not detected 

?i02  9.73 ?i 1.615 990 

Xb 205 1.02 Bb 0.101 0 	1.793 b 	--480 

0.71Zr 0.077 

Fe203  3.59 ?e 6.355 1 
eO 31.20 lin 0.337 3 	7.297 

Kno 1.80 Mg O.6C)5 J 
$g() 1.84 Ca 0.142 

CeO 0,60 Na 1.247 
.ts"2.896 

2.91 K 1.483 

K20 5.27 Rb 0.024 

Rb 20 0.17 OH 3.713 

P 1.48 1.033 L 	31.000 

J L0+ 2.52 0 26.254 

98.87 
09? 	0.62 

98.25 
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.hie Iieoretica1 and natural ei-inaibes ae shown diarai-ticIly 
Ye 	l'j 	Ti 

in terms of the ratio .&e44n, Ti+Nb and Ti+Zr in figs 6 (a),(b). It is 

clear that while natural kupletakite and astrophyllite approach the 'pure' 

end-members quite closely, niobophyllite is considerably removed from its 

end-member. i'hero is a strong possibility of complete solid solution 

between kupletakita and astrophyllite (3emonov, 1956 0  Nickel et al, 1964;:. 

Many more analyses of Nb are required before the extent of solid solution 

between niobophyllite and the other end-members can be determined (Nickel 

et al, 1964). On this basis, it can be seen that the Central Complex 

astrophyllite is fairly near the theoretical astrophyllite end-member (fig. 

6(a), ..o. 0), 

It was noted above that ZrQ Ti replacement has long been known in 

the astrophyllite group (Kunitz, 1936).  No Zr end-member has been described 

however. Available data indicate that Zr replaces Ti by up to about 3 

of the sites in the C-group (fig. 6(a)). Jurther, the graph suggests that 

the substitution Zr Ti is linked with the nubstitution Nn,,-Fe. If this 

is a true coupled substitution, the major variations in astrophyllite 

chemistry may simply be considered in terms of 11b,-"Ti and n- Fe. 

An interesting point of paragenesis indicated in fig. 6(a) is that 

those members of the astrophyllite group which occur in nepheline-bearing 

ayenites and peginatites contain higher proportions of Mn and Zr than those 

from oversaturated parageneses, and that "pure astrophyllites seem to be 

restricted to granites and granite pegiatites. 
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GEOCHEMISTRY 

GOCHEMITItY OF DYKi SEiU!S 

Introduction 

hole rock analyses have been made of 33 samples from the dyke 

series to determine the behaviour of the major elements during the evolution 

of the series. Data are also presented for F, Cl, Zn, Rb, Sr, 1, Zr, ib, Ba, 

Pb and Ce in whole rocks and for these elements less Ce and Cl in the 

analysed minerals. In this section, the abundance and distribution of the 

elements are described, using variation diagrams in which the abciasa 

employed is the "Fractionation Index", whose derivation is explained below. 

In 1960, Thornton and Tuttle proposed that the degree of 'basicity 

of any member of a volcanic rock series can be measured by aummin the 

relevant normative constituents from among q+orFab+rie+le+ka. This 

quantitative measurement was termed the Differentiation Index (DI) and its 

use was based on the abundant petrographic and chemical evidence that 

natural magmatic liquids fractionate towards, and may eventually reach, the 

'residua' system e-Ks-Qz. dowever, this system is exactly saturated in 

Al 203 with respect to alkalies, and cannot strictly be regarded as the 

residua system for any liquids which are strongly poraluminous or peralka.Une 

(Bailey and $chairer, 1964). xamination of the CIPW norms of the Tugtutôq 

alkaline dykes (TabloA2 ) reveals that in all but the trac}iydolerites and 

most basic xni'crosyenites over 80j,'of the norm is composed of q+or+ab+ac+na. 

In progessvely more quartz-rich dykes, normative ac increases regularly 

with modal alkali amphibole and aegirine. The most acid are microgranitea 

whose norms and modes consist almost entirely of quartz+feldapar+aegirjne. 

it/ 
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it is proposed to use in this thesis a slightly modified Thornton-Tuttle 

Index to indicate the degree of evolution of any rook within such a 

peralkaline series, viz, the sum of the normative constituents q+or+ab+ac+ 

ne, the Fractionation Index (Fl), i.e. it is the same as the DI until ac 

enters the norm. 

Such a scheme involving build-up of "peralkaline" constituents 

during evolution of a rock series finds abundant petrographic confirmation, 

such as the zoning of ferromagnesian minerals to progessively more sodic 

compositions and peralkaline residual segregates in differentiated alkali 

basalts. In the experimental field, Bailey and Schairer (1966) found in 

the system Na20-Fe203-Al203-Si02  two eutectics which correspond to 

rhyolitic and nepheline trachytic liquids and which may be expressed ih 

terms of ne or q + ab + ac + a form of sodium silicate. 

There is need in the Tugtutôq series for a ne index, since those 

already in general use are not generally applicable. Any index using Mg, 

such as Fe/4g ratio, is impractical since ig is present in only minor 

amounts throut.hout most of the series. Fe2O/1eO does not vary very regularly 

in the Tugtutôq rocks and only those rocks containing appreciable modal 

aegirino show large increases in the ratio. There is some evidence that 

quartz was fractionally removed from rhyolitic magmas leading to a decrease 

in SiD in residual liquids, and, therefore, SiO2  cannot be applied 

successfully as a differentiation index in the microgranite group. .'l and 

02 vary sympathetically to a marked degree in the trachydolerites and 

microsyeni tee, however. 

Just how applicable the modified DI is to rocks from other peralkaline 

suites ranaina to be tested. Its direct analogue for undersaturated rocks 

would! 
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would be fle+ab+or+ac+ns, and this index may be applied to the syenites 

of the Hvicldal dyke on Tugtut& (Upton, 1964 (C)). This dyke fractionates 

continuously from a barely undersaturated augite syetiite in its westerly 

outcrops to a peralkaline foyaite in the east. Six analyses are available 

the Fl being as follows: west  76.9 76.2 81.5 838 89.6 95.8 east 

I • e a regular increase in Fl with fractionation. 

There is an overall increase in Fl in the dyke series trachydolerites to 

aegirine-rich microgranites, and there Is increasing departure from the 

DI of Thornton and Tuttle (rig.?). '-')ome microgranites, however, are 

relatively depleted in normative aomIte compared to other dykes in the 

group. Thcse lie above the (arbitrary) dotted line in fig-7. Two of these 

are from the 3kovfjord microgranite suite, with the phenocryst assemblage 

quartz + feldspar + magnetite + amphibole (40575, 50187), and two are from 

the large composite quartz-porphyry which runs the whole length of Tugtut 

(40435, 40449). The fifth is a riebockite-microgranite which is unusual 

in containing biotite, as reaction rims to opaque ore (50237). dxplanationa 

are offered for these low ac-contents in the next chapter. 

Five sub-groups based on phenocrystassemblages were recognised within 

the microgranites (petrography section), and it was also shown that the 

overall trend was from riebecklte-arfvoJeonite- to aegirine- rich types. 

It can be seen from fig. 7 that the dykes belonging to group (d) are more 

perJkline, but gradational to, rocks of group (c), whereas the magnetite-

phyric dyke (group (a)) has a similar Fl to rocks of groups (b) and (c). 

It should become obvious in this section that the various sub-groups represent 

various cooling stages in a complete evolutionary sequence from amphibole to-

aegirine microgranites. To avoid an unnecessary number of symbols in the 

vriation diagrams, all microgranites are given the same symbol, and in the 

text! 
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text, the general prefixes riebeckite— and aegirine—microgranites are used 

to indicate the dominant ferroinagnesian mineral. 

DISTRIBUTION OF SLhI9T3 

Sodium and potassium 

The distribution of Na2O and K20 can be seen in fig 8(a). Although 

they vary sympathetically in the trachydolerites, hastingsite—iJ.crosyenites 

and the xriicrogranite group, they vary antipathetically in the range acid 

hastingsite—microsyenitea to riebeckite miorogranitea. The ratio i'la 
201 

K20, though fairly regular in the more basic alkaline types, shows no 

regular pattern of behaviour in the microgranites (fig. 8(a)). 

The microsyonites with Fl between 84 and 89 appear to be divisible 

into two distinct groups in terms of Na20 and K20. (The rook at Fl 88.0 

is a inicrograiite). l'he first group has higher total alkalis and is 

considerably more potassic than the second group. The rocks comprising 

it are two hastingsite—mioroayenites (40498, 50169, Fl 86.0, 85.9 respectively) 

and a riebeckite—miorosyenite (50136, Fl F 8.3),  while the five rocks of the 

second group are all riebackite—xnicrosyeiaites. Some members of the latter 

group show striking enrichment in Na20 over K 
2  0 relative to the rest of the 

series. 

hagnesium arid calcium 

In the intermediate to acid members of the Tugtut8q dyke swarm Ig() 

falls from 2.56, in the most basic trachydolerite to between 0.7,u and 0.2% 

in the hastingeite microsyonites, and to values 0.2, in the most acid 

members (fig. 0(a)). Similarly CaO decreases from 5.5% to values,. 	(fig. 

8(a)). 

Titanium! 



Variation diagram for Pugtto'q dykes of NaO, K(), 	K20, 20' 

Y(, MgO, CaO, TiO
2  and 14n0 a{i1t &ractionation Inde:.. U=.- rcydolerites, 

x - 	iotite-rich microsyenite, 0 	itirigsite micro: :;- 	A = riebeckite 

;osyenites, • = microgranite. The biotite-rich crosye:.iiU 3662, and 

the rieheckite iicrosyenite 30739, with Na2O/K20  values of 5.54 and 6.22 

respectively, have been omitted from the Na 0/K 
2 
 0 diagram. 
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Titanium 

Ti02  decreases progressively in more acid dykes fxom 2.49,o in the 

trachydolerite 40471 to 0.1,6  in the mnicrogranites, although the decrease 

is less rapid within the mnicrogranite group (fig. 8(a)). 

angan.ese 

The behaviour of YmO in the dyke series is shown in fig.8(a), where 

it can be seen to decrease slightly through the early members and then to 

decrease more sharply. In detail it is possible that the two groups 

distinguished within the more acid microsyenites by their alkali contents 

and ratios may also be distinguished here. The rtbeckite microayenite 

50136 has an i1nO content similar, however, to the other riebeckite-bearing 

varieties. 

The relationship between inG and FeO Is presented In fig.9 along with 

the curve for the kingnt layered series figured by Upton, 1960, fig.46. 

The relationship between the two elements in the dykes is not so close as 

in the plutonic complex, and the hn0/FeO ratio is always higher for any 

given FeO value. Two possible explanations exist: (a) that the higher 

MnO/FeO ratio is a basic characteristic of the dyke series (b) that the 

intrusion of the dykes has been attended by some degree of oxidation, 

leading to lowered Fee values relative to Lfl 
2+ 
 

This latter suggestion is in part supported by the spread of points 

from the dykes compared to the layered series, and by the freshness of 

fayalitic olivine and iron-rich pyroxens in the Kngnt suite. 

Little mention has been made so far in this thesis of the syonitic 

and granitic rocks of the Tgtutq Central Complex, because its geochemistry 

forms a separate section of the work. It is useful at this stage, however, 

to compare their nO and i?eO values with the dykes and with the KthgnAt 

rocks/ 
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FIG. 8(b) 

Variation diagram of ie2O3, FeO, Fo203+FeO, Al 203 "°2'  1205 
and Cl against F.I. Jymbols as in fig. 8(a). 
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rocks in an attempt to choose between the alternatives above (fig.9). 

The ilviddal composite dyke, the Central Complex and the dyke inO values over- 

lap and are higher, for any FeO value, than those of the Kngnât complex. 

Unless oxidation of the syen.ites from those complexes is also invoked, 

the conclusion must be reached that the higher I'nO/i?e0 values for all the 

various syenitic rocks from Pugtut8q compared to the ingnt complex, are 

real. Oxidation effects may have caused scatter from the close relationship 

seen in the Kngnât series. 

Iron 

Two hiati may be discerned in the general decrease of total iron 

in progessively more acid rocks (fig. 8(b)). The two groups of acid 

microsyenites having different alkali and 'in0 contents also have different 

iron values, the riebeckito-bearing dykes containing higher amounts. This 

increase is reflected in the average for the hastinite- and riebeckite- 

wicrosyenites, 7.18 and 8.18/v respectively. 2e203+.d'eO remains almost 

constant within the microgranite group. 

F02+ values drop steadily with increasing ?I, as would be expected. 

The low Fe 
2+ 
 content of the biotite-rich microsyenito 30662 (Fl 83.4) 

is associated with an anomalously high oxidation state of Fe (fig. 8(b)). 

The biotite-phyric xnicrosyenito 50109 (Fl 77.9) has low Fe 2+ and also 

low (Fe2O3  + ?eO). The microgranite 404169 also contains low iron, but 

this is a sampling effect. (see appendix). 

Aluminium 

AlO3  rises slightly through the trachydolerites as the modal 

percentage of feldspar increases, but in the peralkaline rocks it decreases 

regularly as quartz and the sodic ferromagnesian minerals become increasingly 

important. 

Silicon 
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ilicon 

The SiO
2 
 content shows an overall increase from 49' to 76>, but 

drops slightly between riebeckite- and aegirine-microgranites, (fig. 8(b)). 

The curve shows two gaps, one between 54-59,- and the other between 

66-71,,o. 
osphorus 

P 2 
 0 5 decreases sharply from values of 1.24;L, the trachydolerites 

to O.2 in the microeyen.ites and is praent in amounts <O.O5 in the rest 

of the series (rig. 8(b)). 

Fluorine and chlorine 

The behaviour of F and Cl in igneous rocks is little understood, 

because it is difficult to estim te the relative effects of the various 

processes affecting their distribution. Some of these processes may briefly 

be considered here; firstly the separation of a halogen-rich volatile 

phase from the silicate mag. rauakopf (1967) has presented some 

possible mechanisms for this sc;.ration, and these form the basis of the 

following discussion. 

ithere the vapour presaure in a magma exceeds the extexTial pressure, 

a volatile phase will separate, which may or may not be above its 

critical •oint, :pendng on the type and amount of solutes in it. The 

critical point of water is lowered by the addition of solutes of greater 

volatility, but raised by involatLis elements. In the first case, the 

volatile phase may remain above its critical point until after consolidation 

of the ai,iu, and the maximum number of fluid phases is two. In case 2, 

the separating phase may be rich in dissolved salts (geological evidence 

such as liquid inclusions and volcanic emanations indicates that NaCl 

is especially common) and may fall below its critical point, where yet 

another/ 
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another fluid phase may separate, richer in water and halogens. Treat 

importance attaches to these dense, supercritical fluids, because they are 

strong solvents and are a potent mechanism for removing Na and to a lesser 

extent K from silicate melts. 

It is also possible, that there is no separation of a volatile phase 

during the cooling of the magmas, and instead the melt becomes increasingly 

volatile-rich as crystallisation proceeds. There is no phase change in 

the liquid, and there is continuous change from silicate magma to a 

hydrothermal fluid very rich in volatiles. This process has been demonstrated 

experimentally in poralkaline compositions by Tuttle and Bowen (1958), who 

found that excess alkali silicates favour a continuous series of solutions 

from melt to aqueous solution, The high solubility of halogens in alkaline 

magma is well known geologically (see Table 14). Toeddor and Coombe 

(1967) however, have interpreted fluid inclusions in granite blocks from 

Ascension Island as being of three types originally,one, silicate-rich 

magma, two, dense saline fluid with 50-7O, (wt). ha Cl, three, a dense 

H20- and CO2-rich fluid, and suggested that the third type had formed by 

the boiling of type two. These inclusions represent, therefore, one of 

Krauakopf' (1)67) examples of volatile separation (case 2, overpage), and 

provide evidence that under certain conditions, a volatile phase will 

separate from peralkaline magmas. 

Ebcept where this is direct petrographic evidence of "degassing" of 

magmas such as fluid inclusions or vesicles, it is impossible to make 

even qualitative estimates of the volatiles lost during the process. 

Noble, hmith and Peck 1967) compared the F and Cl contents of 

crystallised rocks 4th those of non-hydrated glassy specimens from the 

same rock units (Tertiary lavas and welded ash-flow tuffs, Nevada) and 

found/ 
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found that on average about 5ap of the F and 801  of the Cl were lost on 

devitrification or normal crystallisation. Those authors also noted that 

significant amounts of F and C1 may be reL.oved or added during prolonged 

contact with ground water, depending on the relative concentrations of 

halogens in water and rock. Noble (1965) has claimed that some of the 

halogens originally present in a pantefleritic tuff from southenNevada 

were lost on devitrification. By comparison of glassy and crystallised 

pantellerites from Pantelleria, Carmichael (1962) also concluded that 

Cl was expelled during crystallisation. 

Fleischer and iobinaon (1963) and Johns and Huang (1967) contended 

that F and Cl respectively were enriched in late-stage residual fluids, 

especially in alkaline series. correns 0952) on the other hand, was 

unable to find any significant relationship between the halogen, content 

of a rock and its chemical composition. some data on alkaline rocks are 

discussed below. F and Cl are evenly distributed throughout the various 

rock typos of the Oslofjord series, and show no sympathetic variation 

with P (Barth and Bruun, 1945). In the syenites of western Kilhgnat, F 

was fractionated and removed in fluorapatite, and is thus depleted in 

the later syenites of the series, with some enrichment in the alkali granite 

suite (Upton, 1960). F arid I' thus show parallel behaviour. F and Cl 

have been determined in the ilviddal syenites, with the exception of Cl in 

30714 (new data, Table 17). io regular pattern is seen, but it is possible 

that both elements are being enriched during fractionation as the highest 

values are recorded from the latest foyaite, 30676. The high solubility 

of halogens in poralkalino magmas is demonstrated by its enrichment in the 

agpaitic rocks of the Ilimaussaq intrusion, where it occurs mainly in 

eudialyte and sodalite. 

Two/ 
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Two difforentiaaitrends are represented by the Nigerian Younger 

Granites, one from tmphfle granites to biotite granites, the other to 

riebeckite granites. oth these trends show ezrichment in F, one 0.27,0'to 

0.42,, the other 0.42 o O.72 (data averaged from Bowden, 1966(a), 

Table 1). Ligh Cl contents up to 0.76;ü characterise the Pantellerian 

pantellerites, and the element is contained in the glassy matrices rather 

than in a Cl—bearing miners.], phase (Zies, 1960, Caxmichiel, 1962 0  Lovering, 

1966.. 	microrystalline variety analysed by Caimichael 'k1 J62) contained 

appreciably less F and less Na20 than the glassy type, and he suggested 

that both elements were expelled during crystallisation of the liquid (c.f. 

Noble (1965) and ioble et a]. (1067) above). 

According to Kogarko (1964), was concentrated at least 7x in 

residual aLaline magmas of the Lovozero raasaif , but was precipitated 
7 

in alkali amphiboles, villiaumite1sphene and apatite before the latest 

magmatic stages. F was less abundant in the hydrothenal stages. It 

concentration parallels the agpaitic coefficient (i.e. ratio of alkalis 

to alumina) and also the content of dark minerals in the various rock 

types. 

ro the abov;, the following conclusions may be drawn 

F and Cl tend to concentrate in residual liquids during magmatic 

processes, especially in alkaline suites. Very high concentrations of Cl 

are typical of highly peralkaline (i.e. pante]leritic and agpaitic) rocks. 

The F and Cl contents of rocks are dependent to some degree on the 

major ei.e.aezit composition, especially the content of P. If conditions 

are favourable for tie fomatjon of minerals which do not contain suitable 

lattine sites for Cl and F, eg. aegirine rather than alkali amphibole, 

the tendency for halogens to escape durind consolidation of the magma 

is/ 
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is increased. 

The work of Roadder and Coombe (1967) on Ascension Island granites, 

has shown that, at least for certain conditions of P-T-volatile content, 

one or more fluid phases rich in volatiles may separate from peralkaline 

rhyolitic magma. Halogens are also liable to be lost in low-temperature 

fluids expelled from slow-cooling bodies, possibly as soluble alkali 

halides. 

Y and. Cl can be lost during devitrification of glassy rocios. 

Halogens may be removed from (or added to) rocks during leaching 

processes. 

The Tugtutq dykes show a large range of J? values (0.03 to 0.51i) 

but do not show any obvious pattern of F distribution. However, the 

average values for each rock-group (Table 12) suggest an increase in F 

from the trachydoleritos to the riobeckite inicrogranites, with a fall 

towards the aegirine microgranites. The lowest values recorded within 

each roup are very low (c 0.1%10 probably much lover than the liquids 

contained, whereas the highest values show a similar trend to the averages. 

The values of F may be compared with somo other peralkaline granitic and 

rhyolitic rocks (Table 14). Assuming 0.5 to 0.6>' to have been the 

maximum F content of the Tugtutcq magmas, the values are low compared with 

the most 2-rich Nigerian riebeckite granites and to the Nevadan pantellerite, 

described by Noble (1965). 

There is an irregular but significant decrease in Cl with increasing 

11 (fig. 8(b)), again more easily apprecir ;ed from the average figures 

for each group (Table 13). u20+ deoreasez' very regularly in more acid 

dykes (fig. 8(b)). 

Though/ 



TABLE 12. F contents of the Tugtut&q dykes 

ROCK GROUP RANGE OF P OF  MD 	OF 
soi&s 

ARGJ F VWU 

Trachydolerltes 0.12 - 0.18 3 0.14 

Raetingslto 'nlcrosyenjtes 0.09 - 0.20 8 0.13 

iiebeckite nd.cxvsyonites 0.03 - 0.26 6 0.18 

Riebeckl.te xnicrogranites 0.08 - 0.52 12 0.22 

Aegirine inicrogranitea 0.08 - 0.29 5 0.17 

TABLE 13. Cl contents of the dykes 

ROCK GROUP iLUG',5'OF CL 
VA1U1S 

NUMBEi OF IViUG 
3ICIM1 

CL VALUE 
p.p.xn. 

Trachydoloz.jtes 230 - 800 3 440 

Hastingsits inicrosyenitee 310 - 625 8 477 

id.ebeckjte microsyenj. tee 95 - 220 6 163 

Riebecld.te xnicrogrsnite 50 - 340 12 164 

Aegirine microgranitGs 75 - 350 5 191 



Though vugs are found in the znicroayenite and xnicrogranite groups, 

they are generally rather scarce. In the microsyenites, they often contain 

carbonate, and these may be evidence of the separation of a CO2-rich fluid 

phase. The high CO2- contents of the two znicroayenites given by Upton 

(1964(a), p.19), 0.44 and 1.14,, suggest, on the other hand, that the 

dykes have retained a large proportion of their 002.  'lugs in the aegirine 

microgranites are commonly filled with aemitic aegirine, or astrophyllite, 

and these again may indicate the separation of a volatile-rich phase. 

The two microgranites with the largest number of these vugs, however, have 

the highest F contents of any aegirine microgranites (40600(a), 40554), 

suggesting that F at least was not lost to a great extent by this means. 

The behaviour of F in the dykes supports the general conclusion 

that F increases in more alkaline, low-temperature liquids. The decrease 

of F between riebeckito- and aegirine-microgranites may be due to a lack 

of suitable lattice sites in the latter, allowing this component to be 

"lost". The conclusion that Cl decreases with increasing Fl contrasts 

with the general observation that Cl is enriched in lower-temperature 

liquids (Johns and Huang, 1967). It might be that the Cl in the trachy-

dolerites and hastiagaite microsyenite stages was being removed by apatite 

fractionation. Dr. G.M. Biggar (pore. comm.) suggests from experience 

gained in experimental work in apatite-bearing systems, that in a system 

containing H2U, .? and Cl at 1 kb. apatites would be enriched in the order 

0H>F..Cl. A similar situation was found in the apatites of the Lovozero 

massif by Viasov et al (1966), where Cl is found in only very small amounts 

in the fluor-apatites of rocks and pemitites. It seems unlikely, therefore, 

that in the H20- and F-rich Tugtutq dykes the apatites were chior-varieties. 

An alternative explanation is that Cl entered the groundmass biotitea 

of/ 



OK TYii5 ICANGE CF 
F CC.T 

WiG 	Of 
CL C0INT 

Putut8q trachydo1erit-iagirine I 
dykes iorogranite ykoa 

Central

oata 0 	1 3 -o.5 0 • 	5-0. - 

Complex 
overaaturated3rQnjtee 
and alkali granites data

7i 

0.10 -0.57 0.02 -0.09  - 

Kdngnit eyemites and alkali  
tr. 	037 - Upton (1960) granites 

0.0 	-0.19 0.03-0.31 Macdonald 
foyaites (new data) 

a)phibo1e-granitoo 0.12 -0.48 
Mi*Aigoria b)biotite-granites 0.22 -0.60 - owden(19, 66(a)) 
- c)ri.beckit.-granites 0.27-1.24 

'alo 'gabbros', syenitos 
06 -0.09 0.02 -0.11 Barth arid 

province and granites Jruun (1945) 
2  "ante11eria J?antefleriteg - 0.04 -0.76 Carmichael(1962) 

• ,. 	- phonollte-bxeociaa, xriokeon and 
0 

ayenitea, ijolita8, 0.03 -0.42 0.0 	-0.11 Blade (1963) 
tinzaitee, pegatitea 

C-1 Nevada pantelleritic tuffs 0.5-1.30 0.2 	-0.78 ob1a(1965) and glasses 

e.tei 0.002-0,49 Coats et a).. 
- 	-iieafl=0,06  (i963. 

TU3LS 14. Jome 9 and CI (wt.,.) data for comparison with Tugtutdq dykes 
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of the trachydoleri:eo and haatiri'site microsyenitea in fairly large 

amounts, but that in more acid dykes, it was excluded from amphibole 

lattices by the preferentiil entry of F, and 'lost' from the system. 

It may be significant that in those 2 trachydolerites where the biotite 

has been largely altered to chlorite, the Cl is considerably less (229, 

29) ppm) than in the fresh trachydolerite ( 800 ppm) suggesting that 

Cl was partially lost on alteration of the biotite. In this case, the 

average Cl content for the trachydolerites given in Table 13 is too 

low, and may actually be nearer 800 ppm; the decrease of Cl with 

increasing Fl would thus be more regular. Other, indirect, evidence 

for the hypothesis comes from the analysis of the riebeckite-arfvedeonite 

from the Uentra]. Complex sill 40595 (Table io), which shows considerable 

enrichment of F over 1120+. 

This explanation of Cl distribution in the dykes could also be 

applied to H20.  As fluorine-rich amphiboles become more abundant, 

the tendency for Cl and H20+ to be excluded from the rock-forming 

minerals is increased. In the aegirine-rich dykes, all three are excluded, 

as a low-temperature aqueou: fluid. 

No petrographic evidence of such loss has been found at dyke contacts, 

where the complete absence of wall-rock alteration is striking. ii.igration 

of the aqueous phase may have been vertically upwards through the dykes. 

Otrontium and barium 

r falls from 820 ppm in the trachydolerites to <100 ppm in the 

hastingaite microsyenites, nuad thence to values close to 50 ppm in the 

miorogranitos (fig. 10(a)). 3r is concentrated in the feldspar phenocrysts 

relative to the groundmnass of porhyritic mnicrosyenites, but is present 



t. r Ti 4 	 •)• 	 ?''' 

1Oa) 

Variation diagram of i(b, 1JRb, ..r and 3a against F.1. 

Symbols as in fig. 8(a). 
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in decreasing amounts iii the feldspars of more acid dykes, and the 

miorogranite feldspar phenocrysts actually contain less Sr than the ground-

mass (fig. 11(a)) using bulk rock compositions as approximations to 

%liquid" compositions). 

Similar hehavi our is shown by I$a, except that there is an initial 

build-up in the trachydolerites (fig. 10(a)). Ba is known to concentrate 

in residual liquids during differentiation of basic magmas, until an 

alkali feldspar begins to crystallise, and its behaviour in the Tugtut8q 

rocks would seem normal on those grounds. That Sr shows steady decrease 

in this range (fig. 10(a)) indicates that it was being fractionally 

removed by feldspar and perhaps apatite at a stage when Ba was still being 

allowed to concentrate in the residual liquids. Like :Jr, Ba concentrates 

in the feldopar phenocrysts, and the ratio B3 feldspar phenocrygts decreases 
Ba whole rock 

with increasing Fl (fig.11(b)). In contrast to Si', however, the ratio 

is never less than 1. 

Very rapid decrease of Ba and Sr with increasing differentiation 

is common in trachyte ..rhyolite and trachyte...., phonolite associations 

(Table 15), due to fractionation of alkali feldspars. 

Rubidium 	 Rb values vary from 25 ppm to 590 ppm and show 

an overall increase with Fl (fig. 106)). •hep can be compared with Rb 

data for several alkaline and peralkaline suites (Table 15), but do not 

reach the concentrations (1400 ppm) reported by Butler, Bowden and Smith 

(1962) for 'igerian riebecte-granites, or the value of 950 ppm. in a 

lievadan pentellerite glass (Noble, 1965). High concentrations of Rb 

characterise alkaline rocks; the figures quoted in Table 15 are higher 

than the crustal granite average of 150 ppm proposed by Taylor (1964). 

In/ 



Locality dock types (end-embere) Reference Ab values Rb Val. Ba values Sr values. 
Tugtut6q trachydolerites 	aegirine 

25-590 655-s 50 3970- 	10 820.'> 45 This study 

Central Com-Plex syenites and alkali granites 55-440 270-i 65_-  1565-9,  c8 210 	40 This study  
ividdaldyke, 

augite syenitos-.foyaites 80-300 519- 150 6000-1 	9 450-> 14 Upton (1964(c), 

.Llimausssq Iujaurites augite syenite Calkali±tes 150C 
2891132 5000 400 Hamilton (1964) - L>50 At430 

Qagssimiut trachytic dykes 85-270 580-, 140 500-p 40 -l00 Ayr- on andj. (u367) 
Kingnát Complex augite syen tes_,aegirine mierogranitea 62-375 683-.93 9700-1, 	31 310-, 25 1Upin (1960) 

Rockall, North . aegirine-granite 190 210 Butler and Smith (1962) 
Atlantic (160) 
Oslofjord 

nordrnarkites and ekeritee 372--,-115 890-, 	11 180-> 9 Dietrich at a). 	1965) 

Pantefleria pantefleritea 140-200 290--200 — 
below 

Butler and Smith (1962) sense 

Sardinia comendite 380 110 —below 
Butler and Smith (1962) 

Liruel, North 
Nigeria comendite and rhyolite 310, 250 130, 145 

below 
BflS. Butler and Smith (1962) 

- N.Nigerian hornblende-,biotite-, and riebeckite- 
120-1400 330-1-00 —  — Butler et a). (1962) rin-comp].exes granites 

aresis  complex rhyolitie volcanics,including comendites 210-550 226-,67 3650-. 	32 224-i 	6 
(1965) S • . Africa 'felsic' intrusivos 1020 1317-t 198 1540-,,220 222-i 16 ..).1 	e

New 	

r 

sYenitsnd granites of 'White Rountain 85-37015-' 110 
— 230-9 below Butler and Smith (1962) ,gpa Series sense 

Southern pantelleritic glass from ash-flow tuff 950 	J 38 5 2 Noble (1965) 
Nevada  

Island, 
New Zealand 

I 
l comencnte ieo 	1 - 

— 
below 

Butler and Smith (1962) sense 

TABLE 15. Rb, K/Rb, Ba and Sr values for some alkaline rccka 



TABLE 16. Trace elements contents (in p.p.m.) of Tugtutq dyke feldspars. 

3PS0I1f Or Ab An Rb Sr Ba Y Zn K/Rb 

*50226 39,5 53,5 7.0 60 760 2900 - - 681 

*30713 41.0 54.0 5.0 105 375 2300 - - 544 

*40498 42.0 52.0 6.0 85 335 2300 - - 660 

40570 46.6 49.8 3.6 - 215 1310 - 135 - 
50169 45.2 50.7 4.1 175 215 1055 10 20 355 

8 50167 62.4 35.0 2.6 390 155 415 20 40 212 

50050 40.0 57.0 3.0 - - - - - - 
*30645 35.5 62.0 2.5 - - - - - - 
50187 34.9 64.5 0.6 310 25 230 25 90 150 

*30685 59.0 39.0 2.0 - - - - - - 

- 
40495 59,3 40.3 0.4 1100 15 

--" 
100 

-- 
60 135 

- 
70 

*50226 38.5 	58.0 	3.5 100 	145 	1450 	- 	- 	491 
*30713 40.5 	55.5 	4.0 125 	95 	1600 	- 	- 	452 
*40498 38.5 	57.5 	4.0 85 	185 	1700 	- 	- 	592 

50226--:!,50169, hastingeits rnicrosyenites; 
50167----30645, riebeckite microsyenitcs; 
50187, 6kovfjord inicrogranite; 
30685, 40495, aegirine-riebeckite-rnjcrogranjtes. 

* from Upton (1964 (a)) 
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In the feldspar phenocrysts, ib increases steadily with PI (Table 

16) frog 60 ppm in the hastingaite—mioroeyenite 50226 to 1100 ppm in the 

aegirine—microgranite 40495. This is predictable from the increasing 

availability of Rb in more acid liquids, and can be compared with similar 

behaviour in the feldspars of the k(ngnt (Upton, 1960) and Hviddal 

(Upton, 1964(c))intrusions. 

The K/Rb ratio drops steadily with increasing 1'I from 653 in 

a trachydolerite to 52 in a microgranite (fig. 10(a)). This behaviour 

parallels that in many other alkaline complexes (Table is) and can be 

1 	0 accounted for by the slight size differenobetween the K+  ion l.35A 

and the Rb ion (1.47), leading to an enrichment of Rb relative to 

K during fractionation dominated by feldspar crystallisation. Very low 

values of K/Rb are characteristic of strongly fractionated rocks. 

The K/Rb ratio of the feldspar phenocrysts in the dykes also 

decreases with increasing Fl (Table 16). It is obvious from fig. 11(c)) 

that K/Rb in the feldspars is decreasing faster than in the rocks (which 

approximate liquid compositions), especially in the hastingaite—microsyenitea. 

This decreasing tendency for the feldspar phenocrysts to preferentially 

abstract relative to Rb is rather anomalous, but may reflect the 

large absolute increase in Rb through the series, while K20 remains 

relatively constant. 

Yttrium 

Y values vary from 30 ppm to 425 ppm and tend to increase with 

Fl (fig. 10(b)). ?any data for Y in alkaline rocks have been published 

in recent years; some of these qre listed in Table 1. Te level of 

concentration in the Pugtut8q rocks compares very closely with those 

from alkaline volcanic rocks reported by Butler and Smith (1962) and for 

Norwegian! 



TABLE 17. Trace element content of the nepheline syenitea of the lividdal dykG. 

Specimen Rb Sr* Ba Y La Zr Nb F Cl Sr e Z  ic/Rb 

30743 80 340 6000 57 nd 360 54 900 340 454 116 70 519 

30714 90 450 3600 7 - 20 55 14Cm - 268 257 110 481 

50241 95 180 1400 70 - 630 75 1300 382 144 279 - 502 

30640 150 93 64 59 210 540 62 900 599 114 340 - 326 

30681 170 40 21 105 280 750 150 1900 174 88 525 192 260 

30676 300 14 9 65 nd 470 44 1900 3060 60 241 82 150  

b,.r,daY,ia,Zr,Nb from Upton (1964(c)). Analyst, LBingham,emission spectroscopy 

Cl,r,'3e,Zn, new data. Analyst, IL iacdonald, x-ray fluorescence. 

F. new data. Analyst, R. Nacdonald, method of Peck and imith (1964). 



FIG. 10(b) 

Variation diagram of Y, Oe, r, La, Nb, kn and Pb against 

F.I. Symbols as in fig. 8(a). The ordinate in the La 
diagram is a measure of the intensity of Jt3 radiation 

( Peak count 
Background count 

Pb, riO; Y, Ce, Nb Zn, x1O2. Zr, x103, of values quoted in 
figure. 
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Norwegian peralkaline granites ('ekerites') Dietrich et al, 1965), 

but never reaches the striking degree of enrichment of the Ilizxiaussaq 

granites and lujivrites, 1000 ppm (Hamilton, 1964). The value of 425 

ppm for the aegirine microranite 50197 is very high when compared to 

other alkali granitic rocks, which themselves are considerably enriched 

in I relative to the crustal granite average, 40 ppm (Taylor, 1964). 

The 	ion (0.92) is close in size to the Ca 2+ on (o.99), and 

I does enter apatite, where it replaces Ca in the 9- coordination site, 

and, to a lesser extent, pyroxene and feldspar. uoever, the 1-0 

bond is more covalent than the Ca-0 bond, and in general this effect 

seems to outweigh the effect of size and valency.Oonsequent].y, I 

concentrates in residual liquids (Taylor, 1965), and this behaviour 

is seen in alkaline rock suites to a much greater extent than in acid 

rocks of tholeiitjc or caic-alkaline suites. (iockolda and Allen, 1954). 

This Is displayed by the data of .3utler and smith (1962) for the 

pitchatonea of Arran and Iceland and of Nuanetsi rhyolitea (Cox et al, 

1965) (Table 18). The data for the alkaline complexes presented above 

(Table 18) Include, therefore, some of the highest I concentrations 

reported for igneous rocks. The author is unaware of any value higher 

than those from Ilimau.ssaq. It is rather surprising that I was not 

detected in the ingnt rocks (Upton, 1)60) though the spectrographic 

method used may have been rather insensitive. 

Values of I In the feldspar phenocrysts of the Tugtut8q dykes 

increase with increasing Fl of the rook Table 16), the increase probably 

reflecting the rising concentration of I in the liquids. 

Lanthanum 

Qualitative/ 



¶1ABLi 18. Some data for Y, La, Zr, Nb and Zn in alkaline rocks 

.ane o
WCALITY 

 Range of 
Y_170111agL 

Range of 
L5n_y 1 uMa 

Range of 
/r_v 1 i 

ange of 

4ututoq trachydolerito -aegirine micro—
area  30-425 ?65-600 300-5240 30-700 69-510 	This work 

• granite dykes 

Hvidda]. 
dyke 57-105 

detected in 
two rocks 360-750 44150  70-190 ,'

,t09)  
Zap this study foyaites 

Central Complex oversaturated 3yenitos and 	 60-290 - 125-2130 	50-260 90-4901 This work 

Ilimausaaq 
34•  200{ complex syern5teL 1, 

- 	Hsiuilton (1964) 
alkali_5ranites 	 1000L2500 I1110 

Qagssimiut generally C.j...
50-240 	40-500 trachytic dyke" 890-3880 	10160 JVTton and 

Klignat :versaturated 	te8and  
generally 
not det- 52-(7000) - Upton  (1960) Complex ectable 

Oslofjord 
province ;ordiUarkites and ekerites 79130 32-150 270-870 115-250 - Dietrich at a). (1965) 

Pantelleria penteflerites (glassy mainly) -  5'180 - 11500-2200 250-400 500 

Rockall alkaligranite incluthn - - 296-8662 150 - Butler. and 	uith(1 962) 

iilsa Craig riebeckite-granite 150 - - 100-1 - Btitler & 3±i(1952) 
-' 
9 

Hocheifel 
province, west alkali basal t-trachyte - - - 65 

- ic Ylucenholz 	(196) 
volcanic series 

i 	::"° 
several intrusive episodes of under-
saturated syonites and agpaitic types - - 74-6r - - V]asov et a). (1)66) 

- peatit$,_ cuulateincludedhere. 

Sardinia comendite 150 - 1700 140 245 .3uiler and &iith(i962. 
__________ Q.  

TEJ3LS 18 continued over page 



TABLE t8 (continued) 

of iangeoa iae of iLange of Lange of 
y values La. yal. &r va1ue b valt .n wi wes  

t..Nigeriari ring rhyolite, comendite, Limei 180 - 1500 23(Y)  ! 140 	Y '215-410) 
)utlei- & 3sith(1962) 

Complexes complex ut1er & Thompsoi. 

N.Nigerian ring biotite(A)..,mhibo1e(13)- and (C) - (l,B,c) (c) (A,3,C) :utLrc 	ith(i162) 
complexes riebeckite(C)- granites 110-290 110-2200 70-110 75-1150 BowdeM1966(b), 

Paresis complex(a)acid volctnica,including comendites 1d1 137-4d.0 u's-12 60 - - 
ThA1 	& 

(1965) 
S.. tfrica (b)'felsic' intrusive phase lava 

137-3681260-40 
,Age & Ahrens (1963 

5 Dun 

Okonjeje complex quartz gyenite 34 62 28.5 - - dge i Ahrens (1963) 

Leeuwfontein red sysnite 43 43 28.3 - - de 	Ahrens (1963) 

hit 	Mountain 
°" 
alkali granites (gabbro included b.s.90 - 790-680 15-330 

13utl 	& Smith (1962'  

£b) 
- ;ottied et q] 

(i-*i) 
?lagnet Cove, ponolite-brecc 	syeritez, 95 0-80 0-370 82-620 0-300 - .2ricaon & Blade 
Arknsas ijolitea, tinguaites,pogatitee  

(1963) 

51 Nevada pantelleritic tuffs and glasses 73-450 110-610 - 70-640 lNoble (1965) - 

shonkinite3 -segirine ayenitea - - - 13-56 - Gottfried et al 
- lzccolith

(1961) 

Mayor Island, 
comendite - - 17 

But ler& 	(1)62j 
, Butler & Thompsor 

Rhodesia rtiyolite lavaa 60-110 100 300-900 - - Cox et si. (1965) 

Arran pitchatcinen 32 - 230 17 it1er & 	th(1962, 

eland - - it3antes 45 - 400 - 26 - ut1or & kith(1962)' 



Qualitative scan by X-ray fluorescent spectronter of some of the 

Tugtut&q nilorogranites have revealed the presence in detectable amounts 

of several of the rare-earth elements (R), especially Ce, La, and Nd,which 

give clear, well-separated peaks. So far, only Ce has been analysed 

quantitatively and the following semi-quantitative results are available 

for La. 

Lifficultiea with standards were encounter during the analysis of 

La (see appendix), and the absolute values of La in the TugtutBq dykes 

are not known with certainty. Concentration ranges are given for 12 

rocks (Pablo 19), and a function of the intensity of the radiation for 

each sample (in lieu of concentration) plotted against Fl (fig. 10(b)). 

The paucity of data, and the low degree of correspondence of results 

on the 	rocks from different laboratories, have limited knowledge abcut 

the absolute amounts of the rare earths in igneous rocks. Taylor (1964) 

has suggested that the average concentration of La in the crust is 30 

ppm and in the grantic rocks is 50 ppm (this latter value comes from the 

text, p.1281. ln Table 3 it is quoted as 40 ppm). Ciia being so, the degree 

of enrichment in La in several of the complexes listed In Table 18, 

especially the peralkaline suites, is striking. In the Ilimauaaaq complex, 

the agpaites show an enrichment of x60 over the augite syenites while in 

the Tugtutq dykes, the miorogranites are about xlO richer in La than the 

trachydolerites. 

The geochemical behaviour of the RE group is broadly similar to 

that of . The H-0 bond is more covalent than the Ca-0 bond, Ca2  being 

the common cation closest in size, and d€ tend to be strongly enriched 

in residual liquids, as in the Ilimaussaq, (Hamilton, 1964), Paresis 

(Siedner,/ 



TABLE 19. 3exdquantitative La values in some Tugtutaq dykes. 

G.G.U. number Rock-type iange of La values 

40471 tichydolerite 65 - 115 

50149 trachydolerite 50 - 80 

40462 hastingalte rnicrosyenite 80 - 150 

40570 haatingsito nthrosyexüte 110 - 210 
50051 riebecidto-microayenite 150 - 310 

30695 riebeckite-nricrosyenite 145 - 275 

50237 riebeckite-niicrogranite 200 - 400 

50181 riebeckits-xnicrogranite 125 - 240 

40575 riebecldte-inicrogranite 230 - 455 

40554 riebec1dte-aegirine-icrogranIte 240 - 470 

40495 aegirine-inicrogranite 250 - 500 

50197 aegirine-aicrograriite 300 - 600 
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(Siedner, 1965) and magnet Cove (Erickson and Blade, 1963) complexes. 

Cerium 

As might be anticipated the behaviour of Co is similar to that of Y 

and La. Tida can be seen from a study of fig. 10(b), where these elements 

are plotted against the Fl of corresponding rocks. Both Ce and La show 

considerably more enrichment than Y. Ce is by far the most abundant 1* 

in the intermediate to acid Tugtutq dykes, ranging from 100-200 ppm in 

the trachydolerites to a maximum of 1340 ppm in one of the aegirine micro- 

granites (50197). Data for Ce in alkaline rocks are scarce, and comparisons 

are not easily made. It was not detected in the KngnAt rocks by emission 

spectrography (Upton, 1960, p.107), and there are no published data for the 

Ilimaussaq rocks. 0.37,' Ce203, circa 3200 ppm Ce, has been reported from rockaJ.lite 

by Washington (1914), which is considerably higher than any Tugutq rock. The 

syenites of the Hviddal dyke ive been analysed for Ce durin; the present 

work (Table 17). Ce builds up with fractionation to 525 ppm. in the nepholino 

syonite 30661, but decreases to 240 ppm. in the latest foyaite (30676). 

Similar levels of concentration to the Tugtutq rooks are reported 

by Edge and Ahrens (1963) for certain South African alkaline and acid rocks. 

An acid lava from Paresis has 790 ppm. Ce; quartz ayenite from the Okonjeje 

complex has 635 ppm, and the red syenite from the Locuwfontein intrusion 

contains 785 ppm. Ce. 

La and Ce have not been sought in any of the separated minerals from 

the dyke swau. 

Zirconium. 

GoldschniJ 	"F--)54) .)54) studies on the geochemistry of Zr established 

that Zr becomes concentrated in the late magmatic and pegmatitic stages, 

especially In highly alkaline fractions. Degerthardt (1957) pointed out 

that/ 



that alkaline rocks contain on average twice as much Zr as caic-alkaline 

suites, further, though zircon is a common accessory in caic-alkaline 

raites, it is remarkably scarce in peralkaline, Zr-rich rocks (Chao 

and Fleischer, 1960, Mathews and datson, 1953, Jiedner, 1965, Bowden, 

1)66(b)). This feature has been attributed to the high sDlubility of Zr 

in alkaline melts and the subsequent restriction of zircon crystallisation. 

Many data are now available to show that Zr can enter alkali amphiboles 

and pyroxenes to a large extent, and Bowden (1966(b)), for example, has 

concluded that most of the Zr in the riebeckite-granites of the X4orthern 

higerian ring-complexes is )resent in the lattices of aegirine and 

riebekite. 3owden was able to demonstrate that the concentration of Zr 

in the Iouner Granites varies sympathetically with the alkalinity of 

the liquids, expressed as the agpaitic coefficient. 

Similar behaviour is shown by the Tugtutq dyke swari. here is 

an overall increase in Zr concentration in more peralkalino rocks, that 

is 'iith increasing Fl (rig. 10(b)). The absolute values may be compared 

'l;tLose irom other al'-aline rue 	(2able IF--, ehere it can be seen th:t 

thJuJtutq rocee nave r o]Aceratione exceeded OILLy by the lii.saussaq, 

Lovozer, ockafl and perhaps K&gnftt intrusions. he values of 6 

from Lovozero were recorded in endialytites, cumulates of endialyte 

(Na,Ca)5Zr3i6017. Ringwood (1955) has suggested that the Zr in 

residual liquids during fractionation processes is present as the complex 

ions (Zr04)4  or (Zr06)t which because of t: eir large size accumulate 

in the final magmatic fractions. It also possibly forms complexes 

such as ZrX6 	('i = metal and X = halogen) or (Zx'0X4)2  which may, under 

certain P-T conditions, be oxidised back to the (Zr04)4  form. Vlasov et 

all 
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et a]. (1966) and Barth (1954) have proposed that Zr concentrated as halides 

in lower-temperature magmas in the Lovozero and Oslofjord complexes 

respectively. 

The distribution of r aiong the Tugtutaq dyke minerals is not well 

understood at present. Zircon is rare in the peralkaline dykes and is 

restricted to certain riebeckite-rich varieties. It appears to be 

completely absent from rocks containing normative sodium metasilicate. 

Furthermore,of zircon-free dykes, Zr is not all held in the pyroxenes 

or amphiboles, as might be expected from the experience of previous 

workers (see above). In the microgranite 40427, the riebeckite phenocrysts 

carry 760 ppm Zr, whereas the rock has 3800 ppm; in the microgranite 

40495, the aegirine aggregates replacing amphibole phiocrysts have 

1450 ppm :r, the rock 3560 ppm. hsuming fairly comparable concentrations 

in the groundxnass amphiboles and pyroxenes, vrhich is reasonable especially 

in the latter case, since pyroxene aggregates and groundxnass .pyroxene 

must have formed more or less contemporaneously, these minerals do not 

carry anywhere near the bulk of the Zr in these rocks. In the hastingeite-

miooeynj.te 40462 the'amphibole which forms 18h of the groundmaas has a 

Zr content of 815 ppm, whereas the whole rock contains 625 ppm i.e. the 

amphibole carries only 49th of the total Zr. 

It is possible that submicroscopic Zr-rich accessory minerals are 

present in these dykes, or that sufficient Zr is entering ore or apatite 

where present. A further possibility, especially for the devitrified dykes, 

is that the Zr did not occupy a crystal lattice site, but was 'frozen' 

along intergranular boundaries. 

Niobiga 

Previous workers have established that the highest concentrations 

of/ 
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of Nb in igneous rocks are in alkaline rocks, especially nepheline 

syenites, alkali granites, and carbonatites. 

With moderately similar bonding properties and ionic size to 

(o,69), im (o.68) enters titanium-minerals to a large degree, as 

might be expected from classical considerations. In Tertiary volcanics 

of the Iloeheife]. district, •k'st Germany, Huckenholz (1965) found that 

65_85,: of Nb in basalts was in titanomegretite (up to 1000 ppm). In the 

Magnet Cove complex, Arkwisas, Nb is caicntated mainly in rutile, 

brookite, perovakito and sphene ('erIckson and Blade, 1963) and Vlaaov 

et al (1966) report that Nb in the Lovozero intrusion is chiefly found in 

Ti-minerals. ilowever, the P1-0 bond is more ionic than the Nb-0 bond, 

and the jentavalont ion is discriminated against on these grounds. 

Ringwood (1955) has suggested that due to its high ionic potential, Nb 

forms complexes such as (AG 4) whose large dze compared to 

leads to the concentration of lib in residual liquids. Though Nb - 

probably forms several complexes in alkaline magmas, especially with 

halogens (see Zr section), its enrichment durini-" fractionation is common 

geological experience, as in Ilimauaeaq, i4agnet Cove and the liocheifel 

voloanics ('eforences, Table 20). 

The Tugtut& 'nicrogranites (<695 ppm) and the Ilimauasaq granites 

and ]ujavrites (<1400 ppm) are nrach enriched in Nb compared to the various 

alkaline rocks listed in Table 20. To the author's knowledge, only 

certain pyrochlore-enriched carbonatites (Deans, 1966) have higher contents 

of Nb among igneous rocks. 

s as the cise fon :r, the hitth £b values in the i,dcrogranites 

cannot be accounted for by its incorporation in the analysed minerals,and 

another/ 



another Nb-carrier mu3t be sought. iyrochlore has been tentatively 

identified in the matrix of one or two microgranitea, and is probably of 

wider distribution as submicroscopic crystals. O7aque ore may carry 

appreciable amounts of Nb, as discussed above, and, again, intergranular 

films may hold much of the Nb. 

Zn geaerally increases with Fl, from 60 ppm to 510 ppm (fig.10(b)). 

The values are closely comparable with those given by Butler a1d Thompson 

(1967) for a series of Na-rich acid volcanic rocks from several localities 

but are considerably lower than the albite-riebeckito-grariltos from the 

Liruei Younger Granite complex, N. Nigeria (Table 20). Butler and Thompson 

found that Zn had been progressively enriched during the formation of the 

Younger Granite suite. .3linilar results were obtained by Gerasirnov8ki 

and Nesmeyanova (1960) from the Lovozero masoif; the first intrusive 

phase contains 106 to 200 ppm Zn, the second 102-326 ppm. and the third 

115-1070 ppm. In the Hviddal dyke (new data, Table 17), Zn increases from 

70 to 190 ppm., but like Zr, Nb, and I , declines towards the late-stage 

foyaite (30676). 

On 	he basis of size and valency, Z 2+ (0-74A0) 074Ai might be expected to 

be camouflaged in Fe 
2+ 

 (0.750)A 0•75AO\ positions in early-formed minerals, out 

the more covalent nture of the Zn-0 bond than the Fe-0 bond militates 

against this entry. Zn tends to concentrate relative to Fe and absolutely 

with fractionation, entering Fe-rich minerals only in the later stages d 

cystailisation. However, Zn is also present in rocks in the sulphide iase, 

and many analyses of Zn in silicate and oxide minerals may have been made 

on samples containing submicroscopic impurities such as galena or 

sphalerito. There is, therefore, uncertainty about the behaviour of Zn in 

silicate/ 
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silicate systems. 

There is no doubt that Zn can be a minor constituent of amphiboles, 

where it presumably ent's the I-group. In the iigerian granites, 

riebec&ite amphibole may contain up to 8900 ppm Zn (Borley, 1963), 

althouL,h these granites must be considered to be exceptionallyn-rich 

as they contain over 1000 ppm n (Butler and Thompson, 1967). In the 

Tugtutq dykes, the amphiboles contain lesser amounts of Zn, e.g. 425 

ppm. in the hastingsite (zoned to riobeekite) in 40462 and 1170 ppm in 

the riebeokite-arfvedsonite phenocrysts from 40427. 

The Zn values for the feldspar phenocrysts (Table 16) are higher 

than those reported by aedepohl (1953) from feldspars, though it 

cannot, as noted above, be safely assumed that Zn is occupying lattice 

position-c, %itbin the feldspar. 

Load 

j2+ is intermediate in size between 	and Ca 2+ and might be 

expected to substitute for these elements in alkali feldspars and micas 

and in plagioclases and apatites respectively. The more covalent nature 

of the Pb-U bond than either the Ca-U bond or the K-U bond results, however, 

in the concentration of Pb in residual melts (Taylor, 1965). This is the 

behiviour demonstrated by it in the Tugtut8q dyke series, where Pb is 

below the limit of detection (13 ppm.) until the riebeckite-microsyenite 

stage, and then increases to nearly 120 ppm. in the niicrogranites. (The 

high value of 225 ppm. for 40449 is not accompanied by anomalously high 

values for other trace elements and may be te result of contamination). 

The increase is regular, except for three riebeckite-microgranites with 

El between 93-95 which have low Zn values for their Fl. 

The/ 
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The Pb content of the trachytic dykes of the Qagsaiiniut region 

(Ayrton and Burn, 1967) compare closely to those from Pugtutq, varying 

from the limit of detection, 10 ppm., to 35 ppm. Dietrich et al (1965) 

report late-stage enrichment in ekenites (35-45 ppm. Zn) relative to 

nordmarkjtes (trace Zn) from the Oslofjord province. In the Paresis  

complex, .. . Lfrica, 2b shows strong coneentra.on (<154 ppm) in the 

latest cornditos of tho,  volcanic cycle and also increases with fractionation 

in the later, syenitic intrusive cycle up to 93 ppm (Sied.ner, 1965). 

The Pb values of 120 and 154 ppm quoted for peralka.line rhyolita 

from mgtutaq and Paresis respectively are considerably enriched when 

compared, for example, with Turekian and Ledepohl's (1961) average of 

19 ppm for "low-calcium" granites and of 12 ppm for syenitee, with Taylor's 

(1964) crustal granite average of 20 ppm, or with the averaged data for 

various Tertiary rhyolites and granites:- 

Antrim acid lavas (Patterson, 1953) - 40 ppm. 

Mourne granites (Patterson, 1953) - 35 ppm. 

Cariingford granites (Le 3ae, 1967) - 20 ppm. 

Zlieve Gullion ring dyk (ieleus, 1962) - 30 ppm. 

Pb is present in amounts up to 100 ppm. in the Lovozero massif. 

Q0ullI,frjy OF Ti{ CENTRAL C0MPL&C 

Introduc tiQn 

The purpose of the new analy-tical work on the Tugtut&1 Central Complex 

was two-fold: 

(a) to examine whether the chemical composition of the ring-units varied 

regularly with time of intrusion, as Upton (1964(a)) has suggested that 

successive intrusions represented pulses of more and more strongly 

fractionated/ 
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fractionated magma. 

(b) 	to compare the compositions with the generally similar dyke rocks that 

immediately preceded the formation of the Central Complex, but which 

represent a more rapidly chilled suite. 

The analyses of the Central Complex syenites and granites are 

given in Tables A5 & A7; those elements which show regular behaviour 

relative to 11 are also plotted in variation diagrams (fig.12). The use 

of Fl as abciesa is justified by the chemical and mineralogical similarities 

of the dyke and Central Complex suites. The mineralogy of the analysed 

specimeha is summarised in Table A8. 

Apart from the Unit la microsyenite 50345 (Fl 79.6), the Coatplex 

shows a relatively small range of compositions, from Fl 87 to Fl 97.5. 

The gap between those and 50345 may reflect the inefficient sampling 

of the underlying magma source by the Complex, and rocks within the gap 

probably exist at greater depth. 

In the diagrams, different symbols are used for the various units. It is 

seen that there is considerable chemical overlap between the units, and 

that within each unit there is marked variation in all elements. The 

perthosite and the Unit 3 syenites in particular show large ranges in 

composition. Only FeO, Fe0+Fe203,TiO2,j02,CaO,Al20 and Rb show regular 

variation with Fl, and generally these trends are similar to those shown 

by the dyke rocks. 

The possibility that progressive chemical evolution would be 

demonstrated by successive ring—intrusions was recognised as unlikely by 

Upton (1964(a)). He did, however, consider that differentiation of the 

various intrusions In place was comparatively slight. The range of analyses 

from/ 



FIG, 12 

Variation diagram of CaO, i'iO, FeO, 1203.  Rb, SiO2'  1e2  c 
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from each unit indicate that either the magmas were intruded in a 

heterogeneous state or that there was some post-intrusion differentiation. 

This latter proposition is the more probable and there is some 

viience of gravity segregation of early olivinee and jyroxenes into 

thin, discontinuous layers within Units 2 and 3, although Upton considered 

this to be of minor extent. iarger occurrences of very- melanocratic 

rocks are found within Unit 3. Upton interpreted these in terms of 

temporary cessation of feldspar precipitation at times during the solidi-

fication of the magma, 80 that only pyroxene and fayalite precipitated. 

within at least one of these melanocratic zones, however, the proportion 

of fayaj.ite to pyroxene is so large that some degree of olivine accumulation 

relative to iwroxene must be suspected (50280). It may be that the local 

preferential abstration onto the chamber walls of ferromagnesian cumulus 

phases produced the observed chemical range within the units of the Central 

Complex. 

Chemical comparison of the dyke swaru and the Central Complex 

Despite the age difference between the mid-Gardar dyke swarm and the 

late-Gardar Central Complex, it seems likely that both suites have similar 

parentage. Chemical analyses should serve as a useful comparison of rocks 

formed under conditions of rapid chilling for the dykes and slow cooling 

allowing a) in situ fractionation and b) selective loss of components 

through wall-rocks in the Central Complex. 

If the Central Complex analyses are plotted in the appropriate 

variation diagrams for the dyke rocks, tno close similarity between the 

two suites is obvious. Of all the elements studied, only A1203
,iN.

a2O+ 

K20, F and Fe203+FeO show appreciable differences, though the average 

F/ 
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F(0.32>') and Cl (475 ppm) contents are higher than in the dykes. The 

first three of these are higher in the Central Complex rocka whereas Fe is 

generally lower, especially in more acid rocks. The higher 1(20  values 

for the Complex are not accompanied by higher itb, and K/Rb is, for any 

Fl, higher in that suite. 

In an alkalis-.3i02  diagram (fig. 13), the dyke series is seen to 

contain appreciably less alkalis for a given 310
2 
 value than either the 

Central Complex rocks or the alkaline rocks of the ithign.t complex (Upton, 

1960), especially in the ayeni.tic stages. Despite the hith Fl values for 

the Complex rocks, acmite is a scarce nonAativo component. U available 

analyses, only four carry acmite in amounts 2,, and two of these are 

perthositos. The rn.tximum recorded acmite is 7-4,-, and sodium metasilicato 

occurs only in a Unit 3 quartz syenite 40503. Acmite 18 scarce in the 

Knàt rocks also, relative to the Tugtutôq dykes (Watt, 1966, norms of 

available Kngnt analyses). 

The observations made on the Central Complex analyses are consistent 

with the possibility of feldspar accumulation, but may also indicate 

modified liquid compositions. vidence for the latter alternative is found 

in two sills WJiCI are late members of tlle Complex, a microsyonite 50202 and 

a microgranite 4059. ioth sills have very iow acmite contents for their 

Fl (Table A6) and, unless they were intruded as a feldspar-rich crystal 

mush for which there is no textural evidence, it must be assumed that the 

low normative acmite of the Central Complex is, at least in part, a non-

accumulative chemical feature. 

Another unusual feature of the geocheiistry of the sill 40595 may be 

pointed out, the values of Y,Ce,.r and ib (TableA7) which are among the 

lowest recorded in the alkaline rocks of the Complex and of the dyks swarm. 

This depletion suggests a somewhat different paragenesis for the sill. 



Alkali-silica diagram for aaalyses of Tugtutq dykes (this 

study) - solid circles, Kn€nt syenit incL 	- 

1 Complex rocks - open circles. 

the field of Thgtutdq dyke 

1irnits the field of Kngnt and Central Complex analyse$. 
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CIIIPTiUl 4 

IN litA.L 	UGLNLSES 

FELDSPAR 

The gabbroic and syeno-gabbroic intrusions of Tugtut6q show a range 

in feldspar composition from ca. An70-Ab30  through K-rich oligoclase to Ca-

bearing alkali feldspar (Upton (1964(b)). There is no clear evidence that 

two feldspars were co-precipitating at any stage; rather the sequence is 

continuous with the structure becoming monoclinic when the Or-content is 

some 20-25. 

The trend shown by the feldspars of the intermèdite to acid rocks 

of the (ardar is towards Or-enrichment, with decrease in Ab and An (fig-4). 

Jignificant potash enrichment comnces at thc cTht where plagioclase 

is replaced in the reaction series by alkali feldspar, about 0r20. The 

majority of the syonite and microsyenite feldapars fall within the range 

Or 30-45(An 15), although those from more evolved rocks have up to 62,' Or. 

The trend of feldspar crystallisation in the Pututôq and K1ngnt 

intrusive suites was towards Or-enrichment, between 55-65. 	uch a degree 

of enrichment in an oversaturated suite 18 at variance with the concept 

of a "low-temperature zone" into which peralkaline acid liquids migrate and 

are kept by precipitation of feldspar of restricted composition (Carmichael 

and McKenzie, 1963, Thompson and ilackenzie, 1967). 

In petrogeny's residua system, Or-Ab-Qz-H20, there exists a thermal 

trough towards which feldspar-rich liquids change their composition on 

crystallisation. 4hen a fractionating magma 'enters' this zone as indicated 

say, by its projected normative composition, further fractionation towards 

the ternary minimum will take place by the separation of a feldspar of 

restricted/ 
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restricted composition, 	 hundant evidence for this was found in 

the compositions of the feld8Aar of natural trachytes. 

The concept of a thermal valley for peralkaline acid systems was 

developed by Carmichael and iacKenzie (1963), who added known amounts of 

acn]ite and sodium xaetasilicate to compositions in the plane Or-4ib-Qz-H20 

and determined liquidus relationships at pH2O=l000 kg/cm 2. The liquidus 

surfaces were similar to those in Or-Ab-Qz-H20 though the minima and the 

thermal valley had migrated relative to their positions in that system. 

Carmichael and MacKenzie plotted available analyses of comendites and pantell-

erites in the new synthetic systems and found that the positions and trends 

of rocks corresponded to the experimentally determined thermal valley. They 

suggested (1963, p.393) "that the pantellerites lie in a valley in the 

experimental system and further support for this suggestion is provided by 

the constancy of composition of the feldspar phenocrysts contained in the 

pantellerites, viz. anorthoclasea of composition 0r33
'
67  to 0r38Ab62." 

This work has been extended by Thompson and MacKenzie (1967) who 

determined liquidus surfaces for four pseudoternary joins at P1120  3. kb, the 

joins being Or+Ab+Qz+ 

(a) Na23iO3  (c) KJi03  

(b) 5o 	i'aFe3i,,C (d) 5 £aK3iç. 
) 

Again, liquidus relationships were similar to those in 0r-Ab-z, except 

that with increasing alkali silicate enrichment the "low-temperature zone" 

(equivalent to the thermal valley of the earlier studies) moved towards the 

plane Si02  -Al 203-a,.. e other words, as the bulk compositions became more 

peralkaline with feJ..do•ar fractionation, the residual liquids became more sodic 

(fig-14). They concluded that "The experimental results suggest that synthetic 

peralkaline/ 



FIG.14 

The axial surface (tippled) or the "low-temperature zone" in 
the acid quaternary part of the system 3i02-Na20-K20-A1203

-11
20 

postulated by Thompson and MacKenzie (1967,fig.7). Full 

lines represent (projected) hypothetical frietictic'ri curvo; 

dashed lines are feldapar-liquid tie-line. 
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peralkaline liquids fractionating in the feldspar phase volume in J102-A1203-

Na20-K20 will tend to move into the low-temperature zone and be held in it 

by precipitating feldspar of restricted composition (0r340). The pantellerite 

glasses analysed by Carmichael seem to be the best examples yet decribed of 

natural liquids lying in a multicomponent analogue of this zone". (Thompson 

and MacKenzie, 1967, p.730). 

lniuch of the petrological discussion in the ptpers of ihorupson i1ndc 

MacKenzie and Carmichael and l4acKenzie is based on the assumptions that the 

Panteilerian pantellerits from which the feldspar phenocrysts have been 

analysed show a wide range in bulk composition, and that the pantellerites are 

typical peralkaline acid rocks. The lavas of Pantefleria include traches, 

pantelloritic trachytes, aegirine-pantellerites, obsidians (hyalopanteflerites) 

and comenclites (Washington, 1913). i..vailablo feldspar analyses are all from 

hyalopantellerites (Carmichael, 1962, Chayes and Zies, 1962, 1964). Study of 

the other rock groups might reveal further complications to the i-ante1lerian 

feldspar trend. The lavas are more grossly peralkaline and have lower Si, 

and higher Fe, Ti and Fe2 /Fe3  than most peralkaline rhyolites (c.f. i'oble, 

1965). : more data on similar rocks become available, it might be possible 

to group them Into distinct types, representing perhaps divergent fractionation 

trends from a common 'parental' type. 

In summary, the experimental feldspars and the hyalopantellerite 

phenocrysts indicate that in the system Ab-Or-z-Ac-Ns there is a low-temperature 

zone or surface along which fractionation is possible by separation of feldspars 

of restricted composition, 0r303. The data for certain natural feldspars 

presented above suggest that feldspars in peralkaline sequences may show 

progressive enrichment in Or to values ' 6(. It should be remembered that 

those from the relatively slowly-cooled environments may not represent original 

compositions/ 



compositions, possibly possibly having been recrystaJi.ised under different P.-T 

conditions. In the case of the Gardar rocks, however, the Pugtutaq dyke 

feldspars may be used as a "control series', to which the Kxgnt, Central 

Complex and Hviddal trends are similar. 

The situation is likely to be more complicated than in either of the 

above cases, and many more data are required before general comment may be 

made on feldspar trends in peralkaline series. 

Feldspar-liquid-equjjjb 

The feldspars crystallising in the synthetic system Or-Ab-Qz-1120 

(Tuttle and Bowen, 1958) may have ba2O/K20 ratios either higher or lower than 

the liquid depending on which side of the thermal valley the bulk liquid 

composition lies. Carmichael (1962) from a study of some Pantellerian 

pantellerites and their feldspar phenocrysts suggested that these rocks lie 

in a thermal valley analogous to that in the 'granite system', and that the 

phenocrysts were relatively sodic compared to those from melts of similar 

salle composition in the experimental system, as judged by feldspar-liquid tie-

lines. 

An experimental study of this problem was undertaken by Carmichael 

and i'acKenzie (1963), who added first 4.5 and then 8.3 each of acmite 

and sodium uietasillcate to compositions in the granite system. Compared to 

the liquidus surfaces for the latter system, the minimum and thermal valley 

in the 'peraikc.aiine' system appeared to show a progressive shift towards 

the Q-Or side-line. 'ie axis of the thermal valley in the new system was 

colinear with Or 30-40' and precipitation of feldspar of this composition 

tended to drive residual liquids towards increasing Or-enrichment. Carmichael 

and YacKenzie compared their liquidus data and feldspar-liquid tie-lines with 

those of Tuttle and 8ewen (1956) by projecting bulk compositions as CIPW 

normative,! 



TABLE 20. 	in conjugate 'liquids' and feldepars 

from the Tu.gtutq dyke swarm. 

Jpecirnen 
Na 2020 
rock 

Na20/K20 
feldspar pnenocrysts 

50226 0.92 0,94 

30713 1.28 0.92 

40498 1.06 0.84 

40570 1.37 0.74 

50169 1.04 0.78 

50167 1.41 0.39 

50050 3.25 0.99 

30645 2.45 1,22 

50187 1.8 1.31 

30685 2.06 0.46 

40495 1;52 0.47 

5O226' 50167, hastiugsite icrosyenites; 
50167 30645, riebeckite microsyenitea; 
50187, $kovfjord £cicrogrante; 
30685, 40495,  riebeckite—aegirine riicrograzdtes 
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normative constituents from the apex Ac + Na into the plane iW + Or + z. 

Bailey and 3chairer (1964) have criticised Carmichael ahd NacKenzie's 

work for several reasons, the most serious being to their use of the norm 

projection to depict peralkaline liquid compositions, and the subsequent 

distortions f the data which can obscure the alkali balance between feldapars 

and licui'. 3y plotting the bulk compositions in terms of q, ab and or, 

Carmche..L nd acenzie ignored part of the Na2O in peralkaline liquids, and 

the feldapars thus appeared to be more sodic relative to the liquid than was 

actually the case. By examination of natural and eynèhetic feldspars, Bailey 

and Jchairer (1964) established that in general the feldspars had a lower 

Na20/K20 ratio than the liquids from which they were separating. Fractionation 

of such feldepars would result in Na-enrichment of residual liquids, and this 

preferential removal of K was termed the "orthoclase effect" by Bailey and 

Schairer. 

In all investigated Tugtut8q alkaline dykes but the hastingeito 

microsyonito, 50226, the feldspar phenoorysts have a lower I'a2O/K20 than the 

rocks (approximate liquids) (Table 20). itemoval of these feldspars could 

obviously deplete residual liquids in K20 relative to Na20 du-Tirj fractionation, 

-ab 	 to have happened within the microsyenites and possibly the 

microgranites (fig. 8). The large average drop in Na20/K20 between inicrosyeni.tes 

and microgranitee cannot, however, be explained by feldspar fractionation. 

PThOXE 

The trend shown by the pyroxene phenocrysts is auiteferroauglte 

hedenbergite, though pyroxenes appear not to have been precipitated from 

liquids ranging in composition from riebeckite microsyonites to riebeckite 

microgranites. The pyroxene analyses aa besa plotted in the Na-Fe-Mg 

diagram (after Carmichael, 1962) along with the trends for some ether rock 

series/ 



FIG.1 

Pyroxene crystallisation course, froia compositions plotted on the 

diagr: of Carmichael (1962). ioiid circles - Tugtut8q pyroxenes. 

Curve H-d', trend of undersaturated Gardar magxnas, deduced frorii 

analyses of Uviddal and Iliniaussaq.  pyroxenes (Upton, 1964 (a), 

fig.3). Cue C-C', Sakhalin trend (Yagi, 1953). B-',B1ackjick 

tesehenite trend and A-A', irth Flean teechenite trend (both 

taken from Upton's fi'ure), -I', i-'antellerian hedenbergites 

(Carmichael, 1962.. 
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series (rig.1j. It is clear that the dyke phenocryst pyroxenes and those 

from Panteileria do not show the marked increase in Na exhibited by the 

Sakhalin and Hviddal trends, or by the western Kngn)t syenites where the 

pyroxenes range from augites through ferroaugites to hedenbergi tic types, 

and with progressive Na-enrichment to aegirine augites (Upton, 196(i). In 

Kngtht, however, there is a clear break between the aegirine-augites of 

the quartz syeni tee and the aegirines of the latest acid residuals, and this 

break is obviously analogous to, but of a narrower compositional break than, 

that in the dyke series. The increase of Na in such -.,aVroxenes was generally 

stated by Deer et al (12, p.136), "Na-poor pyroxenes more iron-rich than 

Ca45Ng35Fe20  are rare in basic alkaline rocks and with further Fe-enrichment 

such rocks generally contain a more acmitic pyroxene." 

The occurrence of a Ca Fe-rich pyroxene in the highly sodic 

pantelieritee prompted Carmichael (1962) to suggest that a complete solid 

solution series existed between aegirine and hedenbergite and that vroxor 

phenocrysts in equilibrium with acid liquids will tend to be enriched in 

CaFe2+ relative to the normative pyroxene. Similar ideas have been expressed 

by Yagi (1966), who, from a review of experimental and chemical data, proposed 

that the composition of pyroxenes in alkaline rocks is in part dependent on 

the prevailing p02. The low p02  conditions in volcanic rocks favours the 

rystallieation of pyroxenes of the diopside-hedenbergite series, whereas 

the higher p02  of plutonic rocks and pegmatites favours pyroxenes much richer 

in th& .cmito coponnt. 

Magi's scheme 	be used to interpret the (;irine-hed3nbr4te 

relationships in the Pugtutq dykes. Hedenbergite crystallised at relatively 

high pressures but with low p02  and was unstable on intrusion to the lower 

pressure! 
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pressure env-irorxients corresponding to the present level of erosion. In rapidly 

chilled zones, the hedenber4te was preserved mostly unaltered though some 

crystals were partially made over to aegirine (40600(a)) whereas in the more 

slowly-cooled central zones, hedenbergita was either completely resorbed or 

made ovr to aegirine (86073). The dyke pyroxenes therefore exhibit the 

unusual discontinuous reaction relationship hedenbergite + liquid o7 aegirine, 

rather than a complete solid solution series between the two minerals. 

Little comment need be made on the groundmaes pyroxenes. The aphyric 

trachydolerite 50149 carries augite of composition Ca 	Fe 	not 
40. f  )2.0 27.3 

significantly different from the phenocrysts of the hastingeite miorosyenite, 

0226 (Table 7). Ferroaugite has not been found as a 'roundnass mineral, 

except perhaps as cores in some hastingeite crystals. in the microgranites, 

aegirine is the st&le pyroxene grown at sub-liquidus temperatures. 

There is another paragenesis of aegirine in the Tugtutôq area. It 

forms along joints and cracks in blue dykes wn.ere it replaces amphibole and 

in basement granite. this is probably a low-temperature,replacement parageriesie. 

Goranson (1927) has described aegirine-augite replacing earlier-formed micro- 

dine in fracture zones in coarse syenitic pegmatitea, and authigenic 

acmito associated with carbonates was considered by Milton and 14gster (1959) 

to have formed at, or close to, room temperature. 

it is possible that at least some of the green chilled margins 

to blue dykes may be due to later shearing, as local crush-zones at dyke 

margir can be seen to have produced aegirine at the expense of amphibole. 

That this process is not general is indicated by the broad, and often irregular 

banding which persists through the breadth of several dykes. 

ELc.TIC 	TIOWflLPS OF Th 	.dRUi4AN J1 .J L4 .RAL3 

The various continuous and discontinuous reaction series shown in 

fig. 16 are essentially those established by Upton (1964 (o). In the trachy-

doleri tes/ 



FIG.16 

Legend on figure. 



FIG.16. Continuous and discontinuous reaction series in the ferromagnesian 
minerals of the dykes. (simplified) 
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trachydolerites the ferromagnesian assemblage is augite and ore rimmed by 

biotite. The reaction relationship ore -hiotite is a common feature of alkaline 

rocks and has been recorded fvuii, for example, the larvikites of Oslofjord (Barth, 

1944) and the Kgnt syenites (Upton, 1960). 

In thestingsite microsyenites, the phenocryst assemblage is feldspar, 

augite..ferroaugite, ore, fayalite and apatite. i3iotite has been sharply 

replaced in the groundmass by  amphibole. Clinopyroxene crystallises in the 

groundmass over only a small composition range and is also replaced by hornblende. 

Though the phenocryst clinopyroxenea tend to be rather fresh and euhdral, 

the pseud.omorphed fayalitic divines commonly have a fringe of amphibole. In 

more acid haetin;site microsyenites, green-blue hastingeite form,, scarce 

phenocrysts. &t all stages, ore bears a reaction relationship with aaphie 

and is commonly enclosed within it. 

The replacement of pyroxene by amphibole in the crystallisation 

sequence has been attributed by Upton (1964 (a), p.45) to rising water 

concentration in the magma. Though the author is unaware of any experimental 

work on the stability relationships of hastingaitic amphibole, the work 

of irnit (1960, 1962) on magnesian riebeckite and on riebecU.te-arfvedsonite 

solid solutions, indicates that at decreased te:peratures and higher pO2, 

the assemblage magnetite + olivine + pyroxene + vapour reacts with liquid to 

form riebockitic amphiboles. ssuining that there is a relationship between 

P02 and ph20,  then the absence of fayalite n.nL the scarcity of pyroxene from 

riebeckite-rich dykes can be explained by the high p02  of the magmas. 

Crystallisation of amphibole would also be favoured b the high F 

content of the liquids as the presence of F seems to extend the stability field 

of amphiboles (Ernst, 1962). The amphibole from the Central Complex microgranite 

Bill 40595/ 
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40595 is a fluor-arfvedsonite with 2.75b F and 0.30, 1120 by wt., and the 

tendency to F-enrichment may also be arlicah1e to the hastinTsites of the 

dykes. 

i'he precipitation of ore with its ubsequerit r-sorption 	sists in 

the riebecdte-rich acid dykes. Though riebeckite-arfvedaonite is the dominant 

ferromagnesian phase in the inicrosyenites the amphibole occurs as phenocrysts 

only in the miorogranitea, when, presumably, temperatures were sufficiently 

low for it to join the primary assemblage. Textural evidence suggests that 

ore crystallised at an early stage during th magma ascent, eni reacted with 

liquid to form amphibole. 

One of the most interesting parageric relationships in the series 

is the replacement of riebeokite-rirfvsdsonite by aegirine. This relationship 

is well-known in alkaline complexes; frequently the amphibole crystallises 

later than the pyroxene, or the sequence may be more complex. .?or example, 

in riebeckite-granites from the Northern Nigerian ring-complexes, Jacobson 

et al (1956) found that riebeckite-aegirine intergrowths showed no regular 

pattern, and that the order of crystallisation could only ra ely be determined, 

They suggested that this was a result of "fluctuating chemical conditions 

in the magma." 

Two main controls of riebeckite-aegirine stability relationships can 

be considered, p1l20 and a chemical control, especially the excess alkalis 

in the liquids. Ernst (1962) has constructed fluid pressure-temperature 

diagrrL for the bulk composition Na20.5 FeO-8 3i02  + excess water, with f02  

defined by several buffers. The form of these diagms does not vary appreciably 

with different buffers. irnst has shown that for a wide range of p02  values 

riebeckite amphibole breaks down at ca. 2000 bars fluid pressure and at 

temperatures/ 
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temperatures in the range 500_.65000, to assemblages containing acmite, 

fayalite, magnetite, haematite, quartz and fluid. At pressures .000 bars, 

the high ternperature stability limit falls sharply. Though moderate fluid 

pressure is necessary for amphibole folaziation, the reaction amphibole --

magnetic ± acinite + (fayalite) + quartz + fluid is dominantly temperature 

controlled (fig. 17(a)). 

In the Tutut6j dyke series, the aegirine niicrogranites are an 

essentially lower-temperature assemblage than the riebeckite microgranites. 

Since volatiles tend to concentrate in residual liquids, it is unlikely that 

the riebecld.te-bearing dykes formed under conditions of higher fluid pressure 

than the aegirine-rich dykes. 

irnst (1962) has also presented f02  -T diagrams for the bulk composition 

la2O. 5Fe0. 83i02  + excess water (fig. 17(b). The complexity of the natural 

c. 	jr ci 

 

to t: 	n :ii b.c 	nj 	ti t i e [Iit1c)Is cannot 
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fluid4aegirine + magnetite + haematite + fluid is largely controlled by f02, 

with the latter assemblage formed at higher fugacities of oxygen. That the 

crystallisation of the aegirine-rich microgranites was not controlled by higher 

f02  than the riebeckite-rich dykes is suggested by the phenocryst assemblages, 

[fayalite + hedenbergite + quartz + feldsparanJsgnetjte (-,amphibole) + 

quartz + feldspar 	 , magnetite + quartz representing a higher 

oxidation state than fayalite + quartz (Ernst, 1962, Carmichael, 1962). 

There is some evidence to sunport the idea that aegirine crystallisation 

was stabilised by a chemical control, In the monzonites and syenites of the 

Morotu district, the paragenetic sequence is aeninatite...arfvodsonite + 

aegirine augite -, aegirine (Thgi, 1953). ince water content is supposed to 

be/ 
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FIG. 17k) 

Fluid pressure—teuperature diagram for the bulk composition 

Na2O,5?eO.83iO2  + excess water (magnetite + quartz - f:iyalite 

buffer), frog irn8t (1962, fig.,--")o 
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Isobaric 02 - temperature diagrara for the bulk composition Na20. 
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be highest in the latest stages of crystallisation, Yagi (1953, p.801) 

considered it "reasonable to ascribe the crystallisation of aegirine to the 

predominance of soda in the residual solutions". hiniilarly, Upton (1960) 

described the replacement of riebeckite amphibole by aegirine in the low-

teuperature, highly oxidised and hydroxyl - and Na-rich residual melts of 

the lAngnAt complex. 

In t1i Atut6 iyke series, aegirine crystallised only from liquids 

containing normative sodium metaei].icate. Bailey and chairer (1966) found 

a similar effect in tho system Na20-Fe203  -Al 203-3102, where aomite crystallised 

in equilibriuii with quartz and albite only in equilibrium with liquids 

containing no. It a-y, thf ore, 	reoulsite of ir4rine crystallisation 

that the liquids are no-nor o :Lve. 

Two lines of evidence indicate that fluid pressure did to some extent 

affect the distribution of aegirine and riebeckite-arfvedsonite. The green-

blue banding which characterises the acid dykes on Tugtutq is most easily 

explained by unequal distribution of volatiles, arid it is reasonable to assume 

that with slight increase or decrease in volatile pressure, either aegirine 

or riebecicite-arfveclsonite would form from uids of the appropriate composition. 

This fine control of crystallisation may also be seen within a single 

rock in the case of the more coarsely crystalline xnicrogranites. arly crystal-

lisation of amphibole may deplete the liquid batch in volatiles, and 

consequently the last coloured mineral to form is aegirine which is stable at 

lower fluid pressure. Conversely precipitation of aegirine will increase the 

volatile cont'ant and hence favour amphibole crystalliition in the latest 

stages. 

In the green-blue banded riebeckite-rhyolite 50163, the blue, riebeckite- 

bearing/ 
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bearing bands contain phenocryst ore crystals, whereas the aegirine-bands are 

free of ore. It is suggested that the ore crystals were mechanically "sorted" 

into bands during intrusion of the dyke, and that during later volatile-streaming 

up the dyke, ore acted as a buffer during devitrification, determining whether 

riebeocite or aegirine formed. 

To summarise, the replacement of amphibole by aegirine in the cooling 

dyke series was largely controlled by the presence of excess alkalis in the 

liquids. In the transitional compositions between aegirine-rich and riebecldte-

rich microgranites, fluctuations in fluid pressure dictated which mineral 

crystallised. A further complication is that ore phenocrysts may xave acted 

as a !buffer' during dovitrification. 



SILICA GA 

The concept of $i02- gaps arose initially from the field observations 

of Daly that in the oceanic islands rocks intermediate in composition between 

basalt and trachyte are much less abundant than trachyte. Barth (in Barth 

et al, 1939) concluded that there was a composition gap in the range S102  

53 to 58i in the oceanic islands, and Chayes (1963 (a), (b)), after an 

exhaustive literature survey, supported these ideas and redefined the 

'Daly gap' as 53SiO2  57. The existence of Si02-gaps was considered to 

be of considerable petrogonetic importance, since they cast doubt on the origin 

of basalt.trachyta series by conventional methods of crystal fractionation, 

where more evolved rocks should continuously occur in progressively smaller 

bulk. This simple model, however, assumes a linear change of physical properties, 

which is possibly quite unjustificci. 

In the Tugtut&q dyke series, there are two areciable composition 

gape, one betw*en the trachydolerites and the hastingsite microsyonites and 

the other between bhe riebeokite-microsysnites and. -microgranites The first 

of these is marked by the following composition breaks, 540.SiO 2  c 591 

2.3CaO3.6, 69 t Fl. 479; it is more or less coincident with the Daly 

gap for SiC2, but not for CaO or for F.I, where the numerical limits are 

53 	SiO57, 3a<6 and 65cFI 475 (Chayes, 1963(b)). As far as the 

author is aware, this is the first time that limits have been placed on an 

'upper 1.iiO2-gap', 66SiO2 c71, 11normative quartz 24.5, O.4CaO 1. 09 

Only 36 analyses of the Tugtutq dykes are available, and it is 

possible that the composition gaps are the result of insufficient mplt.±g.. 

This/ 



:dili-cillc 	for availa1e Gardar ana1ys, prpxed by 

D.G.J. Upton, and reproduced with his permission. 
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This is particularly true of the "Daly gap", where only three analyses have 

been made of trachydolerites. However, alkalies-silica diagrams and 3i02  

histograms for all analysed Gardar rocks, using nearly 200 analyses (fig.18) 

reveal a distinct paucity of rock types in the range 50-55% and 65-7CY 102 

(B.CI.J. Upton, pers. comm.), providing significant evidence that the gaps do 

exi..1. 

Lb3. 	LIh 	c..r...i 	01  

the Gardar province as a whole. As in several continental provinces, such as 

Oslofjord and the White Mountain Magma Series, syenitos form the bulk of the 

plutonic intrusions, with gabbro much less abundant. 	tt (1)66) has made a 

planimtric stud; of the Gardar plutonic rocks, and. the results are tabulated 

below (Table 21). This rathod does not, however, give a reliable estimate 

of the amounts of basic and intermediate material in the province. Apart from 

the inherent inadequacies of the method, such as its being to a I, ra extent 

a surface rather than a vertical survey, it takes no account of the large 

numbers and thicknesses of dolerite dykes which penetrate the whole area, and 

of the great thickness, at least 3,000 in., of early Gardar basic volcanics. 

The total volume of Gardar basalt magma was probably enormously greater than 

the total volume of trachytic magma. 

Despite these comments, the distribution of the major rock-types 

is not that normally predicted from the fractionation of a basic magma, i.e. 

successively smaller amounts of more acid varietio. .i.o ari petrogenetic 

scheme, the relative lack of interiediate rock ty, aid the 3i02-gaps 

discussed above, require explanation. 3uch an explanation is attempted below. 

MCkLU1;i3 OF EVOLUTION OF T1fl DYK. SiI 

Crystal f raojionation 

By analogy with the K&zgnt complex, Upton (1964 (a)) proposed that 

the/ 



TABLE 21. Frequency of rock types in the Gardar and Oslo 
alkaline complexes, reproduced from aatt, 1966,Table 2. 

GARDAR OJLO 

3ediments 10 20 Sedimentary rooks 

Lavas 9 17 Volcanic rocks 
19 37 

Plutonic rocks Plutonic rocks 

Gabbro 12.9 0.3 Oslo—esse.te (alkali gabbro) 

- 5.0 Kjeleagite (augite monzonite) 

Jyenito 31.5 32.8 11kito (augite syenite) 

epheline syenite 35.1 1.3 .Lardalite (nepheline syenite) 

.uartz syenite 1.2 26.0 Iordmarkite (quartz syenite) 

Granite 12.7 1.1 Aierite (aegirine granite)  16.5 raiu 	ttite 	biotite granite 

Agpaitee 5.9 

lana  
100 

at 
100 

63 
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the dyke series represents a fractionated zequenco. iho 

almost certainly fractionated as a result of bottom-accumulation of feldspar, 

olivine and cinopyroxene. The rock types can be matched very closely 

among the TugtutOq series, and the dyke phonocryste are allegedly similar 

in size, relative abundances and compositions to the Kfngnt cumulus phases, 

though, as already pointed out, olivine is rare in the dykes but an important 

modal component in the coarser syonites of KngMt. The origin of the dyke 

magmas in a differentiating complex similar to Kngn4t appeared to Upton to 

offer an attractive explanation of those observations. 

A semi-quantitative test, addition-subtraction diagrams, has been 

applied to the analytical data to determine whether the chemical tha:;es can 

be explained by separation of the observed phenocryst assemblago, 	io results 

are tabulated below (Table 22). The supposed cumulus minerals to achieve 

the transition from undorsaturated to oversaturated trachydolerites are 

represented by norm A. Apatite, ore, augitie pyroxene and olivine may be 

expected to crystallise from these intermediate compositions. ince the 

feldspar composition, 0r34Ab 
38 

 An28, cannot represent a single feldspar, it 

might be the average of an alkali feldspar and a plagioclase, suggesting that 

two feldspars precipitated, which is not in accord with the one-feldspar 

trend advanced in an earlier section. Alternatively the high Or content 

could be modally represented in biotite, and this is also suggested by the 

presence in the norm of 9.  nepheline since biotites are commonly nepheline-

normative. 

Norm B reoresents the material to be extracted from the trachyd.olerite 

50149 to produce a liquid of similar composition to tiie microsyenite 40429. 

The same normative components are present, except that nepheline is insignificant'. 

The/ 



Average analyses 	 1orms of cumulus 

2  3 

SiO2  £1.62 64.0 73.5 

TiO2  0.94 0.73 0.37 

Al 2 J)7  ) 15e05 13.87 10.40 

Fe2) 
0.7  2.77 3.91 3.22 

?eO 4.63 4,74 2.46 

MnO 0,18 0,21 0.10 

I'igO 0.41 0.08 0.09 

CaO 1.94 1.47 0.41 

Na2O 5.76 6.71 4.71 

K20 5.12 3.50 3.96 

P205 0.56 0109 0.04 

0.13 	j 0.17 	1 0.1 

A 3 C I) 

Or 17.8 20.0 40.6 35.0 

Ab 19.9 37.7 39.8 47.2 

An 14.7 8.6 3.3 - 

£e 8.5 o.6 - 1.4 

Iwo 4.4 3.7 2.4 4.2 

UI 	i 2.1 

1 
0.8 0.7 0.7 

2.2 3,2 1.8 3.8 

o 5.6 2.0 0.8 - 
01 

IFa 6.1 8.2 2.9 - 

I'll 4.4 5.6 2.1 4.4 

Ti .L a.') 
U*C A 

9J i-..) I I• 

Ap 4.4 2.7 1.0 0.3 

Or 3430 48.5 41 

Ab 38 57 47.5 59 

An 28 13 3.9 - 

Analyses 

i) Average hastingaite microsyenite 

Average riebeckite microsyenite 

Average riebeckite rnicrogranite 

Norms 

Cumulus removed to produce trachydolerite 
50149 from trachydolerite 40471 (44> 
Si02  arbitrary) 

Same, to produce hastingaite microsyenite 
40429 from trachydolerite 40471 (50; 
5102  arbitrary) 

Same, to produce average riebeckite micro-
syenite from average hastinsite micro-
syen.ite 59 3 2  arbitrary) 

Same, to produce average riebeckite micro-
granite from hastingsite microsyenite,50169. 

AU calculations presented free of fl20, but not 
recalculated to 1 0C 

TABLE 22. Aesults of addition-subtraction diagrams showing cumulus removed to produce some of the observed chemical 
changes in the dyke series. 
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2ne feldspar couposition )LJ 	
. is no an anorthoclrme; the high 

An content could be lowered by allotting some Al in the analysis to 

aluminous pyroxene (Table 7) 

The same cumulus phases (norm c), if removed from the average hast-

ingaite microsyenite (analysis c) could produce compositions similar to the 

average riebeckite microsyenite. The proportions are different, however, 

and the compositions have also changed. The feldspar composition is Or485  

Ab 47 ,u 
An 

 3-9' 
which couipare notunfavourably with the range of analysed 

phenociysts (Table 6). 

It was pointed out in the geochaxiistry section that there is a large 

average drop in Na2O/K20 ratio between riebecdte-microsyenites and -micro-

granites. $ince the feldspar phenocrysts consistently have a lower Na20/ 

K20 ratio than the liquids (Table 20), it follows that the transition micro-

granite could not have been achieved by fractionation of feldspar alone. Other 

possibilities exist; one, that another sodic phase was precipitating with 

feldspar, for which there is no petrographic evidence, and two, that Na has 

been selectively lost from the system relative to K, or that K was selectively 

added to the residual fractioii, by a process or processes other than crystal 

fractionation. It is possible that some Na was lost from the cooling dykes 

in the aqueous phase which is thought to have streamed through them (p. 51) 

though there is no evidence that it was on the large-scale needed to affect the 

Na20/K20 ratios in this case, or in a volatile phase separated at depth 

(see pp.  45-46). 

Norm D represents the cumulusthat would need to be removed from 

a liquid corresponding to the hastingeite microsyenite 50169 in order to 

produce the average riebeokite microsyenite (anrysie c). rlie composition 

of/ 
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of the normative feldspar is 0r41Ab59An0  , of the observed phenocrysts 

0r45Ab51 n4. If the dipside of the norm were recalculated as soda-amphibole, 

this would decrease the Ab-content of the feldspar, and the Pan-content of the 

feldspar could be increased, and the calculated cumulus assemblage feldspar-

ore-amphibole would then be similar to the phenocryst assemblage actually 

present in 50169. The rock has already been shown to belong to a sub-group 

of the microsyenites, having Na20/720 ratios more similar to the riebeckite 

microgranites (p. 42 ) than the riebeckite microsyenites. The derivation 

by crystal fractionation of the microgranites from this sub-group finds 

some support from the addition-subtraction diagram. 

The rapid changes in alkali contents and the ratios Na20/K20 and 

Fe203/FeO,and also the difficulties in quantitatively distributing Na2O 

between feldspar and ferromagnesiari phenocrysts,makes useful manipulation of 

additori-subtraction diagrams in the microgranites impossible. The major 

chemical changes in tue direction riebeckite- to aegirine-rich microgranites 

are decrease. in Al2L3, g0, CaO, Ti02, Fe2O3  + FeO and increase in total 

alkalis and the Fe203/FeO ratio. i02  decreases slightly (fig. 8(b)). Changes 

of this type might be effected by fractionation of quartz, feldspar, ore (and 

riebeckite amphibole?) which is the observed phenocryst assemblage in the 

riebeckite-microgranitos. Tha alight increase in alkalis is due to their 

molar excess over U2 2 C13  ± 23' and their corsequent concentration in residual 

fluids. 

The behaviour of the various trace elements in the Tugtut8q dykes 

is as predicted from empirical considerations (see geochemistry section) in 

a suite dominated by feldspar fractionation. (rie point may be discussed, 

however; the behaviour of Y, La, Ce, Zr, Nb and "In between the trachydolerites 

and/ 



and hastingaite microsysnites. Despite their general tendency to increase 

with increasing Fl, these elements have fairly constant values, or even 

decrease slightly, between the two rock groups (fig. 10(b)). It is suggested 

that these elements are being fractionated in the opaque ore and apatite 

phenocrysts. Because of the large lattice site for Ca, which is in nine-

fold co-ordination with oxygen, apatite can accept large amounts of I and RE, 

despite the generalisation made earlier that differences in bond-type militate 

against the entry of RE into Ca-bearing minerals (Taylor,1965). 

Wager and Nitoheil (1951) showed that Zr was a significant trace 

constituent of pyroxenes and apatites in the 3kaergaard intrusion, and 

Degerthardt (1957) pointed out that Zr may be concentrated in magnetite, 

ilmenite and apatite. Upton (1960) iLtsed these views to explain the decrease 

of Zr with fractionation in the Knt sysnitea. 

Iifritry of Nb into ore has b~,n recorded by Fleischer et al (1952) 

who found as much as 	Nb in ilmenite in black sand from Arkansas, and 

by Huckenholz (1965) who reports up to 1000 ppm Nb in titanmegnetite from 

the k{ochoifel province, 49 Germany. 

From these examples it may reasonably be supposed that the observed 

distribution of Zr, Nb, La o Ce, I and Zn in the trachydolerites and hastingeite 

microsyonites is a result of the fractionation of apatite, ore (and clinopyroxene?) 

impoverishing the residuals in these elements. 

If the Tugtutq dyke rocks represent a fractionated series, than 

their projected analyses should show fairly close correspondence to the various 

equilibria established experimentally in the appropriate synthetic systems. 

Definite trends should be soon, and lowest-temperature compositions may approach 

a eutectic point. Peralkaline rocks are particularly difficult to project 

into/ 
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into synthetic systems, mainly because of the large minimum number of com- 

ponents which must be accounted for, Na20, 1(20, A1203, Fe203, FeO , 3102,  

and 1120.  Jimplified systems such as Na2O-A120
3-?e203-SiO (Bailey and 

Schairer, 1966) are of somewhat limited application in that the alkali 

balance is to some degree lost and the ferromagnesian relationships are over- 

simplified. 

These criticisms are especially applicable to petrogeny's residua 

system, Q-Ne--Ka, as has been repeatedly stressed by Bailey and Schairer (e.g. 

1964, 1966). That system is not a residua system for strongly peralkaline 

liquids, and projection of such compositions,and the revant equilibria 

into the quartz-feldnparpi ane, can caune IMsu.eadinginterpretntions of the 

relationships, especially in the a1a1i balance in the normative and natural 

feldspars (Bailey and Jehairer, 1964). Hather, peralkaline liquids trend 

towards a eutectic removed from the eutectic in qz-Ab-Or, one enriched in 

acuiite + sodium nietasilicate + quartz, and it was shown in Chapter 3 that the 

most evolved Tugtut8q dykes can be represented almost completely by q + ab + 

or+ac+ns. The crystallisation of aegirine only from those rocks containing 

normative alkali metasilicate compares to the situation found by Bailey and 

Schairer in their experimental work, and provides evidence that crystal 

liquid equilibria were operative in the evolution of the dyke series. 

If the intermediate to acid dykes are related by crystal fractionation 

processes, it is obvious that the trachytic liquids must have been sufficiently 

mobile to permit the separation of crystals and liquid. ?urther it was 

suggested from the decrease in $102  between riebeckite-a and aegirine-microgranites 

above, that quartz separated from the riebeckite rhyolite magmas. Such a 

process is not widely acceptable to petrologists and requires comment. 

The common occurrence of trachytes as domes and plugs and the limited 

extent! 
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extent of trachyte lava flows have led to the belief that those intermediate 

magmas are more viscous than basalt, and that crystal fractionation becomes 

increasingly inefficient towards the trachytic end of the basalt .trachyte 

series. It is apparent, however, that the major Gardar intrusive bodies of 

trachytic magma were highly mobile, as they display evidence of extensive 

gravitative differentiation and also of convective circulation (Upton, 1961, 

Fulvertaft and Ferguson, 1965i. :-idence of mobility in rhyolitic liquids, 

and a possible ezaiple of quartz fractionation, is afforded by a granite stock 

of Sanerutian age north of Tigasaluk Fjord, o. Greenland (iaeleus, 1963), where 

the layered structures include well-developed rhythmic banding, gravity 

stratification, trough-banding and slump structures. The layers consist 

of concentrations of biottte, aphene, opaque minerals, a,Uanite, zircon, and 

apatite. Interpreting the layers as crystal accumulates, meleus (p.28) states 

'Opaques, biotite and accessories settled first, together with some plagioclase, 

a minor amount of alkali feldspar, and Possibly ouart2f'. Harry and. Pulvertaft 

(1963) have reported quartz in accumulitic 1a,rors in the Helene granite and 

biotite granite of the Alangorasuaq district, 3. Greenland, where it forms 

rounded, independent grains not obviously interstitial to the dark minerals. 

nneleus (1963) and Harry and Pulvertaft (1963) attribute the mineral layering 

in their granites to the high volatile content of the magmas, which lowered 

the liquidus temperatures, increasing the time for crystallisation and also 

lowered the viscosity f the magmas. 

The density of natural rhyciiiie S6,3DAian is in the range 2.33 to 

2.41 (Clark et a]., 1966). since the density of quartz is about 2.65, there 

seems to be no objection to the actual or relative sinking of quartz in a 

rhyolitic liquid, provided viscosity was favourable. 

It remains to test whether crystal fractionation can explain the 
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.AO 2 Ji02 gaps in the dyke series. ractional crystallisation of basaltic 

magma should, on a simple model at least, produce pregressively 

smaller amounts of more acid liquids. However, the "Daly gap" is found in 

many examples of differentiated sills which have been cited as strong 

evidence for the operation of fractional crystallisation (Bryan, 1964). 

One possible explanation is the model of Wyllie (1963),  who has proposed 

that the liquidus and solidus of natural systems may be marked by 

plateaux, where under special conditions of temperature and pressure, 

crystallisation may be slight and thus rocks in that composition range 

may be scarce. Such a modal would require the quenching of liquids 

immediately in the highu.teznperature side of the plateaux, and also 

assumes constant rate of heat loss from the cooling liquids. Probably 

neither of these aesumptionsis valid. 

The formation of 5i02-gaps may he a function of viscosity. 

As discussed earlier, the general increasing viscosity of more acid 

melts may be counteracted by increasing volatile and alkali content. 

of the melts. There will possibly exist in a fractionation series,a 

range of coipositions of maximum viscosity, where volatiles are still 

fairly io and where the degree of polymerisation is high. ±'urther, 

this range may coincide with maximum density on the grounds of iron-

enrichment. Volcanoes may act as inefficent samplers, and liquida 

in composition range may not be erupted, Some evidence for this 

hypothesis in relation to the Tugtut&q dyke series comes from the 

Central Coi;ulex, where syenites in the range 66-71"1  À0
2  are common 

(Table 
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(Table 	). In other words the sub-volcanic complex contains a relatively 

unbroken sequence, whereas the dyke ( —), irolcanic?)3eries contains 

gape. Though this hypothesis may be valid for the "Daly gap" in the 

dykes, it does not adequately explain the gap between 66s SiC2 t 71, 

where the magmas were relatively iron-poor, and probably highly mobile 

because of their volatile content. separation of a volatile-phase rich 

in 1120  and Cl could however, have the effect of "freezing" a magma,  

and if that phase was also rich in dissolved Na (c.f. Ascension Island 

fluid inclusions; volcanic emanations) could result in lowered 

1C20 ratios of residual magmas. On this basis the build-up of volatile 

pressure increased through the microsyonites, and eventually exceeded 

confining pressure in the composition range 66-71" 	The increased 

viscosity meant that further flow of the magmas was restricted, and 

dykes of that composition did not reach the present level of erosion. 

In more basic and more acid dykes, volatile pressure did not exceed 

external pressure, and the viscosity was kept sufficiently low by the 

volatile contents. 

In summary, if the TugtutOq dyke series formed by crystal 

fractionation of a basaltic parental magma, then a divergence of trends, 

one towards riebeckito-xnicrosyonites, and the other towards riebeckite-

microgranites, must have taken place in the hastingaite microsyenite 

stages. 

further the presence 



of 3i02  gape in the series means that certain assumptions must be made as 

to the mechanisms of intrusion (on viscosity and density grounds) or to the 

mechanism of differentiation. On the other hand, the close similarity of 

the dykes to the rocks of the Kngnât complex provides strong evidence of 

their origin by crystal fractionation. 

Diffusive mechanisms 

The highl, soluble nature of alkali silicates in supercritical water 

was established by Morey and liesselgesser (1952), and the geological 

implications of the results were discussed by Kennedy (1955), who suggested 

that provided sufficient time in a stable environment was available, Na, K 

and other water-soluble elements would migrate to the cooler parts of magma 

chambers, especially those where con; Ining pressure was low. rarth (1 954) 

also pointed out that the accumulation of alkalis, volatiles and halideu of 

cations uoh as Zr, Ti and Nb would be expected in the upper parts of magma 

bodies as a result of diffusion due to gravity forces, a process he termed 

"primary gravitative diffusion". Upton (1J60) proposed that diffusion of 

alkalis, silica and volatiles upward through an alkali olivine basalt body 

preceded and operated simultaneously with, crystal fractionation of the 

basaltic magma. kore recently, Jridgwater and Harry (in press) have invoked 

diffusive mechanisms to explain the differentiation of the BFD'e (Big 

Feldspar Dykes) of the Qardar. These dykes are widespread through the Gardar 

swarms, and a short digression describing some of the important features is 

in order. 

There are several hundred examples of i)' in south Greenland, occurring 

over a wide area in swarms of different ages, though most belong to the mid- 

Gardar. They consist of microsyonite margins with few xenocrysts surrounding 

a' 



Bloc. ±'r tu show relation between the components in a BFD. 

Reproduced from Bridrwater and Harry (in press) by kind permission 

of 	Aradgwater. 
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a more butte centre witi. abundant feldspathic inclusions (f14. i.). The 

problem of the Inclusions in the 3D'a is not directly relevant to tha origin 

of the intermediate and acid Gardar dykes, but the"matrix" to tI, inclusions 

in instructive. The margins arc Vnerally slightly oversaturated siorceysnitezi 

and show an almost complete oherdoal gradation to the trachydoleritic centres. 

The differentiation trend shown by atuaples collected from cttre to sarg.n 

is similar to that shown by the 3nrdar province an a whole (see iett, 1*6 0  

figs. 3-6). In a few dykes, tho centres are chilled against the margin. The 

dykes are interpreted as re,,-'resenting at least part of a graded snpia column, 

which was in)ect,ci smoothly and continuouzily, the upper alkaline part forming 

the margins and sonce progreaeively nearer the dyke cent.ozi representing 

deeper portions of the magma coluan; they provide clear evidence of a 

continuous gradation froa basalt trechyte in the Oardnr aagsaa. 

ridwater and harry ,ugnated that the zmjor factor in the develops-

sent of the differentiated magma column was the separation of a basaltic nagsr 

into an alkaline and a more basic Li4:td , by the upward diffusion of aqueous 

aulutione rich in alkalis, F, 	%r, Nb o  Ti etc. Tho basis for tieir argument 

w 	the observation that the sicroayeni u margins to thu FD's crystallised 

before the more basie cantres. tnøe, in conventional terse, crystal 

fractionation involves the progressive removal of ggiji1j, aterial, the series 

of xngrmv tapped from a chamber should f"110w a sequence frtna least 

differentiated to most diterctiated, the reverse of the 31109 , where there 

in no evidence that the dyke centres were intruded as a cumulus aw*h. To 

£ridgw*tsr and harry, this precluded the possibility that the xdcroayenites 

and doleritee within a single dyke are connected by a parentdaughtur 

relationship, ieQ. that crystal fractionation was not tno dominant proceas 

in the differentittion of the parental 4gzsaa. 

whether/ 



h.thr or not a diffusive ohaniai was operative durin: the evolution 

of the M's, the evidence doss not convincingly disprove crystal fraotionation, 

especially if a large source of basalt ms* way be aasuned at depth. The 

dykes are instructive, however, it. that they demonstrate, the si4tansous 

ezitenoa of a continuous series of mgans tz'oia basaltic to trachytic. 

This strongly suggests that the scarcity of magma of intertiodiate composition 

(i.e. in the a1j cap") txoa the tugtut6q series has a purely phynical 

control, such as viuogity or dsn ty, an discussed ssrli.r. 

In ewary, there is no strong evidezce that diffusion of alkalis 

in a volatile phase as a aiva of difforentinting a basaltic mg=played more 

than a secondary role to crystal Irsotionation in the development of the 

?ugtutóq dyke series. 

kartts.leltimst DrQCeaaea 

Another alternative to the eryatal frectonation hypothesis is 

that tri%chyte is the partial malting product of btsalt. L'iiley (1964) 

has suggested that loonanth eon ttnsntal areas steepening of the geothermal 

gradient or relief of peseure by crustal warping could result in large-scale 

partial neltthg of basaltic souros rocks at the base of the crust. The process 

would also allow for the concontratioti of volatba frow the un±erlying oantle, 

entering the s&ic melt and reducing its vicoeity. 

Chayse (1 )63(b)) has pointed out tMt the high potash content of the 

supposed malts iapoeee a limit on the amount of material that can actually 

be welted fro* a btic parent, and expreesed reservations abut the ease 

with which th ewall frsction so formed could be separated from tir erytallina 

souroe-roc. J!tiThy awl 3chairer (1966, p.152) suggested thrt trachyte way, 

therefore, represent an 'optiwue tractional welting ooipoaition, wherein the 

norwally available volatiles are enoVh to reduce the viecoaity at a stage when 

there/ 



there is sufficient liquid for possible separation..." Production of melts 

of more intermediate composition is severely inhibited physically by the 

viscosity effects due to increasing dryness of successive melts, and by the 

difficulties of separating melt and crystals in the mechanically weakened 

host. 

There is no real need to invoke this mechanism in the case of the 

Gard.ar magmas. The BFD's indicate that magmas of intermediate composition 

did exist, and that under special conditiuna, were intruded in association 

'with basaltic and traoh3rtic magmas. 

Conclusions 

It seems likely that the basaltic totachytic magmas which formed 

the Pugtutq dykes represent a diffe:entiation series, though the differentiation 

may have been a result of either crystal fractionation or a diffusive mechanism 

involving alkalis and volatiles. The o t:' prejudice is that crystal 

fractionation can explain the major chemical differences, and this is supported 

by the origin of the Ki2ngnt eyenites dominantly by crystal accumulation. 

Scarcity of intermediate magmas at the present level of erosion may be a 

result of higher viscosity and density than more acid magmas. 

Conventional crystal fractionation would also require either a 

divergence of trends in the hastingaite microsysnites, or selective loss of 

Na relative to K between riebockite—microsyenites and —microgranites. The 

Na could be lost in a halogen—rich volatile phase, whose separation would 

effectively freeze magmas over a certain composition range. This may also 

pro-v:& an explanation for the gap between 66<.SiO2 71. 

Origin of peralkalinity in the dyke series 

The dyke series becomes peralkaline in Jhand's senss(that is 
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A1203  <akalii by oleculr roportion), in tlie iLastingsiL,.,!cr yi: ted, 

and blue-green amphibole and quartz are present modally. is noted by Bailey 

and chairer (1964), fractionation of alkali feldspar Trom such an 11O3  

deficient liquid will tend to accentuate the deficiency, and the increasingly 

peralkaline nature of the series is. predictable. 

In any suite where alkali feldspar is fractionating, the problem 

really is the deficiency of Al 203 with respect to Na20, 1C20 and CaO, BaO and 

3r0. Molar deficieiiy of this type will permit the "plagioclase" effect of 

Bowen (1945) to become operzL . This effect depends on the fact that pure 

albite cannot precipitate from a liquid containing a, and means that 

precipitation of Ca-bearing plagioclase from a melt 	th2re is a molar 

deficiency Of A1203  with respect to alkalis plus CaO will Lend to leave 

potential alkali silicates in the liquid. It has been observed in several 

synthetic systems, most i-icently in albite-akerxuanite (behairer and Yoder, 1964). 

The plagioclase effect is potentially viable in any magmas containing 

normative diopside, The trachydolerites and hawtingsito microsyenites of the 

Pugtutq suite all carry this normative constituent. The feldspar phenocrysts 

from 50226, a non-peralkaline hastingsite sicrosyonite, carry appreciable 

amounts of the anorthite molecule, 7; by weight. Fractionation of similar 

feldspars could have the result of fractionally removing A1203  relative to 

alkalis. 

In the peralkaline dykes, the effect of CI-entry into the feldspars 

is greatly diminished, and there is usually less Ca in the phenocryets than 

in the rock. •qever, in such A1203-deficient coipcsitione, the fractionation 

of any feldspar Will accentuate the peralkalinity, and the plagioclase effect 

must still be considrod operative, though it is the orthoclase effect which 

is/ 
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is influencing the fractionation trends. 

Normative coruidum in the inicroranjte. 40435 

Comment must be made on the presence of normative corundum (c) 

in the microgranite 40435, taken from the large composite dyke which extends 

through central Tugtutq. 1-ts petrography has been dealt with by Upton 

(1964 (a), p.16-17). Two analyses are available from the dyke, one from 

40435, the other from 40449, a riebeckite-bearing fades of the dyke. The 

mineralogical differences between 40435 and 40449 may be explained in terms 

of progressive oxidation within the dyke. Locally, attendant upon the high 

volatile content of the )uids, magnetite and f:nlly haematite becuue the 

stable 'ferromagneaian phase rather than phlb.le. ha w released during 

this oxidation, ossibly to the basaltic 'will -rock', and tha norative 

result was the appearance of corundum. 

0.€ c Is rather a low figure, and may be explained by analytical 

error. That the Al2O3-excess is real, however, is indicated by the analysis 

of 61848, a porohyritic rhyolite sill from the south side of the Narssaq 

valley (watt, 1966, analysis 10). Upton (1962, p.36) suggested that the 

Tugtutq dyke acted as a feeder to this sill. It is interesting to note the 

general similarity of chemistry of tho sill nd the r1v3cE, 'm;lec 	precesce 

of 1.21" normati'te corundum in the sill. 

It is possible to speculate on the formation of corundum-normative 

microgranites in peralkaline suites by crystal—liquid processes. Simultaneous. 

fractionation of feldspar and another sodic phase such as riebeckit-arfvedsonjto 

or aegirine, with low A1203  content, might eventually lead to rocks with some 

corundum. All experimental and petrological evidence, however, seems to indicate 

that normal fractionation processes lead toward alkali silicate enrichment in 

residual/ 
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residual liquids. In the dykes, for example, the reaction relationships 

magnetite + liquid.-* amphibole and hedenbergite + liquid..aegirine mean at 

the sodic minerals are not formed at liquidus temperatures and may not 

have been fractionated during the magma ascent. 8till, feldspar + 

amphibole/pyroxene fractionation remains an interesting possibility that 

could be tested in other alkaline provinces. 

SQ 	 ON ITh. GAitDU?. iLKALINi IOK 

The fractionation of a basaltic magma to either a phonolitic (nepheline 

syenitic) or a rhyolitic (granitic) end-point may be considered as a 

model relevant to the Garaar intrusions. This model may be represented 

on an alkalis-silica diagram and will have the general form shown in fig.20. 
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separates oversaturated from uridersaturated trends and which has a unique 

gradient and intercept on the ordinate for each igneous suits. 

During normal fractionation processes, where only anhydrous phases 

precipitate, magmas on either side of this plane will give rise to liquids 

also lying on that side of the plane, i.e. the nature of the parent 

determines the nature of the end-member. 

The/ 
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The precipitation of such hydrous piias as biotite or hornblende, however, 

or the crystallisation of ore instead of olivine or clinopyroxene may 

drive an initially slightly undersaturated liquid through the critical 

plane of SiQ 
2 
 -saturation. Thus, only slight changes in pO, or pH 2 0 

may change radically the end-point to which that liquid evolves. Further 

it may be general that for an undersaturated basaltic magma + residual 

- 
to remain undersaturated during fraction the parent must Initially be 

well removed from the plane of 5i02-saturation, that is contain appreciable 

normative ne. 

The close relationship in apace and time of undersaturated and 

oversaturated rocks is exemplified in continental alk• line provinces, such 

as the Gardar province or the Oslofjorrl graben, In the Gardar, a single 

parental magma to all the derivative magmas may be assumed. For discussion, 

the fractionation of a basaltic parent to phoriolitic and rhyolitic end-

points is also assumed. 

Two factors must be considered in part roiponsible for the divergence 

of trends: one, varyin; degrees of undersaturation of the basaltic parent, 

and two, some fractionation mechanism driving slightly undersaturated 

magmas toward the rhyolitic end-point. In fig, 21, an attempt has been 

made to construct curves for 'syenitic" suites from the Gardar, three 

undersaturated (Iiimaussaq ,Grinnedal-Ika and }{viddal) and two oversatu.ated 

(Kthgnt and Pugtutq dykes). Despite the subjective nature of these 

curves, it can be esen that the intermediate parents to the undersaturated 

suites are distinctly more alkaline for a given JiO2-value than the parents 

of the oversaturated suites. This may be evidence that only those suites 

whose parents were strongly undersaturated follow a 3i02-poor trend 

through/ 
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through to the phono].itic end-point. If so, the fractionation mechanism 

which caused the divergence in trend must be sought. 

Of the various possibilities mentioned above, there is no general 

evidence of biotite or hornblende fractionation in the intermediate stages 

of fractionation. There is, however, some evidence favouring the 

fractionstion of ore as a means of producing oversaturated from under-

saturated liquids. Ore, generally of ilmenomagnetite type, is an almost 

ubiquitous primary phase in the basic syenites, and in some forms an 

important constituent. Upton (1960) has interpreted the ores which form 

up to 10 of mafic horizons in the WLLS of the K2n.gnt complex as 

accumulative. Hamilton (1964, p.24) states that 9acicular apatite and 

iron ore were the first minerals to crystallise...." from the outer 

(chilled) fades of the Ilimaussq augite syenite. Ore is a phenocryst 

phase in the most basic microsyonites of the Tugtut oversaturated dyke 

swarm. 

It is suggested that the "rent" tc all the Gardar intrusives was 

undersaturated, though it showed a range in undersaturation. That this 

condition was general can he seen in the compilation of analyses by watt 

(1966) and in the new data presented here, ;here the most basic rocks of 

each suite, including the oversaturated suites, carry small amounts of 

normative nephelin. r>m the gradient of the curves in fig.21, it is further 

suggested that a divergence of trends towards oversaturated d iincer- 

saturated end-points occurred at about 3102  53-55,. ThIs split was initiated 

by the fractionation of an oxide phase. ioae magmas derived from a more 

strongly undersaturated parent preserved their trend, whereas those mamas 

only slightly undersaturated were driven toward a rhyo].itic end-member. 

Degree! 



)eree OL 	 three oversaturated suites 

In the section on the geochemistry of the Central Complex, Pugtut&j 

it was pointed out that the members of the Complex contained substantially 

less normative ac than the Tugtutq dyke rocks for any stage of 

fractionation measod ,is F.I. This condition is rather general in the 

oversaturated syonites and the peralkaline granites of the ardar. Almost 

all the riebeckite-hearing Tugtut8q dykes carry 5% acrnite. nopection  

of the q-be:rin; norms compiled by watt (1966) and of the Central Complex 

norms (Table. A6) shows that only 10 carry 2,> 5:. of these, one is from 

the Pugtutq swarm (50136, •.att, analysis 22), two are comendites from the 

Ilimaussaq district which are probably members of the I'ugtutq swarm 

- 24, 33511, Watt, analysas 11-12), one is a epherulitic riohecd.te 

trachyte from Qorsuarssuk (45537. Watt, analysis no.23), two are alkali 

granites from Kthignt (26498, analysis 4) and Nunarasuit (30268, analysis 

2) respectively, and the other 4 are Central Complex rocks. 

The "degree of peralkalinity" s iaarked by normative ac content, 

would seem to be much greater in th 	warm than in either the Kignt 

or Central Complex sub-plutonic roc. :. , ?is observation compares with 

the general observation of several petrologists that peralkaline granites 

contain conspicuously less normative no than peralkaline rhyolitea (e.g. 

Tuttle and Bowen, 1958, Chaye, 1960, Bailey and 3chairer, 1966). Bailey 

and Ochairer (p.150) attributed the difference "to the rhyolites being 

quenched liquids, whereas the granites had a longer period of crystallisation 

towards the close of which the soluble alkali silicates were lost, along 

with the water and other fugitive constituents." iome light can be thrown 

on this suggestion by the oversaturated Cardar rocks. 

If/ 



if the plu jx4i.c8 'eaiij aro 	 Lin• tiaa the dyke 	tra, 

then three possible explanations exii., ass Line  all t 	iJats to have 

shared a generally similar parental type. 

that the feature is inherent from either the parent, or from a process 

operative in the basic or intermediate stages of evolution. 

that the evolution of the series in the "trachyti&t  stages determined 

just how peralkaline each would become. 

a combination of both these effects. 

Since peralkalinity really is a measure of tth molar balance of 

A1203  to ta2O + K 
2 0 + CaO then the degree of peraika]ity perhaps 

reflects the initial ratio 	 that i, that relative to 

the Central Complex and Kngnt rcks, the dyke swarm had a higher value 

of that ratio, inherited either froLu subtle chemical variations in basic 

parental material or from earlier fractionation processes. That this is 

not the case can be seen in ri.22, whici plots the ratio 	ja 
23  

against .J1U2  for the trachytic COL.O8it1OflS* 	ae nnt rcs have 

generally higher values of the ratio than the dyke roce. Ance the 

Central Complex syenites occupy a Ji02—gap in the dyke series, it is not 

obvious how their ratio values compare to those of the dykes. The differing 

degrees of peralka.lixiity must therefore be features produced during the 

evolution of the trachytic magmas. 

In the CIPW normative calculation, some FeO is fixed with T102  to 

form ilmenite, and then Fe2O3  is joined with excess Na20 after feldspar 

formation to make acmite. Aorther excess of Fe2U3 is joined: with 

remaining FeO to form magnetite* This tends to give maximum values for 

acmite in certain natural peralkaline compositions, where fayalite, 

ferrohedenbergite/ 
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ferrokiedenbergite or mnotite are early-formedrinerals. ryatallisation 

of these minerals may deplete a batch of liquid In Fe so severely that 

there 18 insufficient 18203  to combine with excess .a20 for aegirine. 

It is suggested here that in the XAngnt eyenites separation of early 

Fe-rich minerals depleted each liquid in Fe to such a degree that excess 

Na20 and. K20 were left after aegirine formation. The alkali silicates 

were very water-soluble and were lost to wall-rocks, 2here is abundant 

evidence of Na- and J-metasomatism in the complex. 

Chemical evidence for this idea is siowi in fig. 23 , where despite 

initially higher iron contents, the Kftngnt series .e ore pi:ly 

depleted in iron than the Tugtut8q dykes. i)espite thi,  so-all composition 

range o' the 'eitral Lomplex roc , their 	 Silidlarity to the 

Kngnt syonites in terms of .0 and ii ueots that they imy hnve evolved 

along similar lines. There are iaetasomatic effects adjacent to Units 3 and 

4 of the Complex. 

Indirect evidence for alkali loss is provided by a riebeckite-

astrophyllite-ruicrogranite sill (40595) from the Central Complex. its well 

as having only 3.7, normative aemite at Fl 96, this sill has low iron 

(FeO + ie203  = 2.72) and very low concentrations of I, Ce, Zr, Nb and Zn. 

Its major element composition is similar to that of the riebeckite-

astrophyllite granite (26272) from western Kngn?it (Upton, 1964(a) p.2:'), 

which however has no normative acmite, despite an 11 of 97.4 (iatt, 

1966, analysis and norm 1). It is suggested that both intrusions have 

compositions dictated by ore fractionation. In the Kngnt rocks, there 

Is evidence for this in that some of the astrophyllite-granite Intu&cns 

carry inafic schlieren of euhedral, cumulitic ore (e.g. 861). J::Is 

depletion! 



FIG, 23 

SiO2 plotted against 	 for Kngnt (crosses), Pugtut&q 

dykes (solid circles) and Central Complex (open circles) 
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aegirine formation, and in the slow-cooling intrusions, this excess is 

lost in a volatile phase. 

It 	noted in the geochemistry section that appreciable amounts 

of Y, Ce, er, Nb and Zn could enter early ore and apatite, and this is 

a reasonable explaMion of the low amounts of these elements in 405. 

That these elements are not particularly low in the kngnt syeriitee 

and aegirine-granites relative to the Pugtutq dyke suite, suggests 

that another Fe-bearing phase than magnetite was responsible for removing 

Fe from the series. The early-formed phases in the Kngnt rocks include 

fayalite and various iron-rich pyroxenes, and obviously roorl of tm 

would produce the desired Fe-deilation in residual liquid. 

In summary, it has been suggested that the more rapid depletion of 

Fe in the plutonic rocks than in the dyke series was a result of extensive 

fractionation of olivine and iron-pyroxene in the syenites and of ore in at 

least some of the riebeckite granites, while ore (--7 amphibole) fractionated 

througi almost the whole dyke series. This difference in behaviour may 

reflect the differing pli20  conditions in the plutonic suite. Upton (1960) 

stressed that the ignt trachytic magmas were relatively dry and reduced, 

whereas the absence of pyroxene from a considerable rande of compositions 

in the dykes indicates that they were 	t' magmas. Though amphibole is 

the predominant coloured mineral in the dykes, its crystallisation was 

at all times preceded b opaque ore, and tao reaction relationship ore + 

Juidamphibole characterises much of the series. Whether removal of Fe 

from the dyke liquids was inhibited relative to the Kngn2t suite by this 

reaction, or whether it was a 'bulk effect', i.e. more Fe being removed 

in fayalite + pyroxene than in ore, the result was that the more acid 

plutonic/ 
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alkalis and volatiles after aegirine Or risbeckite formation therefore 

exceeded those in the dykes, and the slow-cooling nature of the central 

complexes allowed these to escape and metasosatise the wall-rocks. 

The rapidly-chilled Jykea represent more nearly liquid compositions. 

DevSloi*ent of an iegirine-bearing pet titic sons between marginal 

nyeno-gabbroe and the central neheline eyenite of the 111viddal giant dyke 

(Upton, 1964(c))oouia well be evidence of alkali migration towards 

the 	all-rook' of syeno-gsbbro. In a gebhro-syenite composite dyks at 

the mouth of Ieortoq fjord, in one place where the gabbro has not formed, 

the ayenite has fenitised the country gneizsses (iridwater, pet's. comm. 

in srthelssn and koe-Nygaard, 1965). Ada-spread aetesomatic effects 

surround the great £limausaq co'lez, which mesas to have soaked the 
r( 

country rocks for idles aroun 	ragi1953) presented corundum-normative 

analyses of a,grins-bearing sysnites from tie orotu district, 3akhalin 

e.g. 1411 and 1310 in his T.-able 1.. 'in may reflect loss of alkalis 

in the very late stages of orystallieattori, although in this case, the 

excess A1203  may be held in the acceaory lepidoaslane. 

'11iekovfjord si4te of microgranitee wan noted in the geochemistry 

section as having low semite contents for theirH'l, e.g. 40575 has l.B 

semite at IX 97.4. Tha dykes are unuóuai in having magnetite as the 

dominant ferrosagnesian phenoeryat, with much subordinate amphibole. The 

above hypothesis of alkali loss may be applicable to the ovford dykes, 

therefore, Though there is no evidence of alkali motuomatisia round any 

of Vie dykes, t : alkalis say have p&seed up through the dylcee in a volatile 

phase. 

Alkili and volatile loss say be expected from slowly-cooled peralkaline 

intrusive/ 



intrusive masses masses and it has been suggested that the loss is of the 

excess after aegirine and/or amphibole formation. The content of Fe 

is of crucial importance in this respect, and the rapid depletion 

of a series in Fe by fayalite or magnetite fractionation, for example, 

will increase the chances of alkali and volatile lose. The fugitive 

elements metasomatise host rocks, but may also autometasoinatise the 

parent rock through which they pass. It was shown in Chapter 2 that 

streaming of acqueous fluids up through glassy dykes may have been 

responsible for their devitriication. If the solutions also contained 

alkalies, then deutoric alteration of feldspar might be expected. 

Deuteric albitisation is common in the KQnn!i,t soda-granite suite (Upton 

1960) and. Upton has pointed out that it may well he rt cLracteriotic 

feature of soda-granites in general. The Tugtut&q acid dykes have 

chilled so rapidly in general that their excess alkali content has been 

trap. fme recrystallisation of phenocryst feldspars in the riebeckite-

microgranites may have been. effected by the water-halogen-rich solutions 

alone, 
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T-OLL Al. Analyses of dykes of the T'ugtutôq region, S. Geen1and. 

rra&-ydo1erites astuito microsyenites Lebeckite ucroyeniteo 

40471 50093 50149 30713 40429 40433 40462  40498 40570 50169 50226 30662 50109 30645 30739 50050 50051 50136 501 

02 49.2 51.6 54.4 61.1 59.1 61.1 62.1 62.9 62,5 63,5 60.4 62.2 60.9 66.0 63.8 62.2 62,3 64.2 65. 

02 2.49 1.91 1.70 0.85 1.15 1.00 0.96 0.98 0.94 0.65 0.98 0.42 0.79 0.67 0,90 0.76 0.66 0.73 0,1 

20  15,40 16.30 15.30 15.60 16.34 14.20 1.60 15.30 14.30 14.53 16.55 15.62 16.95 13.50 14.60 14.50 14.00 12.87 13. 

207 3.20 2.92 5.93 2,61 4.15 2.68 5.18 2.33 1.76 2.81 2.66 5.55 1.78 4.04 3.35 4.44 5.08 3.57 2. 
0 8.93 7.90 5.48 4.36 5.44 5.82 5.35 4.43 5.69 4,04 3.31 2.04 2.64 4.73 5.27 4.96 4.16 4.18 5. 
0 0.19 0.221  0.20 0.20 0.15 0.20 0.22 0.16 0.19 0.15 0.17 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.24 0.21 0.19 0. 
0 2,56 2.29 1.03 0.41 0.67 0.38  0.24 0.40 0.35 0.25 0,63 0,08 1.26 0.14 0.25 0.05 0.04 0.00 0.i 
0 5,05 3,62 2.19 2,2 1.96 2.16 1.51 1.89 1.61 1.87 2,63 2,82 1.09 1.68 1.68 1.8 1.21 1. 

20  4.58 4-93'1 4.86 6.16 5.19 6.02 5.66 5.89 6.24 5.54 5.36 8,09 4,99 7.15 8.65 7.42 6.19 4,93 5. 
0 11 

3.60 3.434,25 4.82 5.31 4.76 4.80 5.54 4.54 5.34 5,84 1.46 4.96 2.92 1.39 2.28 4.18 6.03 4. 
05 1.24 0.74 0.71 0.15 0.34 0.18 0.15 0.35 0.18 0.13 0.29 0.09 0.35 c0,05 0,13 0.09 0.15 0.06 0.( 
0 1.17 1.66 1.50 0.56 0,86 0.45 0.46 0.60 0,4.8 0.29 0.78 0,88 1,25 0.45 0.42 0.48 0.28 0.59 0. 

0.16 0.12 0.12 0,10 0.09 0.15 0.18 0.12 0.20 0.14 0.09 0.05 0.18 0.18 0.03 0.23 0.26 0.11 0. 

98.28 99.07 99.10 99,09 99.09 98.92 39-08 100-51 99.28 99.26 99.53 99.10 99.07 1101.06 100.66 99.13 99.09 98.67 100.4 
F 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.07 0.01 0.10 0.11 0.051 ( 
tal 98,20 99.02 99.05 99,05 99,05 98.86 99.00 100.46 499.20 99.20 99.49 99.08 98.99 100.99 D0.65 99.03 98.98 98.62 1100 

1. 1 53,9  51,7 666 82.3 79.081.5 82.1 86.0 83.2 85.9d5.0 83.4 77.9127.5 85.0 83.0 84.7 88.3 85,( 

5026, 50136 from Upton (1964 (a)),except for 2. 	 continued over page! 



TABLE Al continued 

30685 30691 30758 40427 40435 404491  40469 140493 40495 40554 40575 40600(a) 50163 150181 50187 50197 5025 

102  71.5 75.7 73.7 74.4 7692 72.5 72.0 75.3 74.6 73.9 75.8 73.1 72.7 75.6 75.9 74.6 74.6 

TiO2 0.43 0.36 0,42 0.19 0.35 0.65 0.41 0,36 0.18 0.34 0.40 0.42 0.35 0.43 0.32 0.21 0.4 

11.50 9.70 3.28 10.00 10.50 10.95 1.90 9.15 9•35 965  10.55 10.90 9.06 10.10 10.47 8.45 11.0 
Fe20,  4.14 2.55 5.05 3.77 1.01 3.02 4.84 4.57 3.44 4.31 4.96 2.32 2.27 5.86 2.6: 
FeO 2.16 0.27 2.25 2.65 0.09 2.10 1.12 2.59 0.41 0.58 1.90 1.12 2.19 2.01 2.44 0.13 2.9 
MnO 0.14 0,06 0.12. 0.10 0.05 0,08  0.03 0.08 0.10 0,08 0.07 0.10 0.13 0.11 0.07 0.09 0.0 

490  0.06 0.0 0.03 0.0 0.04 0.51 0.18 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.04 0.07 0.0 0.19 0.11 
CaO 0.34 0.24 0.10 0.09 0.3C 1.9 2.04 0.12 0,05 0.29 0.21 0.15 0.34 0.48 0.29 0.18 0.4, 
Na2O 599 4.55 4.55 5.05 2.90 3.22 4.32 4.17 5.40 5.36  3.65 5.01 4.92 4.14 5.04 4.67 4.4 

F-20  2.91 5.11 4.19 3.50 4.49 4.39 5.04 4.19 4.08 4,04 4.50 5.17 3.86 4.38 2.71 4.53 3.6 

P205  <0.05 c0.05 0.10 0.05 <0.05 0.12 0.07 0.05 0.05 -0.05 <0.05 <0.05 -0.05 0.05 <0,05 0.05 0. 

1120  0.48 0.21 0.22 0.19 0.94 0.82 0.41 0.16 0.10 0.05 0.21 0,39 0,15 0.19 0.26 0.08 0.0 
F 0.20 0.15 0.08 0.26 0.18 0.41 0.08 0.16 0.16 0.29 0.11 0.25 0.2 0.17 0.20 0.08 0.2 

99.15 100.80 99.18 99.03 101.09 1)1.11 99.61 99.30 99.29 99.15 99.78100.97 99.22 100.00 99.97 99.07 100.7 
0=? 0.08 0.06 0.03 0.11 0.08 0.17 0.03 0.07 0.07 0.12 0.05 0.11 0.22 0.07 0.08 0.03 0.1 
Tote. 100.74 99.15 96.92 101.01 100.94 99.6 99.23 99.20 99.03 99.73 100.86 99.00 99.93 99.89 99.04 tO.6 

92.8 99.3 93.9 93. 9.j 88.0 91.92 93.8 97.8 97.1 94.7 97.4 93.6 94.5 94.0 7.7 2.6 
50187 from Upton (1964(a)),except for F 



TAL3L8 A2. CIPi norms of Tugtutdq dykes. 

Trachydo].eri teB 	 kla8tingsite acrosyenitea Biotie-rjc 
Riebeckite microayeni. tee 

40471 50094 5014 3071 4042 40435 40462 40498 40570 50169 50226 30662 5010. 30645 30739 5005C 50051 5013E 50167 
.Iuartz - 

- 2.7 2.0 3,9 2.8 6.5 3.7 4.1 7.7 3.0 6.5 5.2 10.9 4.1 7.1 8.4 10.7 10.9 
Orthoclase 21.1 20.0 25.0 28.4 31.1 28.4 28.4 32.8 26.7 31.7 35.6 8.3 29.5 17.2 5.3 13.3 24.5 36.4 24.5 
A.lbite 32.8 37.7 40.9 51.9 44.0 46.1 43.0 47.7 48.2 45.1 46.4 68.6 42.4 52.9 67.1 60.8 48.7 33.2 48.7 
Anorthite 10.8 12.2 7.5 0.8 5.6 - - - - 

- 4.0 1.3 8.9 - - - - - - 

-Na 28'03 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Acmite - - 

- 4.2 4.2 1.5 4.2 1.4 - - 
- 6•5 55 1.8 3,2 8,0 0,9 

doflaatonite 3.5 3.4 2.4 3.5 1.4 3.2 3.6 2.1 2.9 2.6 0.2 1.0 1.6 3.0 2.4 2,1 2,7 
statite 1.4 1.3 1.2 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.3 4.4 0.2 0.6 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 1 	5,7 0,1 

J?errosilite 2.1 2.1 1.2 3,2 0.5 3.2 3.7 1.8 2.9 2.5 - 0.4 1.7 3.0 2.6 2,2 2.9 

f;~astatite - 
- 1,4 0,4 0.9 0.5 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.3 - 2.5 0.3 0.3 - 0,1) - 

errosi1ite - 
- 1.6 1.8 0.8 5.1 3.4 3.6 5.3 2.1J 

0. 3 
- 2.1 4.9 4.4 2.4 i,J 

3.4 
3.7 

-Aa6net1te 4.6 4.1.2 8.6 3.7 6.0 1.9 2.6 2.6 0.5 3.5 3.8 6.0 2.6 2.6 2.1 5.6 5.8 1.2 3.7 
Haematite - - - - - - - 

- 1.3 - - - - - 

Ilmenite 47 3.6 3.2 1.5 2.1 	I 2.0 1.8 1.8 2.7 1.2 1.8 0.7 1.5 1.2 1.7 1.5 1.2 1.4 1.2 
Apatite 3.0 1.7 1.7 	

J 
0.3 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.3 07 0.. 	f 0.7 0.3 0.3 0. - - 

CaP2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.3 - 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.5 0.5 - 0.4 
Jaria 

1.2 	1 1.7 1.5 0.5 0.9 0.5 0.50.6 1 0-51 0.3 0.8 0.9 1.3 0.5 0.4 9 0.5 F 0.3 0.6 0.4 
UO,Ub from Upton 19b4a). penaa: 40471. 	 continued over page/ 50093. ephe1ine=2.3,forsterjte3.1 ,fayalite=5.7 

O62 	Wo1inri f. 



TABLE A2 continued 

50187 from Upton, 1964(a) 

Ncrogranites 

30685 3069113075E  4042 40435 4044 4046A 40493 40495 40554 40575 40600(a) 50163 50181 50187 50197 50237 

25,7 34.4 32,8 32.8 41.6 34.7 24,5 36.2 33.3 32.0 37.4 27.1 31.3 34.7 35,5 35.2 33,3 uartz 

Orthoclase 17.2 30.0 24.5 20,6 26.7 26.1 30,0 24.5 23.9 23.9 26.7 30.6 22.8 25.6 16.2 26.7 21.7 

Ubite 43,0 21.5 24. 32.0 24.6 27.2 136.7  24.1 25.7 27,2 28.8 27.2 25,2 27.8 39.1 18.3 36.2 

Anorthite - * - - - 2.2 0.8 - - - - - - - - - - 

Na2SiO3  - 0.5 - 0.5 - - -. 0.2 1.0 0.6 - 0.2 - - - 0.4 - 
-Ar- mite 6.9 12.9 12.0 7,4 - - - 8.8 13,9 13.4 1,8 12.5 14.3 6.5 3.2 17.1 - 1.4 
iofla3tonite - - - - - 0.7 1.2 - - - 0.1 - - 0.5 0.1 0.1 

.iLastatite - - - -, - 0.6 0.4 - - - - - - 1.5 0.1 -. 

(?errosilite - - - - - - 0.7 - - 0.1 -. - 0.3 - 

c atatite 042 - 0.1 - 0.1 0.7 - - 0.1 - - 0.1 0.1 o.i) 0.3 0,2 

1ferrosi1ite 2,8 - 3.7 4.8 - - - 4.2 0.7 0.7 0.4 1.7 3.7 2.EJ' - 2.9 

Magnetite 1.4 - - - - 5.1 1.4 - - - 4.2 - - 0.2 1.0 - 3.0 
Haematite - - - - 5.1 3.3 - - - - - - - - - - 

I1iaeite 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.3 0.3 1.2 0.8 0.8 0. 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.9 
Apatite - - 04.3 - - 0.3 - - - - - - - - - - - 

0.5 0.3 - 0.2 0.2 0.9 062 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.4 - 0.2 0,5 
Varia 0,5j .042 0.3 3,4 1 	1,1 1 0.8 0.4 1 	0.3 1 	0.2 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 

40435 
Corundu 
0.8, 
tltariite 
0,6 

40469  
o11aatoni I 

2.6 



TABLE A3. Trace element data (in p.p.m.), with some element ratios, for Tugtutoq dykes. 

Trach$olerites Rastinjsite niicrosyenites tptte-rft 
rooye 

- ±Uebeckite microsyenites 

50093P0149 30713 4042S 

mic

40471 4043 40462 4049k. 40570 50169 50226 30662 50109 30645 30739 50050 50051150136 50167 

b 70 55 55 100 90 110 170 110 90 150 115 30 125 80 25 100 180 170 170 

820 630 200 155 260 50 50 160 70 100 255 65 205 50 85 60 55 70 60 

a 2880 3525 3970 650 1360 50 35 700 290 225 1170 110 1850 nod. 20 10 nod. 190 80 

50 40 65 45 30 65 65 45 65 70 40 135 35 120 80 120 130 80 75 

195 150 90 115 14.0 230 280 175 285 255 95 430 265 480 300 520 470 300 230 

r p355 400 385 375 300 555 625 350 585 615 315 1130  750 1150 695 1370 12r)0 830 645 

b 45 75 25 20 30 70 85 35 70 65 30 170 105 185 95 170 180 120 105 

90 120 105 110 100 150 140 60 145 110 90 240 125 215 180 235 235 180 95 

b nod nod. nod. nod. nod. 15 b.s* nod. b.s. n.d. - b.c. b.s 40 nod, 30 20 - b.s. 

1 800 290 230  360 305 550 545 625 415 540 - 645 810 155 95 145 200 - 220 

/1Th 427 508 653 400 501 354 235 426 408 296 425 406 325 303 444 189 195 234 204 

a20/K20 1.27 1.44 1.14 1.28 0.98 1.26 1.18 1.06 1.37 1.04 0.92 5.54 1,01 2.45 6.22 3.25 1.48 0.82 1.41 

e303/eo 0.36 0.37 1.06 0.6() 1.20 0.46 0.59 0.53 0.31 0.70 0.bL 

1 

2.62 10,67 101 -85 10.64 10-40 1.22 0.85 0.58 

nod. = not detected. 	boo. = below sensitivity. 

continued over 



TABLE A3 continued 

Mcrogranites 

3OW5 30691 3075a.1 40427 40435 40449 40469 40493 404951 40554 40575 40600(a) 50163 50181 50167 50197 50237 

Rb 110 300 260 555 320 300 125 365 460 365 325 400 360 250 175 590 265 

Sr 50 50 60 45 50 90 75 50 45 50 55 50 50 65 55 60 70 

Ba b.s. nod. 20 n.d. n.cI. 100 540 25 nod. nod. b.s. n.d. nod* 85 25 n.d, 30 

T 120 130 115 135 170 140 65 85 180 145 110 105 200 85 130 425 125 

Ce 770 950 570 E60 750 540 180 620 730 755 650 705 935 400 600 1340 550 

Zr 1210 1985 1605 3800 1875 1555 730 1600 3560 1985 1710 2210 840 1145 1780 5240 1400 

Ib 330 205 270 505 200 190 -50 190 450 220 200 230 275 120 200 695 200 

Zn 210 140 195 510 170 270 15 195 400 285 195 250 370 205 200 340 220 

Pb 100 105 20 95 25 225 n.d.l 65 120 65 60 70 90 20 - 70 55 

Cl 95 120 50 140 235 340 495 85 300 110 325 75 55 235 - 350 90 

K/iib 224 141 134 52 116 121 337 96 74 92 115 107 89 144 129 64 114 

Na20/1C20 2,06 0.89 1.09 1.44 0.65 0.73 086 1,00 1.32 1.33 0.81 0.97 1.27 0.95 1.86 1.03 1.22 

Fe203/ e0 1.58 16.48 1.84 0.96 b.1i i,80 0.90 1.17 11.80 8.31 1.81 3,85 2.26 1.15 0.93 45.08 0.E9  

nod. = not detected. b.s. = below eena.ttivity 



PABLA4. Modes of Tugtut6q dykee 

Trachydolerites 	 liastingsiteu1eroayenj tea 	 kiebeckite microsyenitea 
40471 50093 50149 30713 40429 40433 40462 40498 40570 50169 50226 30662 50109 30645 30739 50050 50051 5013650167 

Feldspar 	 32.2 30.0 12.1 16.2 26.2 5.4 25.2 24.6 	13.7 18.0 	tr. tr. 10.5 16,4 

	

tr. 0.1 tr. 	tr. tr. 

	

0,2 tr. 	tr. tr. 	 0.2 	1.5 0.3 	1.6 

	

0.8 tr. 	 0.6 

0.1 	 tr. tr. 0.6 

0 B 
0.0 	32,5 30.0 12,2 17.0 26.2 5,4 25.8 26.0 0.0 15,2  18.3 0,0 1,6 -0.0 10.5 16,4 

60.6 64.1 73.6 44.5 49.1 58.7 56,8 530 68.9 51.9 52.1 75.3 62.4 
0,6 2.7 tr. 1,9 4.5 0.1 	1.1 

1.9 009 tr. tr. 

7.1 5.1 	6.2 0,9 1.9 1.9 1.5 1.6 2.0 0,3 0.7 	6.3 
20.7 Ile 	9,6 21.7 	11,1 

9.7 8.2 	8.4 5,5 tr, tr. 
6,6i r A 

).t  
18.7lii 113 1 	3 16 8 16  8 8 	1.7 

6. 0Ri. 30.A *7ItA ' ' I  kU 
8.0 6,1 4.9 3.9 4.0 5.0 0.7 13.0 	tr. 

51.1 70.0 40.3 40.4 

tr, 	0,8 

	

4,6 5,2 	0.4 

41.8 22,8 42.1 42.2 RA 
0.9 1.2 7.1 

0.6 
1.4 	tr. 	 tr. 	 0.5 1.0 

2.0 
	

0.3 
10).0 79.2+ 98.7+ 67,4 70.0 87.8 82.9  73.8 94.6 74.2 74.0 

	
81.9+ 81.7 100.0 98.4 100.0 89,5 83.6 

IT. 0 

+ sign in % grouncimasa means mineral not listed here is referred to in petrographic descriptions 

continued overpge/ 



UII M continued 
a- 

Rtcru4Tanit*e 

F*Idop*r 
30k& j7 AAM 4046 4313 1104614U554 475 JIMial 50163 52LU iL 

4.3 4.1 1.0 2.0 2.2 3.7 17.6 .4 10.6 20.5 1.1 20.0 16. 

5.2 4.4 8.7 1.6 4.1 1.4 17.0 2.3 3.4 20.2 10.9 14.0 4. 

Apatite 

Ore 2,5 2.6 

Oljyte. tr. 
1. 0.2 1.5 

Aupbibole 0.6 0.6 tx'. 36 1. 

).5 E.5 0.0 27.5 3.6 6.3 0.0 .9 36.5 10.3 2 40.5 .6 32.6 34.0  ( 

F.Idaper 33.0 56.3 45.5 66.4 46.0 33.0 33.3 27. 4 
64.5 52.3 51.1 24.0 23.4 26.2 278 27 X 165 41.5 51.0  3 

Ape ti to 

Ore tr. tx'. 3.8 2.3 0• 1. 

iotite 

;,Y"Ism 15.9 39.2 27.7 3.9 6.7 12.0 42.6 tr. 26. 

Amphibole 9.8 21.21 11.5 17.2 12.8 1.5 3.9 11.0 

Llwaits 1.0 t. 1. 

irco 1.3 0.2 0.7 - 

Ciromate 

Pliaox'tta 0.3 0.2 tr. 

lugs 1.1 0.5 '. 

91.5 100.0 74 9b )3.7 3.363.O y1 77m )J? 37. 67 ___ - 



L.BLE AS0 inalyse3 of syenitea and granites from the Central Complex, Tugtutoq. 
lhU•t Unit 2 Unit 3  Unit.4  Unit 5 B1 Oiils 
50345 50291 50296 40503 40513 40514 40590 53256 50263 50276 50260 30722 40500 10589 50272 50299 50699 50228 50242 405,95 5CJ292 

.02  60.8 650 64.0 	69.2 65.1 67.3 64.9 69.2 56.4 42.9 41.5 73.6 4.9 56.5 55.6 68.2 52.4 54,6 67.6 72.6 2.5 

02 1.05 	0.27 0,30 	0,34 0,55 0.24 0.41 0.32 0.47 0.86 1.15 0.18 0.30 0.34 0.31 0.26 0.35 0.28 0.10 0,10 0.28 

2°3 15.28 16.16 16.55 13.50 16.20 14.10 15.56 14.55 15.30 5.90 5.75 13.37 15.02 15.89 15.72 15.70 14.95 6.40 11.15 13.16 6.56 

33  1.6; 	1,9C 2.42 	2.04 1-56 .2.42 1.0 1.88 2.17 5,30 12.60 2.05 2.37 1-031 1,33 1.46 3.03 2.98 1.21 1.55 2.22 
6#17 	2.34 3-95 	2,08 2.87 2.05 1.73 2.77 37.5 28.3 1.40 3.49 3.07 3.21 2.15 4.47 2.04 0.58 1.17 3.18 

LO 0.20 	0.10 0-19 	0,09  0.11 0.13 6.1 0.07, 0,09 1.50 1.35 0.07 0.13 0.12 0.13 0.07 0.17 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.18 

0.6 	0006 0.06 	0.04 0.20 0.11 0.09 0.04 0.16 0.14 0.26 00 0.06 Q 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.02 0.0 0.02 0.18 

2,1 	1*07 1.27 	1.03 1.45 0,95 1.16 0.98 1.9 2,06 2.44 0.24 0.97 0.89 0.68 0.55 1.50 0.58 0.62 0.18 1.25 

2° 5*IE 	6.2c, 6.36 	4.95 5.66 6,48 5,85 5.47 5.89 2.61 2.51 5.37 5.99 6.03 6.03 6.35 7.08 7.64 7.38 5.67 6.66 

9 5.54 	5-75o 5.2 	6.32 5.83 4,40 4.98 5.09 5.34 2.02 1.77 4.32 5.10 5,49 4.93 5.21 4.62 4,65 4.95 4.29 5.28 
0.2 	cC*Oro  0.11 	0.05 0.08 0.05 3.05 0.05 0.15 0.06 0.23 C.05 0.05 0.02 0.02 <0.05 0.05 -.O05 0.05 0.07 0.06 

0.8 	0.2( 0.4 	0,43 0.47 0.35 0.3 4  0.46 0.42 0.56 1,02 0.20 0.35 0,31 0.36  0.12 0.60 0.36 0.25 0.03 0.48 

- 	0,31 O,2J 0.39 0,20 0.7 3600.42 .44 0.3 0.10 0.23 0.19 - 78.34 0.16 0.46 0.12 0.32 0.26 0.27 
tal 99,74. 99,7k 101 .25 10141 10128 99.08 99.14 t1121 1"87 93.7 98.98 101.09 98.92 99.69 98.34 IDD.27 99.70 )0.16 IOD.21 99.14 99.12 

- 	0.14, 0.12k 	0.16 0.08 0.24 0.08 0.18 0.19 0.1 0.04 0.12 0.06 - - 0.07 0.1) 0.05 0.13 0.11 0.11 

tal 99.7 	99.64 101,1 	.25 W.20 38, 99,Oo 100.03 ED, )9.6j 98.94 197 j8.84 99.69 98.34 .2O 99.51 0.13 108 99.03 99.01 
I. 7.6 	91,8 88.1 	9.9 88.9 32. 67.3 9:.tf9l,l - 96.4 8.4 31.4 90.2 94.1 67.1 94.0 97.3 9.0 

50345, 40589, 50272 from Upton (1964(a)) 



Table A6. CIPW norms- of Central Coiip1ex rocks 
Unit 2 it: Unit 4 	Unit 5 21 	aneao 

perthosite 
3ifl 	- 

50345 50291 30296 0503 40513 40514 40530 50256 50263 30722 40500 10589 50272 50299 30699 50228 50242 40595 50292 
wt  1.8 5,3 5.5 6.3 6.7 12.218.5 17.0 9.8 5.4 7.9 7.5 	8.8 10.2 1.1 2.0 5.7 23.2 1,0 
.hoolae 32,8 33,9 30.6 7.334.5 26.1 29.5 30.0 31.7 25.6 30.0 52.5 	29.1 30.6 27.2 !8.4 23.5 25.6 31.1 
ite 43,8 50, 54.0 34.1 47.7 47.7 49.3 46.1 48.7 44.5 4897 51.0 	51.0 51.9 51.4 7.6 60,3 43,5 55.5 
rtite 2.1 - 1.1 - 1.7 - 1.7 0.3 - - 
kite - 1.8 - 6.0 - 6.5 - - 0.9 0.9 i. - 	- 1.4 7.4 6.0 1.8 3.7 0.5 

1.2 0.9 0.8 1.5 0.2 1.0 0.6 0,9 - 1.A. 0.7 1.7 0.8 0.2 - 1.7 

t
nstatib 7.7 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 o.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 - 3.9 	1.9 0.1 0.1 0.1 - - 0.2 

1.2 0.9 0,8 1.2 0.1 1.1 o.j 0. - 1.5 0.7 1.8 0.8 0.3 - 1.7 
tati 0.1 1 -1 0. 1 -  0.3 - 0.1 - - 0.1 0.2 6 2 

.& 4.4 2.6 2.1 3.4 3.4 0.6 2.0 0. • 2.: 5.7 1.7 0.3 1.8 2.1 
2.4 1.9 ).5 - 2.3 0,2 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.6 2,6 1.5 	1. 1.4 0.7 1.4 0.9 0.5 5.0 

ealte 2.0 O. 0.6 0.6 1.1 0. 	
J 

0.8 0.6 0.9 0.3 0.6 0.7 	0.,6 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.2 :.2 
atite - 0.3 - 0.3 - - - 0.3 - - 	- - 0.3 - 
uorrte 07 06 0.9 0.5 1.2 0.5 0.9 1.0 0.3 0.4 - 	- 0.3 0.9 - 0.5 
na 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.4 [04 0.4 1 0.7 	1 0.4t 0.3 	0.A 0.1 	1 0.6 	10.4 L.3 0.3 0.5 
50345, 40589, 50272, fro 	1 tOn (1964(a)) 
W5C5contains 0.20 Na2iO3 



A?. TrRca eienert data (.n p.p.a.) and *one 1eat 
or 	t 	 nI t 	' t-p Cgntr-'! 

Udt Unit 2 thit 3 Unit 4 Unit 5 i11s 

50345 SG2JI 0296 40503 40513 41J14 40590 50256 50263 50f/6 5)2W YJ122 40500  4056) 50272 5029 306')) 50228 50242 40595 50 

195 1 205 '175 440 1 ?1) 205 70 t5 3i5 1"0 - 130 16 '185 200 275 	1 

r - 55 50105 210 0 7i :X i 	1 4 40 40 55 - 45 6U 40 50 45 

- 90 40 4901565 1-o 430 '760n.. d. 1'R) - - 20 n.d 30 50 

- 100 5, 110 &. ' 0 70 5 115 ¶0 .5 5 75 - - 65 205 75 65 50 	1 

- 415 270 40 600 450 460 450 5 370 lOtOO 610 120 70 

r - 750 Y5 650 54 0 560 575 4.5 0 15 360 530 - - 310 i0 535 630 145 	E  

- W f5 0 70 ) W 95 120 50 )0 - - 105 135 90 70 10 

46. 130 14,  110 H7U 1c: 1, 1,. 140 - 121 1)0 110 70 120 	1 

b - b. s. 15 20 ) 
p n.d.  n.d. b.c. i.i. u.d. n.d. 	n. 

I. - 420 420 7i ;ô5 ;40 765 255 515 '7 0 

.:4 

- - 225 3.0 225 465 225 

/itb - 244 26 25 27 83 222 1j 217 4C 272 91 - ?? 237 ?16 05 129 

0.34 1.0j 1.2 0.7 0.97 1.47 1.17 1.07 1.10 1.29 1.42 1.24 1.17 1.10 .) 1.22 1.53 1.t2 i49 1.32 	1. 

92 03/FoO 0.26 j,11 0.6 0.) 0.54 1.0 . 0.45 .46 0.66 0.4 0.41 ..tc 1.46 2.09 1.32 	'. 

. not iatected 
b.. 	below aeuaitivity 



Udt Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 Unit 5 'il1E 

50345 50291 50296 40503 40513 40514 .0590 50256 .50263 150276 50280 50722 140500 1.0589 50272 50299 30699 ..50228 50242 40595 15a 

ld8par 1,7 + + - + + -+ - + 19.0 E2.0i- - + +76.38 

srtz tr. + - + -s + 4 + - I 	- - + ± 8.0 6.0 + - - + 18.4 

yalite 
+ - + - - + tr. tr. + - - - 

itised) 

roxene 5.8 - - - - - - - ~ - - + 1.]. 0.5 + + + + - 

da 8.8 + + + + + + + + - + 9.0 9.9 + + + + - 

rnblende 

ebeckite 
- + + + - + + + + - - + + 2.6 - + - - + 4.7 

fvedsonite 

aque 
1.9 + + + + + + + + - + + 0,3 - + + - - - 

otite 1.8 + + + + + - + + + - - - tr. - - + 

niatite - - - - - - - - - - - - -I- tr. 0.9 - - - - - 

trophy1lit - - - - - + 
- - - - - 

- 0.6 

rcon + + + + + + + -1- + + - - - tr. tr. i- + - - - t 

uorite -+ 

+ 

+ 
- +-+ - - tr. 0.7 - - + - - tr. t 

- 

TABLE AB. ixeral composition of 12entral Complex rocks. 

&des for 50345, 40589, 50272 (Upton(1964(a)) 

in 40595, 0.7, of riebeckito is phenocrystic 

in 50345, 64,4;"ce of feldspar is phenocrystic 



zuent 

________ 

Line 2Q 
Peak 

2Q 
Back- 
around 

r 2ube 
Tube running 

conditions 
KV 	A _________ 

itmos- 
here 

_ 

Cofluja- 
ator 
__ 

, 
Crystal 

______ 

ounter 
HT 

/ (volts) 
Discrimination 
LL 	C 	At 

I rrepar- 
ion 

Counting 
time 

(seconds) 

Pk/Bg 
relation- 
ship 

Peci-
. sion 

Li 
0. 

det 
17.52 TO 20 —,Ur Li? 5 800 5 	24 	23 F 4 +2 

r k<137.6538.65 40 	20 Air F Topaz 5 890 6 	22 	2 i' 6P/B 

16.32 5 	20 Air F Topaz S 750 14 	14 	2 I'I 6 £/3 +2v 1( 

-0 23 .
69  23 19 

W 40 	20 Air I LiP S 800 5 	at 	2 l( 4 P/B +5 2 

i<1 83.15 81.70 50 	20 Vac. C LIP i'P 1400 8 	10 	2 M40 P/B 

e '<1 15.1C 70 (Jr 70 	20 Air F Topaz 5 800 9 	23 	2 M 10 F/B + 5: 4( 

. K 0'\ 1 33-69 32.69 
34.,69  W 50 	20 Air F Topaz S 00 10 	46 	3 N 4 P/B + 	5., 3( 

b KcO21.20.8O Cr 40 	20 Air F Lii"5 710 4 	16 	2' N 6 /3 +5 1( 

(°<141.)41,00 Cr 50 	20 Air F Li? 5 890 6 	24 	2 Fl 10 ±5 +10/ 2( 

b L oci 51 524,10 W 60 	32 Air P Topaz 5 850 12 	22 	2 M 20 F/B 
15 

1 l'41 35s5 38.45 Cr 55 	28 Vac. C P.E. F? 180015 14 	26 CRP 20 P-B + 

TABLi A9. Operating conditions for AltF analyses, with precision and detection limits of the methods 

vac = vacuum; .F=fine, c=-coarse collimators; LL--lower level, C--counter 1.ndow; attatenuatjon in 
discrimination; 	my1ar-powder preparation; Ck{P=compressed rock powder 



Brief petrographic descriptions of analysed seciren 

Modes of these rocks are ;ivsn in Table 4 'n1 should. he used 

in conjunction with these not. 

Tkc0LitIT 

40471 

,it': Umiatiaquarfik, ?u1ut3q. 

Fhenocryst; scarce acicular apatite. 

(iround.xnas: clusters of anhedral ore, apatite, clinopyroxene and 

biotite scattered uiforily throughout the rock. The pyroxene is purplish, 

slightly zoned; bio tite has , dark brown, almost colourless, and usually 

encloses ore grains, which in turn commonly surround apatite crystals. 

The clusters are set in a 'base' of carlsbad-twinned antiperthite laths 

and tablets, with occasional oligoclase cores. inute hair-apatites 

embedded in feldspars. 

50093 

Locality 4 m. dyke, Godthaab Havn. 

Phenocryst: none 

Groundnias: mineralogy generally similar to 40471, but rook has different 

texture, iafic minerals do not tend to cluster, though ore is usually 

surrounded by biotite (largely replaced by chlorite, 16.61). The anti-

perthites, here containing no primary plagioclase, are up to 1 mm. long 

and are more lath-shaped than in 40471. Some alteration of feldspar 

to epidote (4.2i:). Texture is trachytoid. 



-&2.. 

50149 

Locality: 4 s. dyke, 750. Tugtutan LilJ. p. 

kthenocst 	scarce apatites. 

Groundma: again similar to 40471, though a lower rnafic; feldspar ratio. 

Ore,pyroxene, apatite and biotite ( chlorite) do form clusters, with 

ephene (1.4>), but the anhedral pyroxone is commonly discrete. Feldspars 

are Carlsbad-twinned antiperthites, usually rather tabular. Texture 

is sub-trachytoict. 

HASTINGSITti 1ICi0SflIT1 

30713 

Loca1it: within Fividdal giant dyke, a little west of the Bià Mneso 

intrusion. 

Phenocyts; in the hastingsite £nicrosyenites, the feldspar phenocrysts 

are usually rather tabular 1/ (ow), though most are anhedral due to 

rcsorption. They tend to aggregate in clusters, in which the individuals 

are up to 10 in. across. Occasional crystals show a tendency to rhomb- 

ci 	tc t". 	 1I ), 

nn.. (210) f:. 	ev aro lo ; e>. 	t;:r. 	orirrictid;cl viJ.':to, 

and often show the cross-hatching characteristic of anorthoclase. in 

30713, the phenocrysts are generally cryptoperthitic, though shall areas 

within the crystals show very fine twin striae. axtinction i )CY 

- a varies from 8-12 0 
, OA 	(010 ), 2V ranges from 74--F--7 ), though 

values as low as 530 have been recorded from well-exolved potaseic areas 

1 ,964 	1). 1 4). 

rounda: (~arlsbad-twL,njid. antiperthite latrLs are freq iiendy zoned. 

Anhedra]./ 



Anhedral, length-slow hastingsitic amphibole with,/light-brown, V deep-

greenish bluo,bluish green, is associated with riebecld.te-arfvedeonite, 
Ij 

which rims and replaces the more calcic type, but may form discrete, 

acicular flakes. Anhedral ore is usually enclosed by amphibole. Abundant 

limonite forms interstitial wedges; carbonate is also interstitial. 

Texture is trachytoid. 

40429 

Locljty: 9 M. dyke, central Pugtut&j. 

Phenocxrsts: Carlsbad-twinned cryptoperthitee up to 1 cm. long are 

vigorously zoned, and show alteration of the cores to sericitic mica. 

Augitic py-roxene, ore, apatite and psoudomorphad olivine are scarce. 

106  cryptoperthitic and antiperthit4 Carlsbad-twinned feldspar 

laths have formed later than subhedral clinopyroxene, apatite and ore, but 

before the interstitial wedges of hastingaitic amphibole and limonite. 

Texture is trachytoid. 

40433 

it: from central zone of a blue-grey, porphyritic dyke cutting the 

Hviddal dyke. 

icsts: Carlsbad-twinned, clear crytoperthit es are up to L c. 

long; most have solution cavities containing hastingaitic amphibole. 

Scarce microphenocrysts of amphibole are largely replaced by brown, 

ferruginous matter. Ferroaugite and ore phenocrysts enclosed in feldspars. 

Groundmass: feldspars as in previous specimer. :bundant hastingeitic 

amphibole shows zoning from brown-green to bluer varieties, and length- 

fast/ 



rieheckite-artedsonite is present, thoug scarce, 	jphiolo i3 jnt'..rstitial 

to feldspar, an6 encloses ore. Quartz, carbonate and limonite are 

interstitial, and limonite also replaces hastingsite. 

40462 

LQpality: from blue-black dyke cutting lividdal syenites, west coast of 

Tugtut81 central fjord. 

Phenocysts: Carlsbad-twinned fidspars, with cryptoperthitic cores zoned 

to more turbid margins. Apatite and pseudomorphed fayalite very scarce. 

similar to 40433,  though blue-green varieties of amphibole 

1088 abundant, and brown types zones more directly to blue types. L?urtz 

more abundant. 

40496 

ipoa]4jy 5-6 nio porphyritic dyke cutting lividdal syenites in Central Lake 

region. 

PherQcrYets :exsolution is well-defined in parts of these feldspars. 

Strips of unmixed plagioclase lie /,/ (oio) and show fine-scale polysynthetic 

twinninp çf A 	ic--i 40 The remainder of the crystals are rather 

clear. The crystals are rbad-twirmed and slightly  zoned. III 

of the clear patches are1.529, / = 1.532 and /- 1.534 (iton, 1964 

(a), p.14). Also mierophenocrysts of ore, apatite and pseudoiuorphed 

fayali te. 

Groundms: Feldopars as previous specimens. aphi1,o1e interstitial, 

anhedral, dominantly a blue-green hastingsite ith brown-green cores. 

Limonite as in 40433.  Interstitial quartz very scarce. 

40570/ 



-AS- 

40570 

Locality: margin of a compound dyke, 86Ut]1er'ri coast of TugtutBq Lille . 

Phenocrysta: clear micro- to crypto-perthit3 with turbid, reacted 

nargins, up to 4 mms. long. Few phenocrysts of a colourless or very pale 

green clinopyroxene, usually much altered to brown, ferruginous material. 

Ground.mss 	Carlsbad-twinned antiperthitee form i hs up to 1 mm. long. 

Some crystals have albite rims. The dominant iie mineral is an olive 

green haetinsite, with ... deep olive green, P  olive green,very light 

greenish brown 	
',à'A 

C = 310. This variety shows discontinuous 

zoning to a blue-green type with blue green, Iv very pale greenish. 

Accessories are ore, apatite, carbonate, quartz and limonite. 

Texture is trachytoid. 

50169 

Localjty: porphyritic 8 m. dyke, island near Igdlutalik. 

Phenocrysts: feldspars are fairly coarsely exeolved, with patchy distribution 

of exeolved are:. ±h plagioclase component shows a fine discontinuous 

twinning. 	Scaic astingsite phenocrysts described on pp. 12-13 . Scarce 

clinopyroxene enclosed in feldspars and rimmed by amphibole are 0.3 mm. 

GroundinaeL1 antiperthite feldspars laths; abundant interstitial quartz. 

Brown-green hnstingsite zones to a bluer variety. Ore is both primary and 

is a breakdown product of amphibole. Little limonite replacer, amphibole. 

Scarce apatite. 

Locality: central part of a 10 in. rhomb-porphyry dyke cutting a peninsula 

just north of Assorutit. 

Phénocrysts :/ 



Phenocrysts: feldspars generally cryptoperthites and anorthoclae. 

Unmixing has been slight and is rather patchily distributed. itestriction 

of cross-hatched twinning to a very few crystal cores may be real or may 

be a sectioning effect, since the twinning may be seen in favourably 

oriented sections, approximately // (OQi). Cores usually appear 

homogeneous, lacking clearly defined exso].ution textures. Zoning is 

always present, varying from slight to vigorous; oscillatory zoning 

0 
uncommon. xtinction angle c& a = 7-8 • but may be as low as 3— 

OA.P1 (010). Other phenoorysts are clinopyroxene, apatite, ore and pseud-

omorphed fayali e. 

Groundxnass: 	dominaxily oL Lticmiorpiiic, t,---,h1 ;arlsbad-t:irned .!aicro- 

antiperthites, only slightly unmixed. iirown-green  hastingaite interstitial 

to feldspar; other minerals are ore, carbonate, limonite and biotite. 

BIOTlTi-iUCH 

30662 

Locality: 3.5 m., 40°  dyke cutting gabbros on south coast of Tugtutq. 

Phenocryetg: none 

Groundmasp: dominant is lath-shaped idiomorphic feldspar, both anti and 

crypto-perthitic; Carlsbad-twinning is parallel to a lamellar twinning 

which is discontinuous and lenticular. Quartz interstitial. Dominant 

mafic mineral is biotite, as interstitial sheaths and edges.,4 golden-

yellow, Yblack. Biotite intergrown with riebeckite-arfvedsonite, pleochroic 

from blue to brown. Scarce, anhedral grey clinopyroxene; anhedral ore 

common, usually enclosed in biotite. Interstitial carbonate. 

50109 

Locality:: island S.W. of Simiutak. 

Pheriocrysts :1 



Phenocrysts: feldspars up to 0.5 cii., of two tyii; rnost common are 

those with cores of antiperthite showing polysynthetic, albite and percline 

twinning surrounded by cryptoperthitic margins; others are cryptoperthitea. 

Al]. are rather altered by carbonate. Ore microphenocrysts less than 3. rim. 

across are partially altered to leucoxene. Biotite phiocrysts (pp31-32 ) 

are uncommon .in the series. 

Groundmass: strongly antiperthitic laths, interstitial scraps of biotite, 

uwtz, apotito, ore chlorite and carbonate. 

Texture lo tr-iytoid. 

RIBICKIT1 IlC £J(NI::s 

30645 
ç4- t eIe 	 krjds rp( 

dyke cutting gabbros between (Central Lake) and Ighing Duck Lake ll 

Phenocxrstp; feldspars are only slightly tabular II (oto) and nearly 

square in (too) section. iiey are slender, rectangular, exhibiting 

the forms (010), (001), (too) and (ito). Crystals are marginally 

cryptoperthitic, zhile in the cores there is a fine grid-like intergrowth 

of the marginal-type feldspar (2V740) and a component having a much lower 

2V, 3.5°. Z of the clear, cryptoperthitic areas are &l.524,P 1.529, 

kl.531, (Upton,  1964 (a), p.15). The crystals show both Carlsbad and 

Nanebach twinning. :Jcarce miorophenocrysts of anhodral ore. 

Grouxar: very fine grained; apparently composed of feldspar, rieecIdto, 

ore and quartz. he amphibole forms delicate needles and feathers arranged 

in sub-parallel aligent within a feldspathic base. Ore grains are 

anhedral and may be secondary after amphibole* zuartz forms scattered 

little pools, clear of ferromagnes±an needles. 	:t-le rounded irw contain 

carbonate and a very little quartz. 

30739/ 



30739 

Locality: blue—black d.'ke cutting gabros in the northern arm of the 

southern gabbro dyke pair. Tot in situ. 

Phenooiyste: none. 

(rourxdmasg: mostly of brown, sub—isotropic devitrified glass, containing 

bands and trails of epherulites. The dyke is very complex texturally; some 

of the spheruJ.itee may be described here. Two types are present; the 

larger, 2 mzns., are dark brown and have an irregular, zona]. structure. 

The core is usually of granulated appearance and is oryptocrystalline; 

occasionally a faint, radial structure may be visible within it. The 

next zone is not usually complete, and is a zone of sheaves of a blue mineral 

(? riebeckite—.arfvedsonite) to some degree intergrown with fibres of 

tridymite. Trjd.imjte also constitutes the outer zone of the epherulite 

(plate 4b ), though this zone is often crowded with opaque granules of ? 

amphibole. 

The second, smaller type of spherulite is the roseate cluster, eldom 

rounded, of opaque material which may be breakdown products of riebeckite. 

These are scattered through the matrix of the dyke, and are also enclosed 

in the larger, tridymite bearing spherulits (plate 0 ). They 

presumably represent the spontaneous devitrification of the dyke at 

numerous centres within it, and were formed somewhat before the larer 

epheruli tee. 

Another type of spheru.uite in this dyke is found at the very edge 

of the chill zone, where the dyke appears completely isotropic. The 

completely round form of the epherulite is marked by a rim of ore ($to 	), 

while there is no colour d1fferenebetween apherulite and matrix. within 

the/ 



dithin the spherulite itself, there is almost completely homogeneous 

?glass, with only a slight loss of isotropy nearest the spherulite marg7Ln. 

This form is presumably a "fossil spherulite embryo", which would have 

become crystalline on further devtrification. 

50048 

Locality: scarcely porphyritio margin to dyke, south coast of eastern 

Tugtut8c. 

Phenocrysi: 	elspzrs 'e similar to those in 30645. icrophenocrystic 

ore, less than 1 aim. across, is very anhedral through resorption. 

Groundmass: texture is coarsely spherulitic, epherulites having polygonal 

outlines. Each is composed of a clear, central area of radiating feldspar 

laths (crypto-. and micro-antiperthites) and a rim of similar feldspar 

but crowded with stubby grains of riebeckite-arfvedsonite, commonly 

enclosing ore. Interspherulite areas are of interlocking feldspars from 

adjacent apheru.lites. Luartz is scarce, forms clear pools either in 

spherulites or in the mterspherulite areas. 

50049 

Locality: central portion of 50048 dyke. 

Phenoorysts: iimiiir to 50048, xcept that early ore almost absent 

(complete resorbtion?) 

Ground-mass: mineralogy again cf. 50048, with some limonite present. 

Texture is quite different, however; rock is coarser and feldspar ths 

show trachytoid texture. 

50136/ 
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50136 

Lccality,  chilled facise of 5 m. por 1yrti. dyke on the south coast 

of angue Island. 

Phanocrysts: Carlsbad-twinned feldepara up to 4 mae. long are 

oryptoperthites in the cores, with turbid, slightly more exeolved margins. 

Some show a more patchy distribution of the two types. Crystals are 

generally subhedral and not so reeorbed marginally as in other miroeyenite 

dykes. Aost carry solution cavities containing risbeckite. 

GrUndmaIs: very fine-grined, almost felt-like, consisting of tiny 

needles of riebeckite-arfvedaonite arranged in flow-pattern set in a 

feldspar bases 	amounts of ore and quartz, but abundant limonite, 

usually replacin amphibole. 

50167 

Lope1i'ya island near Igdlutalik 

..heuperyats feldspars are similar morphologically t::.those in 30645; 

vary from cryptoperthitee, nerally in the cores, to more exeolved 

antiperth.t tee marginally. 

a'oudmaes: the dyke is apnerulitic, though th•9 texture is seen only 

under cross-nicole. his is due to the coalescence of neighbouring 

spherulitee (1 mm) and the elimination of interapherulite areas. Yeathery 

laths of feldspar form the major component of the apLerulite, adiating 

from indistinct centres to interdigitate with the neighbour (plate 4c ). 

Jtthby prisms and needles of riebeckite and its breakdown products lie 

either parallel to the feldapare or at right angles to them, but commonly 

are oriented at randor. and transgress the feldspar fibres. 



RI BCKIT1-iICff 1IOROGRANITii3 

30685 

Locality: dyke within the ilviddal giant dyke. It has been described 

in detail by Upton (1964(a), pp 21-23) 

30756 

LocaLi'v: 	h.ruliL.i: di C;L 	 bbrc 	Ofl th 	i.rJ..nc1 cL: ':o 

Narss.j  

Phenocrysts:*,ow(; bighly raorbed grains of ore aay be microphocrystic. 

Growda: epherulites up to 1 cm. across, with a polygonal outline 

through interference with neighbours (plate 5b ). variable in form, but 

most spectacular are those of delicate sp:r's of curved, acicular 

riebeckite-artv-edaonite crystals intergrown with feldspar and lesser 

uartz. jprays only approximate to true epherulitic form (plate 5a ). 

Smaller apherulites have zonal arrangement. The core (0.25 muis. diameter) 

consists of radiating needles of riebeckite-arfvedsonite in a quartz-

feldspar base, but is often a cloudy mixture of these minerals. Surrounding 

the core is the main zone (1.25 mm) of long, slender needles of these 

minerals, which in turn is followed by a 0.5 mm, zone consisting of stumpy 

crystals of amphibole or aegirine, quartz and feldspar. The c-axes of 

the coloured minerals have a strong tendency to be aligned nornal to the 

radiating needles of zone 2. The final zone is similar to zone 2 0  but 

only 0.5 mm. across. 

These epherulites are surrounded by a blue 'corona", consisting of 

acicular riebeckitos arranged in generally random orientation, though 

there is a tendency to tangential arrangement immediately next to the 

epherulito/ 



spheru.lite edge. Other minerals in t 	ccra ;i:c 	%Y 	iriu•, 

feldspar and quartz in an interlocking texture. 

Where the corona coalesce between tightly pecked sphorulites the 

interspherulite area may be excluded. The interspherulite areas consist 

of feldspar, quartz, aegirine, ske1tal zircon and ore. <uartz  is more 

abundant than feldspar; the two are commonly intergrown in micrographic 

texture. utrtz also shows a tendency to grow as large, anhedral plates 

surrounding aegirine. The pyroxene Is pronouncedly prismatic and grows 

tj fairly large crystals (0.5 iw, • •- beckite-arfvedsonjte is scarce 

in the interspherulite areas an: occurs nearest to the apherulites. It 

has a distinctly stouter habit than the amplibole in the spherulites. (800 

also Upton (1964 (a), p.1u). 

40427 

2221it2j 2-3 in. dyke on north side of Hviddal dy; in central 2ugtut6. 

Phenocysts: cryptoperthitic feldspars largely replaced by matrix, and may 

appear 's ghosts. uartz phenocrysts much corroded marginally and 

only slightly reorystallie.1 t< smaller quartzes. Prismatic riebeckite-

afvedsonite partially resorved. i1  deep sea-blue, grey-blue, J"browniah 

yellow up to 2 sims. long. 'ome have thin, discontinuous aegirine rims. 

Groundnss: maflo minerals are acicular riebecAte-arfvedsonite and 

anhedral, stumpy crystals of aegirine set in a quartz-feldspar base with 

an equigranular, interlockin texture. 

40435 

40449 

Locality: composite quartz porphyry dyke extending through central 

Tugtut6q .1 



utq. 2hese specimens are the iiaematite- and riebeckite-bearing 

varieties of this dyke described by Upton (1364 (a), pp16-17). 

40469 

Locality: 4 m miorogranite dyke, south coast of central Tugtut8q. 

IhlO2ry$t3: none 

Groundmaas: the snecimen was collected from a cream-coloured dyke which 

is not chilled against the gabbros but has transitional contacts over 5 

ems. It is full of pegmatitic drusy cavities containing quartz, haematite 

and limonite. The rock1 contains an abundance of acicular crystals up 

to 2 ems. long, orarig-brown and probably limonite pseudomorpha after 

riebeckite-arfvodaonite. The analysed specimen is rather atypical in 

being an almost pure quartz-feldspar mixture, with scraps of ore, 

chlorite (3.t),carbonate, fluorite and mircon. Groundmass coarser 

than average Tugtutq microgranite (feldspars up to 2 sims.), and may 

be termed sub-granitic, locally almost granophyric. 	ldspar forms 

idioreorphic laths and tablets of antiperthite; quartz is clear and is 

not interstitial. 

40493 

Locality: central part of 5 sie dyke from the east end of Central Lake. 

Phenocrysts: antiperthitee partially reconstituted to smaller feldspars; 

quite anhedral through resorption. Quartz also much resorbed. -3mall 

?microphenocrysts of riebeckite-arfvedsonite surround ore, and may be 

replaced by aggregates of smaller amphibole crystals. 

Groundmass: riebeckite amphibole (properties, p. 	16, associated with 

brown/' 
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brown-green aegirine, which is zoned, with LA c 	10g. strophyllite 

forms clusters of golden needles, but also rims other mafia 

minerals. Ore is fairly scarce, usually enclosed by amphibole. usrtz 

and feldspar form bulk of groundmassf in part they forii granitic texture, 

but also show wart-like micrographic intergrowth, (plate 3(c)). 

40575 

Locaiit:y: 1.5 ni. dyke on N.E. coast of Igdlutalik. 

The specimen is from the Okovfjord suite of microgranites described in 

detail by Upton (1964 (a), pp.  17-18). This particular dyke is the 

one where he recognised the microphenocrysts of ?cataphori1;. 

50163 

ocelitv: dyke on island near Igdlutalik. 

Phenocrysts: small, euhedral magnetites are restricted to the 

riebeckite-bearing portions of the dyke. 

Groundma::a: Green-blue banded, apherulitic chili to a very coarsely 

epherulitic centre. Not sure of colour of actual chill - first picked 

up in section is zone of apherulos which is glassy to cryptocrystalline, 

and "pleochroie" from brown - blue due to riebeold.te content. 3pherulites 

quite distinct from riebeckite - radiating type (e.g. 30758)* ihese 

display several concentric zones, whose mineralogy tends to be rather 

similar, -pherulitee are fairly tightly pack•:d. igest apherulite 

aiso 	luost full sequence of zones. ucceniv zones, from centre are: 

J?iz'st zone (A) 0.20-0.30 ., lightly squashed circular shape. Small 

ore grains av 	cte1 	!iucleus. Co)itrally this zone is crypto- 

crystalline,' (see plates 5(c), 6(a)) 



I 

cryptoci"ystalline but seems to be of feldspar grains enclosilk; riebeckite 

granules. Marginally, the feldspar aiopts fibrous, radiating habit (B) 

but riebeckite still granular. The zone is terminated by a dense blue 

ring of riebeckite granules (C). t this point, the spherulite loses 

its concentricity to some degree. The blue ring is replaced along part 

of its circumference by a clear, crescentic area which seems to be 

composed entirely of quartz crystals arranged normally to the crescent 

wall. The equivalent crescentic area diagonally across the spheruli-te 

does not appear till the end of zone 2. The area of zone 1 crescent 

is some 0.1 m. x 0.02 is. It is not very well-defined from the cloudy 

groundass of zone 1 as some riebeckite fibres do struggle into 

Elebeckite is, howover,concenthiton the outer convex wall of the crnt 

giving it a blue, bearded fringe. 

econd .one ) 0.06 0.06 m. i'; 0. 	sentially same as fibrous part 

of first zone. Slightly more rioboc::Lte on inner side nearest blue ring, 

and lighter colour to zone nearest third zone. Zone l(J) and zone 2 can 

really be thought of as composite zone. At edge of this zone lies the 

diagonal-equivalent of rescentic irea in zone 1. It too lies along a 

blue ring, but in this case latter is indistinct and discontinuous. This 

crescent is some 0.2 in. x 0.02 in. - again is of quartz, and has blue 

Third zonej 	0.06 0.0k . :yün not dissimilar to previous zones, 

but radiating habit has dIs.oed and the texture of zone 1 (A) has 

returned. gone crowded with grains of early ore. Contact with zone 4 

sharp, marked by increase in riebeckite in zone 4. 

Fourth zone (G)J 
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Fourth gone (G) c. 0.2 mm. wide. This is the zone proper of 

crescents. The crescents are concave towards the centre of the epherulite, 

, th 
their inner edges being more or less parallel with the 3 rd ,'4 zone 

boundary. This zone is not continuous and seems to have been interfered 

with in part by the development of smaller spheru.los. They are not very 

uniformly distributed, and their shape can vary from crescentic to 

ovoidal to stringy. 

They are bearded with riebockite coitrfton as described before and 

also inciude granules of the •tuphibole,. Inter-crescent areas of fine 

mixture of feldspar, riebeckite (-? quartz here). rncents of quartz, 

in smaller crescents, seemingly only single crystal-. 	always 

0.05 mm. long. Inter-crescent areas may marginally adopt a sub-radiating 

habit. 

intersphorulite areas ixtremeiy fine-grained, in parts almost isotropic. 

Probably feldspar-quartz-riebeckite mixture as before. 

50181 

Iocaljty; east coast of Igdlutalik. 

This rock is very similar to 40493,  except th.ii. astrophyllite is absent 

and aegirine is very scarce. 

50167 

Loca1it'i: chilled facies of dyke on small, island between Igdlutalik and 

ugtutaq. 

This dyke has been described in detail by Upton (1964(a), pp.17-16). 

50237/ 
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50237 50237 

Locality: from B].a Ianeoo. 

Phe4ocrysts: feldspars not seen in thin-section; appear to have been 

completely replaced by matrix in a way similar to 'nicrogranitee described 

above; there are rectangular areas free from riebedkite-arfvedsonj.te in 

the slide taken to be feldspar ghosts. uartzes fresh and clear, but 

anhedral due to resorption. Some ore (o.oa mm.) may be microphenocrystic. 

Groundinas: anhedral ore grains surrounded by scraps of biotite, a 

rare mineral in the microgranito group, and by riebeckite-arfvsdeonjte 

which is anhedral, stubby, pleocbroic from brown to blue. Feldspar and 

quartz form an equiranular, interlocking texture, with the grain 

boundaries seemingly independent of the mafic crystal edges. Fluorite 

and zircon are accessories. 

MGIRINi-kiCH PiICROG dANITI) 

30691 

Locality: rhyolitic dyke cutting Hviddal ayeni.tos, east of Sysnite Lake 

Phenocrysta: optical data for the feidepara may be found in tTpton (1964 

(a), p.20). 4usrtzes partially rounded through reaorptln. carce, green 

hedenbergites are rimmed and replaced by aegirine. 

Groundmass: texture is apherulitic, epherulitee described here are 

from t chill zone, and are between 1.5 and 2 ems. across. Their 

mineralogy is simple; natrolite, quartz, feldspar and aegirine plus its 

breakdown products. Phenocrysts of quartz and feldspar form a nucleus 

for only a few spherilites. The apherulites have a pronounced zonal 

arrangeent.. 

Lone 1/ 



Zone 1. (0.6 ems) Clear, central zone of radiating bunches of a length-

slow, straight extinction mineral which may be natrolite. The bundles 

fray marginally to give an inter-bundle granulated appearance. The 

central zone includes discrete, aegirine granules, aggregates of aegirine, 

and fluorite. The relationship of aegirine to the natrolite is not obvious 

from the textii evidence, but the pyroxene is most easily explained 

as granules left behind during the growth of the spherulite. 

Zone 2. The central zone is surrounded by a dark, opaque rim of arine 

material into which the core ma,v penetrate as little pegs (plate 6c ). 

Towards the outer edge of this rim exists a line of dark spherulite3 

which are composed of a clear, central core surrounded by a green 

aggregate of tiny aegirines, and lot Is enveloped by an almost opaque 

blanket of aegirine breakdown products. 

Zone 3. 1.0 mm. -4herulItic aggregates similar to the envelopes to the 

zone 2 jpherulites sit in a very fine matrix of ? quartz, feldspar and 

aegirine. 

Zone 4. iarihle thick-ness. This zone forms a wide, green surround to 

the apherulite and is similar tD zne 3  except that aegirine is more 

abundant modally. Long amoeboid stringers of 'egirine aggregates are 

common in this zone. 

There is a fairly sharp contact between zone 4 and the interepherulite 

area, which is composed of quartz and orthoclase in an interlocking 

equigranular texture, with some aegirine and possible allanite. 

40495 

Localitv: green dyke from island in the Central Lake. 

Phenocrysts :1 
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Phenocrysts: feldspars are anhedral perthites, forming glamero-

poryhyritic aggregates, in which the individuals have sutured margins. 

Phenocrysta similar to those from 30685, but are more Vigorously 

zoned; cores are slightly exeolved, micropertiitic; margins are 

turbid, with twinning similar to 30685. Rounded quartzes show 

incipient internal replacement. 	iggregates of asgirine crystals appear 

to pseudoniorph original amphibole Jhenocrysts. 

Ground--ass: stubby prisms of aegirine have virtually straight extinction. 

Scarce riebeokite. urtz and (?orthoclase) feldspar form interlockinr, 

equigranular texture. Possible pyrochlore forms diffuse, brown, isotropic 

grains lacking distinct crystal faces. 

40554 

Locality: irregular blue-green dyke within the Hviddal giant dyke. 

Phenocryste: feldspars are Carlsbad-twinned oryptoperthites .1 microperthites, 

though in most, the cores of the crystals are recrystaJised to a multitude 

of little feldspars, but whore unrecryotallised, they consist largely of 

a phase showing a very fine-scale, polysynethetic twinning. The outer 

zones are of a clear, homogeneous material, 2J O(880, which are more 

turbid than the cores. tuartz phenocrysts may be euhedral, btpyramidal 

after-quartz, but most are partially resorbod. liedenbergite occurs as 

splendid, bottle-green crystals which are slightly pleochroic and have 

a 	= 380. They are marginally altered to an almost opaque brown material, 

and some are partially replaced internally by another green pyroxene, 

with a " 	10°  and .. emorald green jd  and d" yellow-green. 

ounkJaBs: the texture is4pheralitic, with green apherulites surrounded 

by/ 



- 
by blue interapherulite areas. The cores to the spheruli tea are 

oryptocrystalline or sub-isotropic areas, commonly having a 

phenocryst nucleus. This "glassy" material is densest at the crystal 

margins and is formed dominantly of aegirine and its breakdown product. 

The outer rim of the apherulites consists of radial laths and needles 

of pyroxene and feldspar, and has a higher felaic: ferromagnesian ratio 

than the apherulite cor. 'hese radial rims penetrate into the inter-

spherulite areas, which art-  rde of quartz and feldspar, either in an 

equigranular, interlocking texture or in sub-radial "minor unh3ruliteS" 

associated with aegirine and riebeokite-artvedsonite needic:. 	nded 

? vuga contain aegirine, astrôphyllite and ore. 

40600 (a) 

cality: 

Phenocrysts:euhedral feldspars up to 3wms. long; all stages of exeolution 

from cryptoparthites to patch perthites; incipient recrystalliaation. 

Quartzes of similar size, much resorbod, and contain solution cavities. 

Hedenbergitea up to 1 mm. long, generally frech, wit-c iiight it 

to brown, opaque material. 

cundmaes: coarsely opherulitic, with broad, ill-defined apherulitea 

up to 1 cm. across separated by areas of flow-banded matrix. There may 

have been some rotation of the apherulites after formation. enerally, 

apheruli tea of quartz, feldspar and ri ebeckite-arfvedsonite, and the 

interepherulite areas of quartz, feldspar, aegirine, riebeckite-arfvedsonite 

and astrophyllite. The apherulitea do not have a radial structure, but 

like the interspheru.lite areas, are feleitic. Within the major spherulites 

occur! 
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occur smaller, rounded forms (o.5 ai.), with a aurk, r.cial fe].sio 

base in which sheathe of aegirine forii radial sprays. 

Astrophyllite forms little clumps of golden crystals which may 

groi to a larger size than the tiny aegirine and riebeckite—arfvedsonite 

needles, but which are of obviously later formation. Aegirine or 

astróphyllite occur also in vugs (<i mm) associated with feldspar 

phenoorysts. In then, the a: 	•J 	..j(; 	It:; 	. - t, 

the aegirine grows in aoioui. 	 j'r to  

59197 

clity: 2 m. dyke south of }ividdal dyke, central Thgtutq fjord. 

Phsnoccy-ats; aggregates of strongly zoned cryptoporthitea and antiperthitos 

up to 2 uuns • across, are srihedral and partially altered to quartz—feldspar 

granular aggregates. :uartz (t3 rnms.) resorbed, with solution cavities. 

Aggregates of aegirine ( 3 mae.) replace hedenbergite plienocrysts. 

GroMd_masai quartz and feldspar (generally crypto— to .icro—perthitic) 

in equigranular, interlocking teKture. bundant aegirine is stubby, 

anhedral crystals, partially altered to brown ferruginous materiI • 

ore and ?aatrophyilite. 



AiALTIUAi APPZXX  

The various methods used in the preparation and chemical analyses of the 

Tugtutq rocks were those currently in use at the Geology Department, University 

of dinburgh. 

ie of specimens. 3ince the material used during the first two years of this 

work had been collected by Upton, the size of the specimens chosen for crushing 

was dictated by their availability. Internal circulars at Edinburgh suggest the 

following minimal weights to be crushed, depending on textures: 

	

Grain size 	 Textural tprm 	 ple weight 

	

3 ems 	 Pegnatitic 	 5000 gnia. 

	

1 - 3 crns 	 Coarse-grained 	 2000 gns. 

	

I - 10 sims 	 ilediuxu-grained 	 1000 as. 

0 - 1 mm. Pine-grained 	 500 grns. 

The dyke rocks fall into the last of these categories. About 751'of the 

analysed specimens weighed over 400 gsis. at the -20 mesh stage, and of the others, 

none weighed less than 290 gais. It was felt that, considering the felsitic 

texture of many of these dykes and the enorally low content of phenocrysts, a 

representative saplo had been crushed. Of the Central Complex rocks, none 

weighed less than 1000 gins, after crushing to -20 mesh. 

Crushing of specimens. 	3pecimens were vigorously brushed using a hard-bristle 

brush in a flow of tap water to remove dust and organic remains, rinsed thoroughly 

in distilled water and dried immediately. i'reliminary crushing was by Cutrock 

Hydraulic Press, to sizes of about (i+ )3, Chips were carefully examined for iron 

contamination from the press, and the points of contact of rock and press brushed 

with a hard, nylon toothbrush All the sample pieces were then reduced to about 

1 oms. size by crushing with a tungsten carbide pestle on a plate of the same 

material/ 
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material. A guard was placed around the plate to prevent loss of material on 

splintering. 

The total sample was then reduced to -20 mesh by passing several times 

through a roller-crusher, using each time a narrower distance between the rollers. 

After each operation, material of the required size was removed b-I sieving it 

through 20 mesh bolting silk held in a pi&ic tube. Care was taken to produce 

as little rock-flour as possible, to prevent material loss and contamination. 

At the end of the operation, the -20 mesh material was collected in a Manilla 

envelope. 

Generally at this stage, an aliquot was taken, using the "cone-and-

quartering" method. The weight of the aliquot varied, from 50 to 100 gms, 

depending on the grain size of the rock. 

The fine crushing of the samples was done in a Fritsch automatic pulveriser. 

-20 mesh material was ground for some 10-15 minutes, and then the -100 mesh sample 

sieved out using bolting silk. jhort grinding times were preferred, to minimise 

possible contamination by i 2  from the agate mortar and pestle, and to avoid 

overheating of the material with possible oxidation of 	At the end of this 

operation, a amail amount (ca. 1 g) of material was usually left unground. Since 

crushing of such a small sample in the Fritach is inadvisable, it was usually 

ground to pass 100 mesh by hand. The complete powdered samples were bottled and 

labelled. Before any analytical work was attempted, the samples were heated over-

night at 1100C to remove hygroscopic moisture. 

All equipment was thoroughly cleaned between samples, and where quantity 

of material allowed, small amounts of material were passed through at each operation 

before the bulk of the same material, and discarded. It was hoped that in this way, 

any material from the previous sample left after cleaning would be either removed 

or/ 



or at least much diluted by the preliminary batch of the next sample. 

Further preparation of XkLF analysis. The sample preparation used at Edinburgh 

is a modified version of that described by Rose, Adler and Flanagon (1963, 

Applied Spectroscopy, J, 81-5). .1?u.sion of the -100 mesh sample with large amounts 

of lithium tetraborate (L12B407) and lanthanum oxide (La203) renders it homogeneous 

it also has tke effect of buffering the total mass absorption of the glass beads 

produced after fusion. The principle, therefore, is-ond of homogenizing all 

variables, except the original coientrations of the various samples, and thus 

allowing direct comparisons between concentrations of samples possible. Linear 

calibration curves of intensity against concentration may be constructed and used 

All major elements above Na, Z = 11, may be analysed using this sample preparation. 

Details of preparation technique 

On to a square of black glazed paper were added 0.7500 gms. of -100 mesh 

sample powder, 0.7500 gms. La203  and 6.00 gins. anhydrous L1213407. These 

constituents were carefully mixed using a Ft rod and transferred to a clean, 

carbon pot. (reat care was exercised at this stage to lose no material. 

The pots were placed on a silica plate and put in a muffle furnace preheated 

0 to 7000C. The temperature was raised to 1050 C and held at that temperature 

for 20 minutes. The pots were then removed from the furnace and, when cool enough, 

the fused glass beads taken from the pots. These beads were wiped clean of 

surface carbon and weighed immediately. ioss of weight through volatile escape 

varied from sample to saiple. Analar H3B03  was added to each bead to bring the 

combined weight to exactly 7.500 g 

The bead and 113B03  were placed in a C ball mill vial on a sheet of glazed 

paper, with the convex surface of the bead uppermost. The bead was then crcked, 

using a hardened steel cylinder as a plunger. Care was exercised (i) to prevent 

cracking of the brittle vial and (ii) to prevent loss of material. The latter 

was/ 
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was achieved by covering the top of the vial with a sheet of thin "dental 

rubber" through a small slit in which the plunger could be pushed. When the glass 

bead was broken into chips less than about 0.75 ems., the plunger rubber sheet 

and glazed paper were inspected for bead material and any found placed in the vial. 

Two vC balls were added to the vial, which was sealed and put into the 

ball mill for 40 minutes. 

(d) The white powdered glass was passed through a 200 iiiesh bolting silk gauze. 

A small amount of powder was too coarse to pass through the gauge, and was 

reduced by hand in an agate mortar and pestle. Assuming homogenization of the 

powder in the ball mill, 100;o'recovery of the powder was not critical at this 

stage. The powder was bottled, labelled and dried overnight at 1100C. 

Discussion of )UF results 

One disc was made of all unknown rocks, and also a duplicate made of one 

rock in six. All reported values of major elements, except in0 and Ti02, are 

the mean of 2 or 3 detenainations on the same disc. Ji'or trace elements, one rock 

in six was duplicated, the precision was in all oases satisfactory (Table A9). 

An internal standard (usually a U.S.G.S, standard rock) was used in all cases, and 

corrections for instrumental drift were usually made with reference to that 

standard. 

It is difficult to judge the accuracy of the trace element analyses, since 

they are only as good as the values used for the international standards in drawing 

up the calibration curves. Zn in some Tututq rocks has been determined by atomic 

absorption at Imperial College, London, by courtesy of )r. J.R. Butler; the values 

are listed below and there is a reasonable measure of agreement with the XRF values 

obtained at Edinburgh. 

Juecimen No.! 



Zn(A.A.) Zn(X!) 

40471 140 145 

50149 140 115 

40429 135 115 

40462 180 155 

50051 330 275 

30654 260 260 

50237 295 230 

50181 220 205 

40554 290 285 

40575 195 195 

40495 450 400 

50197 345 340 

Zn (A.A.) 	Atomic absorption (Imp. Coil.); 	analysts, A. Thompson, B. Hough 

- 	Zn (XRF) 	X-ray Fluorescence (Edinburgh) 

(e) 	Compressed discs of the fusion powder with a strengthening borax backer 

were made in a hydraulic press, at pressures of 15 tons, for 2 minutes, The 

surface of the discs was smooth and unpitted, and the discs were ready for 

analysis. 

Minor element analysis 

The fusion method outlined above dilutes the rock sample b: a factor of 

x8. 	In the case of trace elements, such dilution may result in their concentration 

being below the limit of detection of the method, and accordingly whole rock 

powders against mylar film were used in the analysis of these elements. Though 

maximum sensitivity is thus achieved, the resultant precision and accuracy are 

lower than for major elements. 	For iig and C]. detenuinations, the rock powder was 

briquetted/ 
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briquettod at a pressure of 15 tons in order to increase counting rate. 

Standards 

The primary standards used for all elements except Cl and Mg were the 

U.S.G..3. rocks, Gi, Wi, and the Canadian syenite CAAS S-i, and in later work, 

the newer U.S.G.S. standards, G2(granite), GSP-1 (granodiorito), AGV-l(andealte), 

and DTS-1(dunite), (Fleieoher,1965, Geochim. cosaiochlm. Acta 29, 1263-1283), 

(Flanagan, 1967, Geochim. cosmothim. Acta 31, 289-308), (Webber, 1965, Geochim. 

coamochiin. Acta 29, 229-248.) Values were those recommended by these authors, 

or preferred values determined at Edinburgh by Dr. N.B. Price, and G.A. Angel].. 

These standards were supplemented by synthetic 'seeded' standards in the 

determination of Y,"Zr, lb and Pb. For It and Cl, a combination of Hviddai 

syenites (Upton, 1964 (c)) and granitic gneissos from Ardgour, Argyll (kindly 

supplied by Dr. D. Gould) were used. 

In the determination of La, difficulties were encountered with standards; 

two linear calibration curves were found, one using syenitic rocks (cs-1,30640, 

30681; latter two are Jividdal syenites), the other using U..G.S. standards G1,W1 

and iYTS-1, and the Milford Granite. The values for La reported in Table 19 

represent the range between the two curves. 

Checks on NO values from XdF analysis were made by titration with DTA, and 

the XRF results were found to be up to 	low. Al]. rocks with NgO 	were 

therefore analysed 'wet' for that element but it should be remembered that in the 

other rocks MgO values are probably low. 

Chemical analyses 

In the whole rocks, Na2O and K20 were determined by flame photometry. FeO 

by titration with dichromate, P by spectrophotometer, 1120+  gravimetricaliy,and F 

by the spectrophotometric method c;f.eck and *ilth (1964),Talanta 11, 13,--5A-- 1'147- 5 3-1M7. 

All All minerals were analysed by 'wet' methods; Ji02  ravimetriclly, ILl23 
 

11) 
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total Fe by titration with Pb(NO3)2  and dichromate respectively (recommended 

methods of Mercy and Saunders (1966) Earth Planetary Sd. Letters 1, 169-162, 

MnO & TiO2  by spectrophotometer, CaO and MgO by titration with EDTA,and the other 

elements as above for whole rocks. All alkali, FeO and H20+ analyses were 

duplicated. 

Uncompleted teats by I'i.J. Jaunders at Edinburg h (pers. comm.) have 

suggested that the method for eJ determination used in this work, which involves 

boiling of the sample in, acid, may give results which are low by up to 

although the precision of the method is excellent. 



PLATE 1 

(a) Aggregates of aegirine replacing riebecklte—arfvedsonite phenocrysts 

in the xnlcrogranite 40554. Plane polarised light, x30. 

Banding in the margins of a rhyolitic dyke (no G.G.U. number), 

(b) composed of alternations of dark (aegirine + breakdown products) 

and light (quartz and feldspar) layers. Plane polarised light,x30. 

(c) Banding in the rhyolite 86018; alternating layers have finer and 

coarser felsitic texture. Plane polarised light, x30. 
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PLATE; 2 

() Viargins of the rhyolite dyke e6018, showing the development of both 

aphorulitic and banding textures. Plane polarised light, x30. 

Banding composed of dark, epherulitic layers (needles are riebechit;-

(b) arfvedsonite) and light, non-spherulitic layers. )pecimen lio. 85923. 

Plane polarised light, x30. 

(e) "Folded" flow banding, also showing dark and light mineral layering. 

No G.G.U. number. Plane polarised light, x30. 
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Copt.nteN, thought to be due to devitriftoation around pezlitic 

cracks in an aejzine iyon t (no G.G.U. n: fiber). eijirjne + 

breakdown products da* quartz + fe1dsp*r. - light. 21*ne 

polarised light, x30. 

A "fossil eddy* of a*gat trapped between feldapr phenooryste in the 

riebeekite sicroay.nite, 30645. jIl4ne polarised light, M. 

(a) 	Granophy'rio interrowt}i ot quartz and fei4spsr, resembling he form 

of a wart.7 &tebeckite zicrogr*snite, 40493. Plane polarised light, 

1l3O. 





PLATE 4 

(a) Zoned zircon crystal, surrounded by opaque ore, in the Sk.ovfjord 

inicrogranite, 40575. Needles are riebeckite-arfvedsonite. Plane 

polarised light, x130. 

Two types of spherulite in the riebeckite trachyte 30739. In the 

larger spherulite, the radial minerals are triclyrnite and ?riebeckite- 
(b) 	arfvedsonite. 	ia1ler apherulites are composed of c1aque jariterial 

which may be breakdown products of amphibole. 

() Interdigitating spherulites in the matrix of the riebeckite micro-

eyerLite, 50167. .:-riicols, x30. 





(a) 3prays of risb.ckite-arfveüonitø needles approximating aphnrulitic 

form. ideboexite 1Iicrogrit.,  307C. i'.ans poltrirnd 14ht, x30. 

(b) ..on.d apheruitte in the rieb.ckite etorogriwit. 3D756. Ses appendix 

for d.ecription of the zones. Plans polarieed light, 00. 

(a) Qen.it1 view of a felde athio-r 1.Ltting ipheru.ttte (ri,becldte 

rhyolita 50163) showing the zones deuorib.d on pp. M4-16o i1an* 

polarised light, xO. 
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Title of Thesis PeralkalmeAcid ..ckafrom the 	ard.a 

Province, South Greenland." 

A petrological study is presented of the intermediate to acid members of the 
mid-Gardar dyke swarms of the Tugtutoq area, South Greenland, with a view to 
elucidating the origin of the peralkaline acid varieties. The dykes form an almost 
continuous series from trachydolerites through microsyenitea to riebeckite- and 
aegirine-bearing microgranites, all groups being porphyritic. The alkali feldspar 
phenocrysts show a trend towards inoreaIIrg Or-enrichment in more acid dykes. Augitic 
pyroxerie, pseudomorphed fayalite and ore are scarce phenocrysts in basic microsyenites 
but are replaced by amphibole in the mildly peralkaline dykes, probably as a result of 
high H20 and F concentrations in the liquids. Amphibole is itself replaced by aegirine 
in dykes containing normative sodium metasilicate. 

Chemical analyses of 33 dykes are given, along with data for Rb, Sr, Ba, T, 
La, Ce, Zr, Nb, Zn, Pb and Cl. The analyses are plotted in variation diagrams using 
a modified differentiation Index, the Fractionation Index, which is 	q+or+ab+ac+na, 
as abcissa. The major chemical changes in the direction trachydolerite to microgranite 
are decrease in TiO ,A1. 0 ,FeO,Fe20 +FeO,NnO, MgO, CaO' P 0 , IL,O+ and Cl, and increase 
in SiO ,Fe 0 and F Te3distribution of alkalis is com:o. nigh concentrations are 
reportd fr3Rb (25-590 ppm.), Y (30-425 ppm.), La (?65-600 ppm.), Ce (90-1340 ppm.), 
Zr (300-5240 ppm.), Nb (30-700 ppm), Zn (60-510 ppm.), and Pb ( 120 ppm.), and all 
these elements generally increase with increasing Fractionation Index. Sr (820- 100 ppm) 
and Ba (3970- 0 ppm) fall very sharply in more acid dykes. 

18 new analyses of syenites and granites from the Central Complex, Pugtutoq 
are presented, also accompanied by trace element data. In comparison with the dyke 
series, these rocks carry low amounts of excess alkalis after feldspar formation, 
suggesting that these alkalis were lost on cooling of the Complex. It can be shown that 
a deficiency of Fe in the Central Complex rocks compared to the dykes (i.e. low potential 
acmite) has exaggerated the tendency for alkali loss. 

There is a chemical discontinuity in the dyke series, between 66 % SiO2  71, 
and this silica-gap is common to all the Gardar intrusives. Despite this and other 
complications, the dyke magmas are thought to have formed by fractionation of basaltic 
migmm. The apparent scarcity of dykes in certain composition ranges is a result ofa 
purely physical effect, such as viscosity, iensity or freezing due to escape of a 
volatile phase. 

The dyke series became peralkaline by operation of the 'plagioclase effect'. 
Further fractionation was dominantly by separation of a feldspar which was more potassic 
relative to soda than the liquid, thus demonstrating the 'orthoclase effect'. 

Various fractionation trends in the Gardar magmas, and the factors controlling 
them, are discussed. The split in trend towards rhyolitic and phonolitic end-points 
reflects the degree of undersaturation of the alkali basaltic parental zriagmas. The 
importance of ore fractionation in intermediate and acid magmas is stressed. 

Use other side if necessarr. 


